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Introduction 

The 2011 Annual Review Meeting on Outdoor and Indoor Air Pollution Research in the UK was held 

on 10-11 May 2011 at Cranfield University. It was the fourteenth in this series and was once again 

hosted by the Institute of Environment and Health (IEH) on behalf of the Department of Health (DH) 

and the Health Protection Agency (HPA). The principal objective of these meetings is to facilitate the 

exchange of information between UK-based research groups and between researchers and those 

involved in policy and regulatory development, while also taking account of other international 

research. 

The HPA Annual Air Pollution Research Lecture, „Developments in air quality, health science and 

policy in the last two decades‟ was presented by Professor Martin Williams. This detailed chronology 

of the development of knowledge and government policy on air pollution was informed by the 

speaker‟s unique perspective from a career in government science, policy and academia. Invited 

keynote lectures were given by six eminent scientists including Professor Aaron Cohen of the Health 

Effects Institute, Boston, USA, who talked on „Low-to-high dose extrapolation for global air pollution 

risk assessment: a burning question?‟‟ A particular highlight was the overview by Professor Robert 

Maynard of 21 years of air pollution research, given shortly before his retirement from a long and 

distinguished career in government health policy and research. 

This report of the meeting provides the available abstracts of papers presented in the four main 

sessions, together with notes of discussions. In addition to the 23 oral presentations over the two day 

meeting, a further 25 poster papers were displayed and discussed. Poster sessions involved an author 

of each poster giving a short oral presentation to the conference and then being available for further 

discussion with delegates during a designated poster viewing period. Available abstracts of posters are 

also included in these proceedings. In a few instances, for example because the presentations included 

preliminary or as yet unpublished information, it has not been possible to include the abstract in this 

report. PowerPoint presentations of most of the oral papers are available on the IEH website.  

The meeting closed with an overview by Professor Robert Maynard CBE of the HPA, who 

summarised the priority areas for further study identified during the meeting. He acknowledged the 

continuing support of the Department of Health for research into the health effects of air pollutants 

and for enabling the valuable dissemination and discussions that occur at the annual review meetings, 

which are an important part of the research programme. The proceedings of all recent previous 

meetings have been published (IEH, 2000, 2002, 2004a/b, 2005, 2007, 2008 and 2009, 2010) and are 

freely available to download from the IEH website at Cranfield University
1
.  

                                                 
1
 The proceedings of all previous meetings published by IEH are available for download at:  

http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/health/researchareas/environmenthealth/ieh/page21031.html  

http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/health/researchareas/environmenthealth/ieh/page21031.html
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1. Air pollution and asthma 

1.1 Presentations 

1.1a Asthma, atopy and the epithelium 

Stephen T Holgate, School of Medicine, University of Southampton, UK. 

The airway epithelium in asthma is at the interface between the breathed environment and the airway 

tissue. It is, therefore, likely to play a pivotal role in directing airway responses to adverse exposures 

in the face of locally acting susceptibility genes (1). Our current model of asthma that places the Th2 

type T cell as the primary driver is being questioned on the basis of variable efficacy of anti-T cell 

treatments including biologics and the overall failure of blocking Th2 responses with therapies 

directed to Th-2 cytokines (IL-4, IL-5, IL-9 and IL-13) and more pleotropic targets such as TNF  and 

CD25 (IL-2 receptor) (2) (Table 1). es are suggesting that before 5 

years of age allergen exposure alone is not a critical determinant of asthma unless of early onset (3,4); 

rather other environmental factors operating through the epithelium such as the enzymic actions of 

allergens, environmental tobacco smoke, oxidants (paracetamol and air pollutants) and, most 

importantly, respiratory viruses are emerging as important risk  factors for the inception of asthma (5). 

While for years atopy and allergen exposure has been considered as an essential feature of most 

asthma, allergen reduction strategies to prevent initial sensitisation of the airways or, once sensitised, 

or to prevent subsequent exacerbation of disease have largely failed (6). The reasons for this are hotly 

debated with suggestions that, in parallel with depleting allergens, allergen (e.g. house dust mite) 

reduction strategies also deplete protective molecules that influence T cell polarisation towards a Th2 

phenotype (e.g. toll-like receptor ligands such as viral, bacterial and fungal products) (7). 

A breakdown in skin barrier function is pivotal to the development of severe and early onset atopic 

dermatitis (especially mutations in the filaggrin gene on chromosome 1q) (8) (Figure 1). 
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The resulting reduced epithelial barrier function early in life facilitates allergen entry leading to 

secondary skin sensitisation through enhanced interactions with dendritic cells. Similar epithelial 

defects are now being described in food allergy (claudins) (9) and in chronic rhino-sinusitis (S100 

proteins) (10). 

 
Figure 1: Genetic mutations in the filaggrin gene associated with atopic dermatitis (O’Regan 

et al.  J Allergy Clin Immunol  2008; 122: 689-93) 

Most of the novel genes that have been identified with asthma through hypothesis free methods such 

as GWAS are located in the lower airway epithelium rather than the Th2 inflammatory cascade (11). 

In addition defective formation of epithelial tight junctions (TJs) (12) (Figure 2), reduced anti-oxidant 

Table 1: Therapeutic targets in the allergic cascade that have so far failed in asthma 

clinical trials 

Mediators: histamine, prostaglandins (D2, F2 , TxA2, LTB4), tryptase, PAF, 
neuropeptides. 
 

Cytokines: IL-4, -5, -9, -13, TNF . 
 
Chemokines: CCL3, eotaxin. 
 

Adhesion molecules: 4 (VCAM), ICAM-1, E selectin, P selectin. 
 
Receptors: CD4, CD23 (low affinity IgE receptor), CD25 (IL-2 receptor).  
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defences (13) and impaired innate immunity (14) provide a new basis for thinking about asthma in 

terms of increased vulnerability to environmental insults leading to a chronic wound scenario.  

 
Figure 2: Confocal microscopy showing defective TJs in an asthma biopsy.  

Considering the epithelium as a key factor shaping the local innate and adaptive immune response 

also explains the unique localisation of asthma to the conducting airways (apart from nocturnal 

overspill of inflammatory cells to alveoli adjacent to bronchi). Defective TJ function by the asthmatic 

epithelium persists in epithelial cells brushed from the airways and cultured as monolayers before 

being differentiated at an air/liquid interface.  

This process takes up to 50 days, so it is most unlikely that this change is secondary to inflammation. 

Since it can be reversed by addition of exogenous epidermal or related growth factor (14), it most 

likely represents a component of defective repair (i.e. a chronic wound) (Figure 3). 

There are also defects in innate immunity in the asthmatic epithelium. Virus infections in early life 

seem especially important with impaired induction of interferon -  and -  providing a reason why 

early life virus infections of the lower airways are amongst the most powerful risk factors for the 

development of asthma (15,16) and why corticosteroid therapy given over prolonged periods from the 

inception of asthma has little effect on its natural history or subsequent remodelling of the airways 

(17). 
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.  

Figure 3: Epidermal growth factor (EGF) and an epithelial cell selective EGF analogue (L47A) 

restore barrier function in cultured asthmatic bronchial epithelium in vitro 

A new epithelial hypothesis of asthma offers an explanation for dendritic cell programming towards 

an asthma phenotype and the role of epithelial cytokines such as TSLP, TARC and MDC in shaping 

the adaptive immune response towards allergen sensitisation and initiating airway wall structural 

changes through activation of the epithelial mesenchymal trophic unit (EMTU) (18) (Figure 4). 

Moreover, the recognition of key decision points in the development of the lung in prenatal life that 

shape the subsequent response of the airways and alveoli such as Sox2 (19) provides for the first time 

a link between lung development and asthma. Thus, altered functioning of SOX2 expressed in the 

airway but not the alveolar epithelium is able to shape both the Th2 and the remodelling aspects of 

asthma. In conditional transgenic mice reduced airway epithelial expression of the transcription 

factors thyroid transcription factor 1 (Ttf-1) and forkhead box A2 (Foxa2) causes increased expression 

of SAM pointed domain containing ets transcription factor (SPDEF) expression and goblet cell 

metaplasia as well as enhanced Th2 responses (20).  Recently Hans Michael has shown parallel events 

occur in asthmatic epithelial cells and airway biopsies. 

This convergence of mechanistic pathways provides insight into why asthma is characterised by both 

structural and immunological features both of which are essential components of the disease (21). It 

also provides a rational for different subphenotypes of disease involving variable interactions with 

environmental exposures over the life course (21). Placing the epithelium at the centre of asthma 

helps explain the predominance of epithelial-related genes being identified in GWAS (22), the 

importance of very early onset atopy as a driver for persistent asthma (23), functionality of recently 
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identified cytokines that drive Th2 responses (TSLP, IL-25 and IL-33) (24) and the connection 

between deficient epithelial innate immune responses and the onset of asthma (25).  

 
 

Figure 4: Activation of the epithelial mesenchymal trophic unit in chronic asthma 
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1.1b Searching for interactions between genetic 

variants and the home environment in asthma 

David P Strachan and the ISAAC Phase Two Study Group 

Division of Population Health Sciences & Education, St George’s, University of London 

Background and objectives 

Asthma has been widely considered as a disease characterised by interactions between genetic and 

environmental factors, but evidence for such interactions is sparse. We adopted a systematic approach 

to searching for interactions between known risk factors for asthma in the home environment and a 

selection of genetic variants which were associated with asthma symptoms in candidate gene and 

genome-wide studies. The aim was not to test specific interactions, but to obtain an overview of the 

likely extent of effect modification when risk factors from the home environment combine with 

genetic variants associated with asthma. 

Study description 

The International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) Phase Two recruited children 

aged 8-12 years from 30 diverse centres in 22 countries between 1995 and 2002 (Weinmayr et al., 

2007). 1105 wheezing and 3137 non-wheezing children from 17 centres in 13 countries were 

genotyped for 55 candidate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 14 genes, and significant 

associations with wheeze in the past year were found for four genes (IL4R, MS4A2/FCER1B, TLR4, 

TLR9) (Genuneit et al., 2009). Additional genotyping of 17 SNPs representing loci that had been 

associated with either asthma or total serum IgE by the GABRIEL consortium (Moffatt et al., 2010) 

was performed on a subsample of 577 wheezers and 807 non-wheezers from 7 centres (pending 

inclusion of other centres). These loci included GSDM1-ORMDL3-GSDML, HLA-DQ, IL1RL1, IL33, 

and SMAD3 (associated with asthma), and FCER1A, HLA-DR, IL4R-IL21R, IL13 and STAT6 

(associated with total IgE). One SNP per locus was included in these interaction analyses, to avoid 

correlated effects. 

Logistic regression models were fitted with wheeze in the past year as the primary outcome, each SNP 

modelled, in turn, on a per-allele basis (scored 0,1,2), a single environmental factor and the SNP-

environment interaction as explanatory variables. The home environmental factors were selected as 

those most significantly related to wheeze in a random-effects meta-analysis of all 30 ISAAC2 study 

centres: environmental tobacco smoke; mould in the home; and non-feather pillows. The association 

with pillows was restricted to children whose parents denied making changes to pillows because of 

the child‟s asthma or allergy. 

Results 

Table 1 (overleaf) summarises the interaction tests for each combination of SNP and environmental 

risk factor. None of the 42 interactions were statistically significant at the 5% level. The distribution 

of p values was similar to that expected by chance (a uniform distribution), but shifted slightly in the 

direction of non-significance (higher p values), with a median of 0.545, and interquartile range 0.351 

to 0.783. 
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Conclusions 

These results, which are preliminary, pending further genotyping of the GABRIEL SNPs, suggest that 

modification of the effect of the home environment on asthma, by genetic variants that have been 

found to be associated with wheezing or asthma, is unlikely. The biological pathways represented by 

these SNPs are therefore unlikely to be those implicated in the effects of environmental tobacco 

smoke, dampness or mould growth, and pillow type, on asthma symptoms in childhood. 

Discussion 

This study adopted an “agnostic” (non-hypothesis-driven) approach, relying on the marginal 

associations of SNPs with asthma, and environmental risk factors with asthma, to identify SNP-

environment pairs to evaluate in interaction models.  

An alternative approach would be to focus specifically on SNPs related to biological pathways that 

are considered relevant to each environmental exposure and its effects upon asthma. However, such 

candidate interaction studies would need to take into account the failure of large genome-wide 

association studies, such as GABRIEL (Moffatt et al., 2010) to identify associations of asthma with 

variants in many genes that were previously considered of biological importance in asthma or allergy. 

Although most types of statistical interaction (specifically, quantitative interactions or effect 

concentration) would be expected to generate a weak marginal association with both interacting 

factors, some types (qualitative or cross-over interactions) could, in theory, exist without any marginal 

association between the disease and either exposure.  

Nevertheless, the general pattern of these results argue that, without other supporting data, the prior 

probability of gene-environment interaction in asthma should be assumed to be low, and therefore 

replication should be sought before novel gene-environment interactions are published, to avoid an 

excessive number of false positives in the scientific literature. 
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Table 1 Interaction p values for each SNP-environmental factor combination, in logistic 

regression models with wheeze in the past year as the outcome 

Genetic locus SNP identifier Interaction with 

ETS (p value) 

Interaction with 

mould (p value) 

Interaction with 

pillows (p value) 

Wheeze-related 

loci in ISAAC2 

    

IL4R rs1805015 0.586 0.227 0.223 

MS4A2/FCER1B rs2847666 0.715 0.197 0.365 

TLR4 rs11536898 0.358 0.479 0.467 

TLR9 rs187084 0.530 0.808 0.532 

Asthma-related 

loci in 

GABRIEL 

    

GSDM1 rs3894194 0.596 0.287 0.449 

HLA-DQ rs17843604 0.674 0.855 0.351 

IL1RL1 rs10204137 0.772 0.890 0.385 

IL33 rs928413 0.768 0.821 0.783 

SMAD3 rs745103 0.117 0.557 0.875 

IgE-related loci 

in GABRIEL 

    

FCER1A rs4656236 0.514 0.297 0.633 

HLA-DR rs9271300 0.674 0.855 0.351 

IL4R-IL21R rs1859308 0.954 0.791 0.054 

IL13 rs20541 0.198 0.926 0.528 

STAT6 rs167769 0.587 0.798 0.181 

Results for the second and third groups of SNPs are provisional, pending inclusion of additional centres. 
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1.1c World-wide asthma prevalence and outdoor 

PM2.5 estimated by satellite observations 

Barbara K Butland
a
, David P Strachan

a
, H. Ross Anderson

a
,
 
Michael Brauer, Bert Brunekreef, Tadd 

Clayton, Aaron Cohen, Aaron van Donkelaar, Chris Lai, Randall V. Martin.  

a Division of Population Health Sciences and Education, St George’s, University of London, Cranmer Terrace, Tooting, 

London SW17 ORE, UK and MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health. 

Background and objectives 

Evidence from multi-community studies of asthma prevalence shows little or no association with 

community levels of ambient air pollution. The global extent of the International Study of Asthma and 

Allergies in Childhood (ISAAC) collaboration together with the availability of satellite estimates of 

PM2.5 provides an opportunity to investigate this question across a wide range of environments with a 

larger number of centres than has been hitherto possible. 

Study description 

During Phase Three of the ISAAC study a self-complete questionnaire was circulated to a sample of 

around 3,000 school children aged 13-14 years in each of 233 centres in 97 countries. Most samples 

were surveyed between 2000 and 2003 (Ellwood et al., 2005). Estimates of severe asthma prevalence, 

based on these data have already been published by Lai et al. (2009), with severe asthma defined as 

frequent attacks of wheeze (>=4 in the past 12 months), sleep disturbance from wheeze (>=1 night per 

week in past 12 months) or speech limiting wheeze (>=1 in past 12 months). The aim of our analysis 

was to link these estimates to data on air pollution and climate. 

For each ISAAC Phase Three centre that was broadly contained within 1000 km
2
 (i.e. 184 centres 

within 83 countries), a starting pair of longitude and latitude co-ordinates was chosen. The population 

densities (Source: Centre for International Earth Science Information Network) of the corresponding 

0.1° x 0.1° grid square and the surrounding eight 0.1° x 0.1° grid squares were then compared and the 

square with the highest population density chosen as the target zone. Information on climate was 

obtained by linking target zones to the gridded (0.5° x 0.5° grid) estimates of average daily mean 

temperature (Celsius), average monthly precipitation (mm/month) and average water vapour pressure 

(hPa) for the period 1991-2000 produced by the Climatic Research Unit, University of East Anglia 

(Mitchell & Jones, 2005). Similarly, information on pollution was obtained by linking target zones to 

the gridded (0.1° x 0.1° grid) estimates of ground-level PM2.5 (units µ/m
3
 and standardised to 50% 

humidity) for 2001-2006 provided by the Atmospheric Composition Analysis Group, Dalhousie 

University. 

Center for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN), Columbia University; International Food Policy 

Research Institute (IFPRI); The World Bank; and Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) (2004) Global Rural-

Urban Mapping Project (GRUMP), Alpha Version: Population Grids. Palisades, NY: Socioeconomic Data and Applications 

Center (SEDAC), Columbia University. Available [2010] at http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw. 

Mitchell TD (2004) High Resolution observational climatologies, version 2.1. Climatic Research Unit (CRU). Available 

[Nov 2010] at http://www.ipcc-data.org/obs/cru_ts2_1.html.  

Atmospheric Composition Analysis Group, Dalhousie University (2010) Annual Mean Satellite-Derived PM2.5, 2001-2006, 

at 50% RH. Available [Dec 2010] at http://fizz.phys.dal.ca/~atmos/g47.swf . 

http://sedac.ciesin.columbia.edu/gpw
http://fizz.phys.dal.ca/~atmos/
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These PM2.5 estimates were derived from measures of total column aerosol optical depth (AOD) 

produced by two spectroradiometers (the Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer and the Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) on the satellite Terra, with the mapping of AOD to PM2.5 

based on aerosol vertical profiles obtained from the global chemical transport model GEOS-Chem 

(van Donkelaar et al., 2010). The distribution of PM2.5 estimates across centres was positively 

skewed. GNI per capita (Atlas method) for 2001 was obtained from the World Bank. 

Statistical Methods 

With severe asthma prevalence at centre level as the outcome, multiple regression models were fitted 

in STATA 10 to investigate the separate „effects‟ of centre level log(PM2.5) having adjusted for 

country, temperature, vapour pressure, precipitation and sex and country level log(PM2.5) having 

adjusted for temperature vapour pressure, precipitation, sex and GNI per capita.  

Three different models were used: Model 1 was a fixed effects model which included country as an 83 

level factor and provided centre level estimates only. Model 2 was a random intercept model which 

adjusted for country as a random effect and used the model parameterisation proposed by Begg & 

Parides (2003) to provide separate centre level and country level estimates. Model 3 was a random 

intercept / random slope model, fitted to a restricted data set consisting of the 28 countries with at 

least 2 centres, which adjusted for country as a random effect, separated centre and country level 

„effects‟ using the Begg & Parides (2003) method and allowed the centre level association between 

prevalence and log (PM2.5) to vary between countries. 

Results 

A summary of our preliminary findings is presented in Table 1. Having adjusted for climate, sex, and 

GNI per capita there was a significant inverse association (p<0.05) between severe asthma prevalence 

at centre level and country level PM2.5. Results from fitting model 2, which uses all available data to 

estimate country level „effects‟, suggest that if centre 1 (within country 1) and centre 2 (within 

country 2) have the same PM2.5 level, but the average PM2.5 level across centres within country is 10% 

higher in country 2 than in country 1, then on average, severe asthma prevalence in centre 2 will be an 

estimated 0.158 (95% CI: 0.035 to 0.280) percentage points lower than in centre 1. 

At the centre level, having adjusted for country, climate and sex, there was no evidence of any 

association between community-level ambient PM2.5 and severe asthma prevalence. 

 

 

World Bank (2009) GNI per capita, Atlas  method (current US$).  

Available [15th June 2009] at http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD   

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GNP.PCAP.CD
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Conclusions 

There was a negative association between centre level severe asthma prevalence and country level 

PM2.5, which did not appear to be explained by differences in climate, sex or in GNI per capita. 

However, there was no evidence of an association of severe asthma prevalence and PM2.5 across 

centres within countries. These findings are only preliminary and if it is assumed that they are not 

explained by a causal protective effect of PM2.5, the explanation must lie in some unknown negative 

correlates of country level PM2.5. Elucidating these may give new insights into the causes of asthma.  

Various studies have indicated associations between asthma and within-community variation in 

exposure to traffic-related air pollution. Within centre analyses of ISAAC at the individual level have 

found associations between asthma prevalence and self-reported truck traffic in street of residence 

(Brunekreef et al., 2009). Future ecological analyses will take into account the centre level prevalence 

of various environmental indicators including self-reported truck traffic, indoor environment and 

smoking which are available from a smaller number of centres.  

Table 1: Estimated percentage point changes in the prevalence of severe asthma 

associated with a 10% increase in centre level and country level PM2.5 µ/m3. 

Model  No. of 

Countries 

No. of Centres 

within Countries 

Mean (Range) 

Centre Level 

 

Change† (95% CI) 

Country Level 

 

Change‡ (95% CI) 

1.  83 2.2 (1 – 19) -0.029 (-0.103,0.045) - 

2.  83 2.2 (1 – 19) -0.029 (-0.101, 0.042) -0.158 (-0.280,-0.035)* 

3 28 4.6 (2 – 19) -0.050 (-0.143, 0.043) -0.183 (-0.293, -0.072)** 

 

† adjusted for country, temperature, vapour pressure, precipitation and sex  
‡ adjusted for temperature, vapour pressure, precipitation, sex and GNI. 

Note: PM2.5 missing for 1 of the 184 centres 

 * p<0.05, **p<0.01 
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1.1d Why are the results from studies of asthma and 

air pollution so inconsistent? 

Peter Burney, Cristina Canova 

National Heart Lung Institute, 

MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, 

Imperial College, London, SW3 

It is self-evident that air pollution must have marked acute effects on patients with asthma. These 

patients are pretty much defined by their airways‟ exaggerated response to almost any irritant from 

cold dry air to histamine, and it is hard to see why they would not respond to changes in exposure to 

almost any air pollutant. These prejudices are supported by some experimental evidence. (1)There are, 

nevertheless, strong counterfactual cases. The iconic air pollution episode in England in the 20
th
 

Century was the London fog of December 4
th
-11

th
 1952. This accounted for an excess of thousands of 

death over a one week period, yet John Fry, in a much neglected article in the Lancet which followed 

the main report wrote specifically that the asthmatic children in his practice in south London were 

unaffected.(2) In an analysis of the last major air pollution episode in Europe in 1985 Erich Wichman 

similarly noted an increase in hospitalisation for COPD and for cardiac disease in the affected areas, 

but a fall in hospitalisations for asthma.(3) Finally, in a meta-analysis of the effects of PM10 on 

hospitalisation of young patients with asthma, the group at St George‟s found no consistent evidence 

of any effect. (Anderson, personal communication) 

In this talk I will cover two active areas of research which may give some insight into these 

inconsistencies, the role that environmental allergen may play and the role of oxidant-antioxidant 

balance in determining the response to particulate pollution. 

In contrast to the mystifying absence of any discernable effects of air pollution among asthmatics on 

some occasions, the really large asthma outbreaks have always been associated with allergen release. 

There are many instances but conspicuous examples are outbreaks in Chicago(4) and South Africa(5) 

associated with castor bean processing and episodes in Barcelona associated with exposure to soy 

bean dust.(6) What is interesting about the Barcelona episodes was that after the exposure had been 

controlled there were still minor epidemics associated with relatively low exposures that were not 

discernible without prior knowledge of the sensitisation of the patients involved.(7) The difficulty 

with generalising these results to all allergens (neither castor bean nor soy bean allergen are routinely 

monitored in air) is the specificity of the allergen to the person and the rarity of some of the important 

triggers. An attempt was made to overcome this in the Thamesmead study which will be described.(8) 

this provided evidence that low level exposure to allergen from outdoor air was associated with 

exacerbations of asthma and was probably not due to common pollen allergens. The implications of 

these findings for the interpretation of time-series studies of any other pollutant and asthma 

exacerbations are substantial. Methods of monitoring this problem however are poorly developed and 

only available as research tools at the current time. Progress will probably only come when there is a 

better understanding of the important allergens. 

The second likely source of variation in response to air pollution relates to the oxidative power of the 

pollutant and the anti-oxidant protection in the airway. It has been shown that the oxidising power of 

particulate air pollution is highly variable. The ability of PM10 collected during the ECRHS to deplete 
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ascorbic acid in an artificial lung lining fluid varied from less than 30% in Norwich to over 80% in 

Paris.(9) Some supplementation studies have shown that antioxidant vitamins can alter responses to 

air pollution levels(10) though others have not.(11) In unpublished results from the Thamesmead 

study subjects with higher levels of Uric Acid in the nasal lining fluid and higher levels of plasma 

Vitamin C reported fewer exacerbations of disease. In an analysis of the ALLOHA study reported at 

this conference (Canova et al.) an interaction has been shown between the association of PM10 with 

admission to hospital for airway disease and the plasma levels of Vitamin C and Uric Acid. Most of 

these patients, however, were older subjects. It remains to be seen whether similar effects can be 

demonstrated clearly in patients with asthma. 
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1.2 Discussion 

Invited Keynote Presentation: Asthma, atrophy and the epithelium 

Stephen Holgate 

Following this presentation, the speaker was asked whether he considered that there was a defined 

window in development, after which specialisation of these genes does not occur. In response, the 

speaker confirmed that there was and that the developmental biology in branching morphogenesis in 

the mouse and human foetus had been quite carefully worked out; however, he had not had time to 

provide details during the talk. The speaker added that these windows were the most interesting point 

to look at to assess inter-uterine factors that may be modifying expression [of these genes].  An 

additional question regarding this issue concerned whether this also occurs during the post-natal 

period. In response the speaker informed the audience that this was not known and it would be 

difficult to obtain the cells that would be needed for an investigation. 

The speaker was also asked whether the factors responsible for controlling epithelial differentiation in 

the lung also apply in the gut and if we interfere with these factors in an attempt to reduce mucous 

over-secretion, would that have wide reaching consequences. In response the speaker explained that 

this was not his field but all of the mouse work to date had been carried out on conditional mice, that 

is, with epithelial „switched on‟ or „switched off‟ without knocking out [factors] . If you knock these 

things [factors] out in the mouse as a whole it is lethal as the lung doesn‟t develop properly so you 

have to use this conditional technique to get the expression in the adults.  

A further question was raised regarding the use of the second basement membrane in diagnosis. The 

speaker responded that he hadn‟t detailed the remodelling story of asthma in the presentation but the 

epithelium is a potent source of fibrogenic growth factors that can drive differentiation of fibroblasts 

and myofibroblasts and cause proliferation with subsequent laying down of matrix. He added that he 

considered that as the epithelium barrier function is disturbed with the tight junction being broken, 

and in severe disease epithelial cells being lost, then this is a defence mechanism whereby the airway 

tries to prevent environmental factors from penetrating deep into the airway wall.   

Research Presentations 

A study of the concentration-response relationship for the effects 

of ozone on health  

Richard Atkinson 

The speaker was asked if there was any evidence of a time delay between exposure to high levels of 

ozone and subsequent deaths. In response the audience was informed that the data presented did not 

show this, but other studies have shown different lag times between exposure and death and have 

looked at the shape of that relationship. The speaker added that for their study this would have been a 

complication too far and so they opted to use an average of the current and previous exposure data. 
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Searching for interactions between genetic variants and the home 

environment in asthma 

David Strachan 

A member of the audience commented that when people carry out these types of studies variation in 

diagnoses is caused by the population having an extraordinarily crudely defined phenotype which is 

further increased by involving people from all over the world. Taking that into consideration, the 

speaker was asked whether it would be better when studying gene-environmental interactions to start 

off with more gene searching built into the model rather than picking out genes that survive the „blunt 

search‟ approach used. In response the speaker informed the audience that the phenotype was fairly 

well characterised in the first GABRIEL publication but what has come out from epidemiology 

studies looking at asthma is that characterisation is not as important a factor as people would assume 

it to be. What is of high importance is a carefully chosen biological hypothesis that „gene A‟ 

combined with „environmental exposure B‟ may show evidence of effect modification.  

World-wide asthma prevalence and outdoor PM2.5 estimated by 

satellite observations 

Barbara Butland 

A member of the audience suggested that there was an issue about phenotype and the definition of 

severity because depending on how you define asthma, which is often by level of medication use, that 

pattern will vary between countries. On that basis, what may be severe asthma in an individual in one 

country may not be allowed to develop into such in another country due to availability of treatments. 

When asked how do you control for that the speaker replied that when carrying out the study, country-

level effects are adjusted for when looking within a country but those effects could act as modifiers of 

the association; however, it is difficult to get good measurements of country characteristics to show if 

this is happening.   
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1.3 Posters 

1.3a Long-term exposure to air pollution and the 

incidence of asthma: meta analysis of cohort 

studies  

Graziella Favarato, H Ross Anderson, Richard W Atkinson 

Division of Population Health Sciences and Education, St George’s, University of London and MRC-HPA Centre for 

Environment and Health 

Background and objectives 

While there is good evidence that air pollution may aggravate asthma symptoms, the role of air 

pollution in the causation of asthma incidence is less clear. In 2005 a World Health Organisation 

report concluded that there was suggestive evidence for a causal association between the 

prevalence/incidence of asthma symptoms and living in close proximity to traffic (WHO European 

Centre for Environment and Health, 2005). This and other reviews (e.g. US Health Effects Institute, 

2010) were based on a narrative non-quantitative review of individual studies and it has generally 

been thought that this body of evidence is too heterogeneous for formal meta-analysis. The lack of a 

quantitative meta-analysis of this evidence reduces our capacity to evaluate air pollution as a hazard 

for asthma incidence and provide estimates that can be used for burden estimation and health impact 

assessment. The aim of this study (Anderson, in press) was to quantify the association between long-

term exposure to air pollution and the incidence of asthma by conducting a meta-analysis of 

systematically reviewed cohort studies. 

Study description 

As part of a wider review of chronic exposure to air pollution and respiratory outcomes we searched 

Medline, Embase and ISI Web of Science up to July 2010. We included only studies that were in 

English language, based on a population sample and presented a numerical exposure-response 

relationship for incidence adjusted for confounders and accompanied by an estimate of precision. We 

sifted titles and abstracts and assessed the full text of potentially eligible articles. Details of articles 

and their estimates of long-term exposure to air pollutants and the incidence or lifetime prevalence of 

asthma were extracted into a database. Questions about asthma or wheeze symptom were grouped into 

two epidemiological measures; incidence between two assessments and, in birth cohorts followed up 

less than 10 years, lifetime prevalence. To avoid estimates selection bias we developed a priori 

algorithms that allowed us to select estimates blind of size, direction or statistical significance. Where 

there were four or more independent (i.e. one per cohort) quantitative estimates for a pollutant-

outcome pair we carried out a meta-analysis. The summary effects estimates were calculated using 

fixed and random effects models (Der Simonian & Laird, 1986). We calculated heterogeneity 

(Higgins & Thompson, 2002) and explored the sensitivity of our results using a range of sensitivity 

analyses. Finally, publication bias was investigated using funnel plots (Sterne et al., 2000), statistical 

tests (Begg & Mazumdar, 1994; Egger et al., 1997) and the trim and fill technique (Duval & Tweedie, 

2000).  
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Results 

We identified 8 birth cohorts and 9 child/adult cohorts with a total of 99 population-based risk 

estimates. The studies were heterogeneous in their design and methods of exposure and outcome 

measurements. Follow-up ranged from 3 to 23 years. Most studies were based on within-community 

exposure contrasts dominated by traffic pollution. For the 13 studies with estimates for nitrogen 

dioxide (NO2) the random effects odds ratio was 1.07 (95% CI 1.02 to 1.13) per 10 µg/m
3
. There was 

considerable heterogeneity between studies. The sensitivity analyses showed that there was a 

tendency towards larger associations for asthma than for wheeze, for incidence than for lifetime 

prevalence, for adults than for children. Because of the small number of estimates interpretation 

should be cautious. For 5 studies with estimates for particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter 

<2.5 µm (PM2.5) the random effects estimate was 1.16 (95% CI 0.98 to 1.37) per 10 µg/m
3
. There was 

little evidence of heterogeneity. There was evidence of publication bias in the estimates for both NO2 

and PM2.5. After adjusting for publication bias using the trim and fill technique the summary effects 

were reduced in size and statistical significance but remained positive. We did not have sufficient 

number of independent estimates for “primary PM” (seven cohorts but using various measuring 

methods), ozone (three cohorts) and sulphur dioxide (two cohorts) to run the meta-analyses. 

Conclusion 

The results are consistent with an effect of outdoor air pollution on asthma incidence. There was some 

evidence of publication bias. Future analyses would benefit from greater standardisation of cohort 

methods of assessing exposures and outcomes. 

Discussion 

Our approach has provided an overview of the strength of the evidence together with the first reported 

quantitative meta-analysis of outdoor air pollution and asthma incidence. The results support the 

conclusions from previous reviews that there is an effect of outdoor air pollution on the onset of 

asthma. Studies were heterogeneous in design and assessment methods. Some were not amenable to 

the quantification approach. Most of the cohort studies contributing to the meta-analyses provided 

estimates which related to within-community exposure contrast that had been modelled at address 

level. Sensitivity analyses showed that the summary effect for NO2 was sensitive to the age group of 

the participants (children or adults), the type of outcome (wheeze or asthma) or the epidemiological 

measure (lifetime prevalence or incidence). Publication (small study) bias may have inflated the size 

and statistical significance of the summary effects for NO2 and PM2.5. 
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Figure 1 Meta analysis of NO2 

Individual and summary fixed effects estimates for associations between NO2 per 10 µg/m3 and the incidence of asthma and wheeze 

symptom (I=Incidence; LTP=Lifetime Prevalence) 
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Figure 2 Meta analysis of PM2.5 

Individual and summary fixed effects estimates for associations between PM2.5 per 10µg/m3 and the incidence of asthma and wheeze 

symptom (I=Incidence; LTP=Lifetime Prevalence) 
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1.3b Effect of antioxidant markers in modifying the 

response of PM10 on asthma and COPD 

exacerbations. 
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Background and objectives 

Daily variations of outdoor air pollution, in particular particulate matter (PM), have been associated 

with higher number of emergency visits and hospital admissions due to respiratory complaints. 

Evidence suggests that oxidative stress is a unifying feature underlying the toxic actions of PM 

(Kelly, 2003). Asthmatics, and COPD subjects, which are a subgroup of the population recognised to 

be susceptible to air pollution, have been shown to have markedly decreased concentrations of 

vitamin C in lung lining fluid compared to healthy controls (Kelly et al., 1999). Among these groups 

of patients, those with lower antioxidant capacity might be more prone to develop exacerbations in the 

presence of particulate air pollution. Therefore, we have investigated the effect of the patient‟s 

antioxidant capacity (uric acid, vitamins C, A and E) measured in blood, in modifying the response to 

PM10 in patients admitted to hospital with obstructive lung disease.  

Study description 

A bidirectional hospital based case-crossover study has been designed to study the effect of PM10 on 

exacerbation for asthma and COPD. Control-days were selected using a symmetric design. Two days 

of the series were taken as control days, one 14 days before and one 14 days after the event. This 

design provides adequate control for long-term trends and seasonality. Data on PM10 (daily 24h 

average ) from 3 fixed monitoring sites representing concentrations in residential areas in the area of 

Kensington and Chelsea (Earls Court, Cromwell Road, North Kensington) were downloaded from the 

Air Quality London database. For each monitoring station missing data were detected, and replaced 

by the weighted mean of values from the other stations. Conditional logistic regression was used to 

estimate the effect of PM10 at several lags from 0 to three days prior to the day of the event or the 

control days (lag 0-lag3), while controlling for confounders (temperature and humidity). Analyses 

have been stratified by patient‟s antioxidant capacity, and statistical tests performed to test for effect 

modification (likelihood ratio test). 

Results 

209 patients admitted for asthma or COPD to the Chelsea & Westminster Hospital (London) on 234 

occasions were recruited between 2008 and 2010; blood samples for specific markers of antioxidant 

capacity were available for 148 patients. A statistically significant increase in asthma/COPD 

admission rate was related to a 10 µg/m3 increase in PM10, with the highest effect noted 0-3 days 

before the exacerbation (lag0-3: OR=1.35, 95% CI 1.04-1.74). The effect of PM10 was significantly 

lower among subjects with a high plasma vitamin C concentration (p<0.01), and lower, but not 

statistically significant, among subjects with high level of uric acid and α-tocopherol; vitamin A did 

not show evidence of effect modification. 
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Conclusions 

These results show that patients‟ antioxidant capacity may modify the short-term effect of PM10 on 

COPD exacerbations. Further studies, with larger sample size, are recommended to elucidate the 

underlying mechanisms. 
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2. Outdoor pollution-Focus on particulates 

2.1 Presentations 

2.1a Low-to-high dose extrapolation for global air 
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Background 

Long-term exposure to the mixture of ambient fine particulate air pollution, PM2.5, is associated with 

increased mortality from cardiovascular disease (COMEAP 2009; Brook et al., 2010).  Epidemiologic 

cohort studies, conducted largely in the US, have reported this association for annual outdoor average 

concentrations ranging from 5 μg/m
3
 to 30 μg/m

3
 PM2.5.  No studies have estimated the effects of 

long-term exposure to PM2.5 on cardiovascular mortality at the much higher ambient concentrations in 

the developing world (HEI 2010). Urban outdoor air pollution in-terms of PM2.5 was estimated to have 

caused 800,000 deaths and 6.4 million Disability-Adjusted Life Years in 2000 due largely to 

cardiovascular disease (Cohen AJ et al 2004; WHO 2002). These estimates were based on 

extrapolation of the results of a large US cohort study, and assumed a linear increase in the excess 

relative risk from 7.5 to 50 μg/m
3
 PM2.5 with no further change in the excess relative risk at higher 

concentrations.   This model choice was motivated by the concern that linear extrapolation from low 

to high levels using the US cohort risk coefficients would produce unrealistically large estimates of 

the attributable burden, but no theoretical or further empirical justification was given for this model or 

for any other models proposed for such estimates (Cohen AJ, et al. 2004; Ostro 2004).  

Recently, Pope et al. (2009) suggested that the integration of epidemiologic evidence on 

cardiovascular mortality risk from disparate sources of PM2.5, such as ambient air, second hand smoke 

(SHS), and active smoking may provide insight into the shape of the exposure-response relation at 

higher concentrations.    

This paper describes risk models for cardiovascular disease mortality and PM2.5 that are consistent 

with the risk estimates from epidemiologic cohort studies of ambient air pollution, SHS, and active 

smoking. These models reflect the following underlying assumptions: 

 Emissions from diverse combustion sources, including tobacco smoke (directly inhaled or 

second hand), diverse fossil fuel combustion sources, and biomass are associated with adverse 

health effects on the cardiovascular system.   

 The toxicity of emissions from different combustion sources may well differ, but current 

knowledge does not allow definitive and quantifiable conclusions regarding their relative 

cardiovascular toxicity and little is known about international variation in source 

contributions around the world (USEPA 2009; WHO 2006). 
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 Fine particle mass, PM2.5, provides a useful common indicator of the mixture of pollutants 

from diverse combustion sources. Therefore, we assume, given the state of current knowledge 

and consistent with Pope et al. (2009), that risk is a function of PM2.5 mass inhaled dose 

regardless of source. 

 The relation between PM2.5 exposure and cardiovascular mortality is nonlinear over the range 

of human exposure to PM2.5 from diverse combustion sources, with a higher change in risk for 

lower concentrations and a lower change in risk for high concentrations (Pope et al 2009; 

2010 submitted).   Risks at very high PM2.5 concentrations associated with the highest levels 

of active smoking may be nearly constant, with almost no noticeable increase. 

 The excess relative risk of mortality from cardiovascular disease due to exposure to PM2.5 

from any source is assumed to be no greater than that associated with active tobacco smoking. 

  We propose the following relative risk model )(zRs for source s given by,    

cf

zz

s

cf

s
zz

zz
zR

cf ..,),........1(1

.......,....................,.........1
)(

)(  

where 1s is the parameter that governs the rate of change in risk with PM2.5 concentration (z) 

from source s (outdoor air pollution or second hand smoking), with zcf denoting the counterfactual 

concentration below which we assume there is no additional risk.  For very large z, 1~R .   Our 

estimate of  is based on the risk of cardiovascular mortality of a current smoker compared to a 

never smoker.   

The source-specific risk model formulation assumes that in conjunction with the specification of the 

maximum relative risk value, 1 , which is independent of source, and the form of the risk model, 

information on relative risks associated with PM2.5 exposure for any given source is sufficient to 

predict risks for the entire range of exposure of interest.  For example, risk information due to 

exposure to outdoor sources of PM2.5 is available from cohort studies.  These studies typically have 

concentration ranges from a few µg/m
3
 to 20 µg/m

3
. However, our approach uses this information to 

predict risks for much larger exposures.  Exposures to second hand smoke have been estimated as 

reported by Pope et al. (2009) to vary from 20 µg/m
3 
to 50 µg/m

3
.  Cardiovascular mortality risks have 

been summarized for these concentrations (USDHHS 2006) and this information can be used to 

predict risks over the entire range of PM2.5 concentrations using our risk model formulation.   

Our summary risk estimate is formed by averaging the source specific risk functions at each PM2.5 

concentration (denoted by Average Risk Model).  This approach places equal importance on the 

information available from outdoor air pollution, using coefficients from the ACS and other cohort 

studies, and second hand smoking.  We also considered alternative methods of summarizing 

information among sources including estimating the a single  based on outdoor air pollution and 

second hand smoking risks simultaneously (Unified Risk Model) and a piecewise risk model which 

only incorporates risk information on outdoor air pollution up to a specified concentration and then 

uses risk information on second hand smoking above that concentration.  All three of these methods 

yielded similar estimates of risk.   
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The Average Risk Model for Ischemic Heart 

Disease (IHD) mortality is displayed in the 

Figure.  This risk model, with a counterfactual 

concentration of 4 µg/m
3
, was applied to 

estimated PM2.5 concentrations for the year 2000 

in 3,000 major cities throughout the world with 

populations over 100,000.  The estimated 

population attributable fraction varied from 16% 

to 29% among the 14 WHO Regions.  Uncertainty 

in the estimates was quantified using simulation 

methods. 
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Background and objectives 

The 27 member states of the European Union are committed to obtain 20% of their energy 

requirements from renewable sources, including biomass, by 2020 (EU, 2009) as part of a raft of 

proposals to reduce CO2 emissions. In response to these targets, the UK Department for Energy and 

Climate Change (DECC) has announced the world‟s first renewable heat incentive, which will 

provide a financial incentive for individuals and businesses to switch from fossil fuel to renewables as 

part of a strategy to „de-carbonise‟ the generation of heat in the UK. As part of carbon reduction 

policies the UK government will launch the world first renewable heat incentive in June 2011 (DECC, 

2010a), which will target around 700,000 new domestic biomass installations by 2020 (Klevnäs, 

2009). Additionally biomass boilers are being installed to meet requirements for renewable energy in 

new buildings. Concern has been raised over the possible urban air pollution impacts arising from the 

widespread installation and use of biomass heating. There is a risk that an increase in biomass burning 

may undermine air quality management actions aimed at achieving PM10 EU Limit Values and the EU 

exposure reduction target for PM2.5. It was therefore felt prudent to establish a baseline for the PM 

from biomass burning in London against which future changes can be measured. 

Study description 

The contribution of PM from biomass in London was estimated using two ambient measurement 

methods. The first used measurements of the concentration of levoglucosan, a specific marker for PM 

from wood combustion, sampled during two winter campaigns in 2009 and 2010. The second used the 

differential absorption of UV and IR in sampled PM10 using aethalometers (Favez et al. 2010) at two 

sites over a period of 15 months. Analysis was supported by measurements of NOX, sulphate and 

ethane from UK national networks. 

Results 

Mean winter time concentrations of levoglucosan were 176 ng m
-3

; at the low end of the range of 

concentrations found across Europe. Analysis of levoglucosan concentrations and wind speed did not 

reveal any large point sources. Having used measurements of ethane (assumed to be from natural gas 

leakage) as a tracer for dispersion it was found that levoglucosan emissions were greatest at 

weekends. 

Good correlation was found between estimates of PM from wood smoke using levoglucosan and UV 

and IR absorption (r
2
 = 0.76), though the estimated concentrations of organic carbon using the UV 

and IR absorption method exceeded estimates using levoglucosan by a factor of between 1.5 and 2 . 

Measurements of UV and IR absorption suggest that wood burning is a winter time pollution source 

in London with peak PM10 concentrations during evenings and especially at weekends 
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Conclusions 

Ahead of new policies to promote renewable energy it appears that wood burning already contributes 

approximately 3 µg m
-3

 to wintertime PM10 in London; 15% of the wintertime background 

concentration. No distinct point sources were detected, suggesting that wood smoke particulate 

originates from diffuse urban sources. The wood smoke contribution to PM10 was mainly a wintertime 

effect; occurring mostly during evenings and at weekends. This suggests that current wood burning in 

London is a secondary heating source. Widespread wood burning suggests that smoke control 

legislation is no longer effective in London. 
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2.1c Modelling changes to London’s indoor 

domestic PM2.5 exposure in a low-carbon future 

Clive Shrubsole 
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Using a bottom-up modelling approach, an assessment was made of indoor personal exposure 

to PM2.5 currently being experienced in the Greater London Area (GLA) domestic stock and in a 

future 2050 low carbon scenario. Parameters changed include: ambient concentrations, projected air 

tightness of buildings, construction changes resulting from the application of energy efficiency 

measures and the introduction of mechanically ventilation with heat recovery systems (MVHR). 

UK Stock models from Wilkinson et al., 2009 were modified to reflect the GLA domestic stock 

profile and processed using CONTAMW; a validated multizone micro-environmental (mE) model. 

Data was post-processed using linear regression techniques and differential sensitivity analysis. An 

appraisal of the potential impacts on mortality of changes in population exposure to PM2.5 was 

performed using a life table method.  

Results show that domestic energy efficiency interventions motivated by climate change objectives 

can yield health benefits. However, whilst interventions are generally beneficial to health, the 

magnitude and directions of health changes are dependent on the details of the specific mitigation 

package. Occupant behaviour can play a major role in determining individual indoor exposure levels 

and need to be considered in policy formulation. 
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2.1d The challenge of meeting the exposure 

reduction target for PM2.5 

Duncan Laxen 
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Introduction 

PM2.5 is now recognised to be the pollutant most clearly related to adverse health outcomes following 

both short and long-term exposure.  It is also a pollutant for which no threshold for effects has been 

identified.  Standards have recently been introduced both at the UK and EU levels to limit exposure to 

PM2.5.  In recognition of the absence of a threshold for effects a new approach to standard setting has 

been introduced.  This involves the setting of „exposure-reduction‟ targets, whereby concentrations 

measured at urban background locations, averaged across each member state, have to be reduced by 

10-15% over a ten year period.  The exposure-reduction „objective‟ (UK) and „target‟ (EU) are 

supported by a more traditional standard that is designed to ensure that there are no exceptional 

hotspots of exposure.  In all cases the PM2.5 standards apply to annual mean concentrations, as the 

health evidence is that the impacts are around an order of magnitude more significant than those 

arising from exposure to short-term (24-hour) peaks. 

Meeting the exposure-reduction standards will require an understanding of the sources and 

concentrations of PM2.5 at urban background locations.  This paper reviews the current evidence from 

monitoring and modelling in the UK. 

The basis for this paper is information collated for a report recently completed for the Scotland and 

Northern Ireland Forum for Environmental Research (SNIFFER) on PM2.5 in the UK (Laxen et al, 

2010).  It covers published papers and an analysis of monitoring data across the UK in 2009. 

Standards for PM2.5 

The UK standards were established in 2007 (Defra, 2007), prior to the publication of the EU standards 

(European Commission, 2008).  The two sets of standards are similar, but have some differences, as 

shown in Table 1.  There are also separate, more stringent, standards for Scotland. The exposure-

reduction objective is a 15% reduction in urban background concentrations between 2010 and 2020.  

The EU exposure-reduction target is determined by the average concentration at the beginning of the 

period; it will be a 10 or 15% reduction for the UK based on initial measurements. 
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Table 1 Standards for PM2.5 
a 

 Time Period Standard Timescale 

UK  

Annual mean Objective of 25 µg/m
3
 By2020 

3-year running 

annual mean 

Objective of 15% reduction in concentrations 

measured across urban background sites 

Between 2010 

and 2020 

Scottish  

Annual mean Objective of 12 µg/m
3
 2020 

3-year running 

annual mean 

Objective of 15% reduction in concentrations 

measured across urban background sites 

Between 2010 

and 2020 

European  

Annual mean Target value of 25 µg/m
3
 2010 

Annual mean Limit value of 25 µg/m
3
 2015 

Annual mean Stage 2 indicative limit value of 20 µg/m
3
 2020 

3 year Average 

Exposure 

Indicator (AEI) 

Exposure-reduction target relative to the AEI 

depending on the 2010 value of the 3 year AEI 

(ranging from a 0% to a 20% reduction)
b
 

2020 

3 year Average 

Exposure 

Indicator (AEI) 

Exposure-concentration obligation of 20 µg/m
3
 2015 

a  The standards for PM10 remain in place. 
b  The target will depend on the initial concentration. 

Sources of PM2.5 

The key distinction to make is between primary and secondary PM2.5.  Primary particles are particles 

emitted directly into the atmosphere.  They may be both natural and anthropogenic, although the latter 

dominate.  Secondary particles are formed in the atmosphere through atmospheric reactions, e.g. the 

oxidation of gaseous sulphur dioxide to sulphur acid, which reacts with ammonia to form ammonium 

sulphate aerosol.  The formation of secondary particles is relatively slow (hours to days), so secondary 

PM2.5 is found well downwind of the sources of the precursor gas emissions.  As a consequence, 

secondary particles are relatively evenly distributed spatially.  As with primary particles, they can be 

created from both natural and anthropogenic emissions, with the latter dominating. 

The evidence from monitoring and modelling is that secondary particles are a major contributor to 

urban background PM2.5 (Figure 1) and that precursor emissions in continental Europe are a major 

source.  Those primary sources that contribute at the local level account for around 25-30% of the 

PM2.5.  There are many different sources contributing to this primary PM2.5.  While road traffic 

emissions play an important role they are not a predominant source, accounting for 12% in Figure 1A, 

compared with industry and off-road mobile sources (fork lift trucks, construction machinery etc.) at 

16%. 
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Figure 1 Apportionment of PM2.5 at urban background locations in Birmingham.  A) From 

modelling by AEA for 2009, for a location at Birmingham Tyburn (Stedman, 2011).  B) From 

measurement and receptor modelling in 2007/08 by Yin et al (2010). The categories proceed 

clockwise from the midday position. 

A 

B 
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Urban background concentrations of PM2.5 

There was little monitoring for PM2.5 until 2009, when the UK Government established a UK wide 

network to meet the requirements of the new EU Directive (European Commission, 2008).  There are 

now 67 sites within the Government‟s Automatic Urban and Rural Network (AURN), the majority 

(43) being urban background.  Analysis of the 2009 data indicates the overall pattern as set out in 

Table 2. 

Table 2 Summary of concentrations across the UK in 2009. 

Site Type Characteristic Concentrations 

Rural background From 3 to 10 µg/m
3
, with the lowest values in northern Scotland and the 

highest in southern England 

Urban background +3 to +6 µg/m
3
 above the rural background in major urban areas 

Kerbside
a
 +7 to +8 µg/m

3
 above the urban background alongside a busy road 

Roadside
b
 +1 to +2 µg/m

3
 above the urban background alongside a busy road 

a 
  Kerbside is within 1 m of the kerb – based on limited number of sites 

b
  Roadside is within about 10 m of the kerb – based on limited number of sites 

The rural background dominates at most urban background locations, especially in the south of the 

UK.  Road traffic is not a dominant source, except for kerbside locations alongside busy roads.  Even 

here, the limit value of 25 µg/m
3
, to be met by 2015, is unlikely to be exceeded, based on the 

monitoring carried out to date.  Urban background concentrations in 2009 ranged from 8.5 µg/m
3
 in 

Edinburgh to 17.6 µg/m
3
 in London (Greenwich).  The exposure-reduction standards will require a 

reduction of around 1.5-2 µg/m
3
 in urban background concentrations.  As the urban background 

enhancement in urban areas is 3-6 µg/m
3
, the reduction in these local sources to meet the standard will 

be some 25-67%, if these sources alone are tackled.  Alternately the controls could be focussed on 

secondary sources, which account for some 4-6 µg/m
3
 of the urban background concentrations in most 

parts of the UK, and would require a 25-50% reduction. 

Conclusions 

There is rapidly developing body of information on PM2.5 in the UK.  However, there are currently 

only limited data describing the contributions of the many different primary and secondary sources.  

Without an improved understanding of PM2.5 it will be difficult develop cost effective strategies to 

meet the new exposure reduction targets that apply to urban background locations.   
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2.1e Air Pollution 1990 – 2011 

 Bob Maynard 

The period 1990 – 2011 has been one of rapid change in the air pollution field. The first edition of the 

WHO Air Quality Guidelines had been published in 1987 and represented the beginning of a new 

approach.  At that time the concept of thresholds of effect was firmly in place and some workers 

thought that levels of common air pollutants had fallen by such an extent that major effects on health 

had vanished.  The application of modern epidemiological techniques rapidly proved this view to be 

incorrect.  The appearance of time-series studies in the late 1980s led to associations between 

concentrations of pollutants and effects on health being observed at ambient conditions.  The concept 

of thresholds was called into question and abandoned.  Cohort studies followed.  All this led to the 

possibility of quantification of the effects of air pollutants on health and that allowed a cost-benefit 

tested Air Quality Strategy to be introduced.  Concerns about ultrafine particles followed and these 

have led to the burgeoning field of nano-toxicology. 

Progress in the UK, from a low baseline in 1990, has been facilitated by a series of outstanding 

committees:  MAAPE, COMEAP and EPAQS with support from more specialized groups including 

PORG, QUARG and AQEG.  These committees provided expert advice, training for members and 

secretariats and recommendations for research.  The IEH played an early and key role in facilitating 

discussions of research and generous funding from DH and the MRC allowed a new generation of 

research workers in the air pollution field to flourish in the UK.  The major reports produced by 

MAAPE and COMEAP (a long series) and the series of shorter but very influential reports by EPAQS 

set a new standard for detailed examination of evidence in the UK.  The UK now has a strong air 

pollution research community which is successful in winning funding for new work and which is 

deeply involved in collaborative work across Europe. 

Work has focused on particles, perhaps to the detriment of work on gaseous air pollutants in the past 

ten or so years.  This picture is now changing and new thinking about nitrogen dioxide and the 

possible effects of climate change on ozone concentrations and on exposure to outdoor air pollutants 

has begun.  The move of staff from DH to HPA has facilitated a research focus and the development 

of the National Nano-toxicology Research Centre at HPA Chilton has been a notable success with, 

already, a strong track record of raising grants. 

Regular updating of the WHO AQG has proved an important stimulus to new thinking.  Reviewing 

the literature has become more difficult as it has expanded and the introduction of systematic review 

has presented further stimulating challenges. 

Being able to participate in all this has been a privilege.  Of course the work has reflected the input of 

a large and changing team.  Attention will be drawn to members of the team in the presentation. 

Challenges remain: EC Limit Values are increasingly demanding, the Localising Agenda offers new 

challenges for small scale quantification, identifying the active components of the ambient aerosol 

remains an important task.  HPA, DH, IEH and the expert committees are well placed to meet these 

challenges. 
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2.2 Discussion 

Invited Keynote Presentation: Low-to-high dose extrapolation for 

global air pollution risk assessment: a burning question? 

Aaron Cohen  

Focussing on the low to high extrapolation in estimating the attributable burden of disease, Aaron 

Cohen discussed the main assumptions and caveats entailed in calculations, suggesting that the 

exposure-response function has vast implications for relative risk, further presenting an attributable 

disease burden of 29% for air quality, relative to 6% previously estimated in 2000. Following this 

presentation, the speaker was queried on the differences in attributable disease burden as a result of 

study inclusion and particularly in light of the potentially vast regional differences. Cohen suggests 

that the choice of attributable risk value should depend on “where you are using it” highlighting that 

the burden of disease and causality will depend on a number of factors.  

In addition to this, a comment was made regarding the shape of the exposure-response function, 

which irrespective of the relative risk, in combination with Duncan Laxen‟s presentation, suggests 

that you get the best pollution control outcomes in the areas that have the lowest levels of pollution, 

which is somewhat counter intuitive, to public health initiatives aiming to reduce inequality. In 

response to this, Laxen discussed the importance of the S-shaped curve initially postulated 40 years 

ago at a British Association meeting, suggesting that our lack of certainty regarding our location on 

the curve makes estimating where the most significant improvements to health, as a result of air 

quality improvement, difficult. In addition, the fact that areas of low pollution are generally sparsely 

populated, while areas of high pollution, usually have a high population density, adds further debate 

as reducing pollution by a lesser amount in a more densely populated area may have larger public 

health benefits, than reducing pollution significantly in less populated regions.  

Coinciding with discussions regarding the exposure-response curve, the need for potentially 

significant reductions in pollution in order to reach parts of the curve where significant differences in 

population health will be observed was discussed. Cohen agreed that this was an important 

consideration in low-high dose extrapolation. Laxen added to this by commenting on the tailing off if 

health effects at high concentrations, adds another difficulty in extrapolation. Cohen agreed, stating 

that acute episodes were looked at in the study, but that understanding this flattening of response may 

be due to reductions/declines in the susceptible population, as a result of mortality at lower 

concentrations. However, complimenting Laxen‟s statement, Cohen suggests that there is a wealth of 

evidence for PM2.5 dose-response functions, in this regard. Bob Maynard‟s previous work on the 

London smog, which established a levelling-off in health effect at high pollutant concentrations 

during the London Smog, was also referenced with regard to the difficulties of the „S-shaped’ curve.   

In the final comments, Paul Harrison, Chair of the session suggested that the interplay between the 

different research presented and the ramifications of dose-response curves in policy, raise important 

questions.  
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Research Presentations 

Contribution of biomass burning to London’s PM10 

Gary Fuller 

Following this presentation, the speaker was asked about the role of other sources. The study appeared 

to focus on wood burning in domestic premises as the main source of PM, as estimated by 

levoglucosan concentration and the absorption of UV and IR measured by aethalometers, however the 

contribution of other sources, such as bonfires, may provide another explanation for the constant 

distribution between sites. In response, Fuller suggested that PM10 concentrations could be affected by 

other sources, but that the time distribution of elevations, suggest an association with domestic 

anthropogenic activities. A further question was raised regarding the regulation/control of wood 

burning emissions, to which Fuller replied that there was a certain level of quality control in the 

manufacture of wood burning devices, but that heating and energy production in a more centralised 

way may be cleaner, raising the question of why this mode of heating is currently being promoted.  

Changes to PM2.5 exposure in a future low carbon domestic stock 

Clive Shrubsole 

In his presentation, Clive Shrubsole discussed the modelling of PM2.5 throughout the home, 

suggesting caveats in the lack of dynamic temperature flux modelling and variances in building stock. 

Following the presentation he was asked about assumptions used in assessing personal exposure, 

concentration response functions and regional differences but given time limitations it was agreed this 

would be discussed further outside the main session.  

The Challenge of meeting the exposure reduction target for PM2.5 

Duncan Laxen 

The speaker was asked whether he had taken account of the long-distance drifting of particles, as 

particles classed under 1µm are believed to have a terminal velocity so small that they can travel 

enormous distances. In response, Laxen stated that the drifting of PM2.5 was an important contributor 

to the observed concentrations, and that like a gas, very little is deposited, or removed from the 

atmosphere. Further prompted regarding the re-suspension of particles, Laxen suggested that although 

re-suspension was an important consideration in the calculation of PM10, it has been shown to be a 

relatively small contribution to PM2.5 concentrations, and subsequently ignored.  

A further question was raised regarding the composition of particles. The speaker highlighted the 

work by Roy Harrison, which suggested that the composition of particulates varies with concentration 

– particles are richer in nitrates on days with high particle concentration, while sulphates do not show 

this relationship. However, Harrison added the potential role of seasonality combined with the semi-

volatile nature of nitrates, resulting in dissociation of nitrates from particulate matter at higher 

temperatures. 

In addition to this, there was a comment on the importance of location on the exposure-response 

curve, suggesting that the UK already has sophisticated controls in terms of air quality management of 

primary and secondary sources of PM, making improvements more of a challenge and leading to 
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consideration of more difficult questions, such as the composition of PM, briefly discussed by 

Harrison and Laxen. Currently, for regulatory purposes all particles are considered to equate to the 

same harm, however, there is evidence to suggest this may not be the case and health effects may 

depend on PM composition as well as size. Therefore, elucidating whether tackling primary PM will 

have the same health benefit as tackling secondary PM may be an important question to be answered. 

Chair, Paul Harrison concluded the session by suggesting that elucidating the importance of PM 

composition may be an important development over the next few years.  

Air Pollution 1990 – 2011 

 Bob Maynard 

Prior to the presentation by way of introduction Jon Ayres referred to Bob Maynard‟s pivotal role in 

the establishment of science driven policy along with the supporting government research programme 

on air pollution and health. Of particular note was the formation of COMEAP and the cross 

government as well as international (WHO in particular) activities in which Bob has played a central 

role. At the end of Bob Maynard‟s presentation Derrick Crump spoke on behalf of the conference to 

express their thanks for Bob‟s huge contribution to research in air pollution and health over some 21 

years and wished him a very happy and active forthcoming retirement from government service.   
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2.3 Posters 

2.3a Transport of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and 

particulate matter (PM) into a mechanically 

ventilated office building adjacent to a busy road 

Mr Mohd Shukri Bin Mohd Aris (preferred forename Shukri) 

Environmental Research Group, King’s College London  

Supervisors: 

Professor Frank Kelly & Dr. Benjamin Barratt 

Environmental Research Group 

School of Biomedical & Health Sciences, King’s College London 

Background:  

People spend most of their time indoors in buildings, such as schools and offices as well as their 

homes. Over recent years there has been increased interest on Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and that 

indoor airborne particle and traffic related gaseous pollutants may be responsible for the aggregation 

of a number of respiratory illnesses 
(1,2)

. Because of these possible health implications it is considered 

important to understand the characteristics of each air pollutants inside/outside buildings and the 

variables that affect the degree of exposure.  

Objectives:  

Long term indoor and outdoor monitoring of NO2 at a congested street canyon location identified high 

indoor concentrations prompting occupational health concerns. Indoor monitoring of different PM 

size fractions has been undertaken to investigate differences between gaseous and particulate 

transport. Characterization of monitoring results has revealed a number of important building design 

issues relating to the transport of pollution into a mechanically ventilated building. The building 

managers have agreed a series of improvements, the impact of which will be monitored over the 

coming months.  

Study description:  

Continuous indoor and outdoor monitoring was carried at mechanically ventilated office building at 

Corporation of London. Study site campaign located at congested street canyon in the heart of central 

London. NOX and indoor PM were monitored and the indoor sampling point is in the entrance foyer 

of the local authority offices, permanently staffed during office hours. Long term I/O gaseous 

monitoring were recorded and analysed. Diurnal hourly means and meteorological condition (wind 

speed and direction) were used for data analysis for the whole period and seasonally. Differentiation 

between I/O long-term gaseous monitoring between weekdays and weekend by using R was used to 

determine the building characterisation on I/O gaseous pollutants movement.  

Result  

I/O NO2 diurnal profile between weekdays and weekend: The average weekday NO2 concretion 

was 150 µg m
-3

 (outdoors) and 110 µg m
-3

 (indoors). However, indoor NO2 concentration during the 

weekend remained almost as high (100 µg m
-3

) even though the main door into the building was 
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closed. At the weekend, the average outdoor NO2 was slightly decreased due to the reduction in traffic 

flow. From monthly observations, a similar pattern of indoor and outdoor NO2 concentration was seen 

throughout the year.  Statistical analysis indicated that there is no significance difference for indoor 

NO2 concentrations between weekdays and the weekend, whereas outdoor NO2 concentration did 

show significance differences at these times (** p<0.01).  

Meteorology condition and building orientation (street canyon): Polar frequency plots 

demonstrated that NO2 outdoor concentration was distributed between 120-190 µg m
-3

, whereas NO2 

indoor concentration ranged 90-160 µg m
-3

. The color contrast from the frequency plots I/O NO2 

concentration indicates similar meteorological conditions. This phenomenon usually involved high 

circulated air movement within the building orientation. Speed of NO2 transport into the building were 

analysed by repeating the correlation analysis with different time lags. The highest correlation was 

achieved in first 15 minutes.  

The contribution of outdoor NO2 into indoors: Linear regression has been analysed to predict the 

proportion of outdoor NO2 concentration transported into indoors according to day and night time 

measurement period.  It clearly shows that about 84 – 98 % (day) and 95 – 98 % (night) amount of 

NO2 outdoor were transported into indoors. Characterisation of monitoring results has revealed a 

number of important building design issues relating to the transport of pollution into a mechanically 

ventilated building. Identification of small gaps at the main automatic doors were possibly explained 

the proportion of NO2 penetrated into indoors especially during weekend /night time.  

Initial indoor PM monitoring: Indoor PM monitoring has recently been added to investigate 

differences between gaseous and particulate transport. The monitoring campaign began on February 

2011 and is ongoing. Initial indoor PM monitoring data (Figure 2) has shown similar pattern with 

indoor NO2 concentration, which has higher concentration during weekdays (60 µg m
-3 

PM10, 20 µg 

m
-3 

PM2.5 & 2 µg m
-3 

PM1) and 20 µg m
-3 

PM10, 10 µg m
-3 

& 1 µg m
-3 

PM1 at weekend. Further indoor 

and outdoor particulate toxicity will be undertaken in order to disintegrate between gaseous and 

particulate exposure assessment in typical mechanically ventilated office building in London.  

Conclusion  

These new results suggest that the mechanically ventilated office building at the Corporation of 

London contained high concentration of NO2 due to its location near a heavy trafficked road. Mean 

I/O NO2 concentration were higher than 150 μgm
-3

 (outdoor) and 110 μg m
-3

 (indoor) during 

weekdays. Further, indoor levels of NO2 exceeded the EU Limit Value (200 μg m
-3

 hourly mean) on 

11 occasions in 1 year (2008) and predicted to fail the EU directive obligations set for outdoor 

pollution. Considerable variability was observed in indoor and outdoor NO2 concentrations during 

weekdays/weekend and day/night time. Most of the outdoor NO2 that penetrates indoors is due to 

building design issues.Due to building design improvements in April 2011 pollutant monitoring will 

continue at this site to establish the effectiveness of these changes in preventing the transport of NO2 

into the building.  

Discussion 

Indoor monitoring will continue at both these campaign sites and future monitoring will include 

analysis of I/O particulate matter (PM) concentration. I/O PM in-vitro oxidative potential will be 
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undertaken in order to disintegrate between particulate and gaseous assessment in a range of „typical‟ 

London building types.  

Table 1: Study site details including ventilation source, sampling description & indoor/outdoor 

parameters 

 

Site Description Ventilation Sampling inlets 

Name Location 
Volume 

(m3) 
Use 

Ventilation 

type 

Ventilation 

control 

Origin of 

air 

Indoor 

sampling 

point 

Outdoor 

sampling 

point 

Measured 

parameters 

Corpor-

ation of 

London 

Upper 

Thames 

Street, 

Wallbro

ok 

Wharf 

150 

Office and 

main 

entrance 

with 

security 

staff 

Local ducted 

mechanical 

ventilation – 

filtered 

(routinely 

checked and 

managed by 

building 

technician) 

Centralised 

heating and 

controllable 

fan speed 

(off/on) 

Source-

side, top of 

the main 

building, 

adjacent 

zones 

Ground 

floor lobby 

and 

nearby 

ventilation 

exhaust 

Outside 

main 

entrance 

NOx (NO2 & 

NO) and PM 

(PM10, PM2.5 & 

PM1) 

 
Table 2: Linear regression analysis to estimate the contribution outdoor NO2 into indoors 

 

Gaseous 

pollutant 

Day 

Weekdays Weekends 

R2 P-value t-value α-value 
β-

value 
R2 P-value t-value α-value β-value 

NOx 0.945 <0.05 * 27.292 -53.432 0.972 0.965 <0.05 * 21.073 -49.364 0.982 

NO2 0.718 <0.05 * 10.465 -10.867 0.847 0.868 <0.05 * 10.240 2.548 0.931 

 

Gaseous 

pollutant 

Night 

Weekdays Weekends 

R2 P-value t-value α-value 
β-

value 
R2 P-value t-value α-value β-value 

NOx 0.969 <0.05 * 47.959 25.045 0.984 0.969 <0.05 * 29.362 12.588 0.984 

NO2 0.921 <0.05 * 29.084 14.522 0.959 0.949 <0.05 * 22.768 9.975 0.974 

 

References 

1. Araujo, A.J., Nel, E.A (2009). Particulate matter and atherosclerosis: role of particle size, composition 

and oxidative stress. Particle and Fibre Toxicology,6: 24. 

2. Beatrix, G., Kraus, T., Mark, A.V., Wagner, U., Fisher, A. (2006) Analyzing the causes of chronic 

cough: relation to diesel exhaust, ozone, nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides and other environmental 

factors. Journal of Occupational Medicine and Toxicology. (1): 6.  
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Figure 1: I/O NO2 diurnal profile (A), I/O monthly observation (B) and box plot analysis of NO2 

concentration distribution (C) 
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2.3b Onset and cessation lags for the effect of PM2.5 

on mortality - a review  

Dr Heather Walton 

Science Policy Group, MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, King's College, London 

Background and objectives 

The choice of lag times is crucial for quantifying the benefits of reducing long-term exposure to fine 

particles.  This is difficult to study given everyone is exposed to some degree, there is no clear start 

and finish to exposure and past and current exposures are correlated.  There is a need to make use of 

evidence from a range of studies and to consider mechanistic data and inference from other fields. 

Study description 

References were collected from searches on PubMed on particulate matter, mortality and long-term, 

chronic or cohort and on key authors in the field. Further publications were obtained from reference 

lists.  The scope was limited to PM2.5 and all-cause mortality, the effect most often used in health 

impact calculations.   A PubMed search was also done on smoking cessation.  This was supplemented 

with information on cause-specific mortality and from review papers on mechanisms. 

Results 

A range of lags were suggested (Walton, 2010)
1
 from the effect mostly occurring within the first year 

(e.g. Laden et al 2006) through to around 40% in the first 5 years with the remainder tailing out to 30 

years and beyond (analogy with smoking cessation literature).   

Suggested options are: 

a)  a pattern based on a high proportion of the effect occurring in the first year based on Laden et al 

(2006). 

b) a pattern where the effect is phased in over 4 years (approximately representing the results of  Puett 

et al, 2009).   

c) a more gradual pattern based on studies that were unable to find evidence that short lags fitted the 

data any better than longer ones (e.g. Krewski et al, 2009; Villeneuve et al, 2002). 

d) a pattern based on an exponential reduction in the size of the effect over time using a time constant 

from the intervention studies (Roosli et al, 2005) 

e)  a pattern based on the smoking cessation literature.  This includes long lags for lung cancer 

mortality which has some support from the air pollution literature. 

___________________________ 

1http://www.comeap.org.uk/documents/reports/128-the-mortality-effects-of-long-term-exposure-to-particulate-air-pollution-

in-the-uk.html 

http://www.comeap.org.uk/documents/reports/128-the-mortality-effects-of-long-term-exposure-to-particulate-air-pollution-in-the-uk.html
http://www.comeap.org.uk/documents/reports/128-the-mortality-effects-of-long-term-exposure-to-particulate-air-pollution-in-the-uk.html
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Figure 1 Various possible lag structures (options a-e) compared with their average 

 

The 'average' of the suggested lags had around 60% of the effect in the first 5 years, 90% by 20 years 

and the remaining 10% spread up to and beyond 30 years.  This pattern had a greater proportion of the 

effect at longer lags than the pattern suggested by the EPA (EPA, 2010)
2
.  This 'average' has no extra 

validity – it is based on very different options.  This uncertainty can be represented by a range from 

lags from 0 to 30 years around the 'average'.  

Figure 2 Various possible lag structures (options a-e) compared with their average, the EPA 

lag structure and 0-30 year lags 
 

 

 Mechanistic evidence was compatible with either short or long lags.   

Conclusions 

A reasonable proportion of the effect occurs within 5 years but there may be a long tail to at least 30 

years.  An 'average' pattern can be used supplemented by sensitivity analysis from 0 to 30 years. 

______________________ 

2
http://yosemite.epa.gov/sab/SABPRODUCT.NSF/0/72D4EFA39E48CDB28525774500738776/$File/EPA-COUNCIL-10-

001-unsigned.pdf 

http://yosemite.epa.gov/sab/SABPRODUCT.NSF/0/72D4EFA39E48CDB28525774500738776/$File/EPA-COUNCIL-10-001-unsigned.pdf
http://yosemite.epa.gov/sab/SABPRODUCT.NSF/0/72D4EFA39E48CDB28525774500738776/$File/EPA-COUNCIL-10-001-unsigned.pdf
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Discussion 

This work could be extended to cover cause-specific mortality and other particle metrics. It might be 

possible to combine some of the lag information from different studies statistically, although this 

would be complex as the information is expressed in different ways. 
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2.3c Identification of contributions to airborne 

particle number and volume through application of 

positive matrix factorization to wide-range size 

distributions 

Harrison RM, Beddows, DCS, Dall’Osto M
* 

National Centre for Atmospheric Science, School of Geography, Earth & Environmental Sciences, Division of 

Environmental Health & Risk Management, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT 
*IDAEA-CSIC, C/ LLuis Solé i Sabarís s/n, 08028 Barcelona, Spain 

Background and objectives 

There are considerable weaknesses in current knowledge in the emissions of airborne particulate 

matter from a number of important sources, including for example, domestic wood burning and non-

exhaust particles from road vehicles.  Because of these uncertainties there is limited confidence in the 

predictions of dispersion model calculations of primary pollutant concentrations.  Additionally, 

chemistry-transport models have significant limitations in predicting the concentrations of secondary 

pollutants in the atmosphere.  Consequently, in order to achieve source apportionment of airborne 

particulate matter, the best approach is through receptor modelling, i.e. the use of atmospheric 

measurements to infer the quantitative contribution of different sources to measured airborne 

concentrations. 

There are two main generic methods of receptor modelling of airborne particulate matter.  The 

chemical mass balance (CMB) modelling approach, as applied by Yin et al. (2010) to airborne 

particulate matter in the UK, depends upon an a priori knowledge of the composition of airborne 

particles emitted from each source and is unable to account for chemical transformations between the 

source and the monitoring site.  The other main approach is to apply multi-variate statistical methods 

based upon factor analysis to long, multi-component time series of chemical composition data for 

airborne particles.  By examining those components which have common features to their variation, 

the chemical profiles of individual source categories can be inferred and related to specific emission 

sources. 

This study has used a further complementary approach.  Airborne particle number size distributions 

have been measured across the entire range from 15 nm to 10 µm diameter.  These have been 

calculated as hourly averages and then subjected to receptor modelling using Positive Matrix 

Factorization.  The objective of the work was to identify individual particle sources from their 

contribution to both number and volume size distributions and to make a quantitative estimate of their 

contribution to particle number and volume in the atmosphere. 
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Study description 

Particle number concentration data have been collected using collocated TSI-SMPS and TSI-APS 

instruments over a 21 day period during the REPARTEE II campaign on the side of a very busy road 

in central London (Marylebone Road).  Hourly SMPS and APS spectra were merged using an "in-

house" merging algorithm (Beddows et al., 2010) to form hourly continuous 15 nm to 10 µm diameter 

spectra which were then analysed using Positive Matrix Factorization.    

Results 

Ten factors were identified, five of which were observed to make major contributions (greater than 

8%) to either the total number or volume of particulate matter and possible sources associated with 

each factor were identified from the size distribution, directional association, diurnal variation and 

their relationship to meteorological pollution and traffic volume variables.  The factors related to the 

vehicular emissions on Marylebone Road accounted for 40.5% of particle volume and 71.9% of 

particle number comprising of: (i) nucleation mode exhaust particles (3.6% of total volume and 27.4% 

of total number); (ii) solid mode exhaust particles (18.8% of total volume and 38.0% of total number; 

(iii) brake dust (13.7% of total volume and 1.7% of total number and (iv) resuspension (4.4% of total 

volume and 4.8% of total number).  Another six factors were associated with the urban background 

accounting for 59.5% of total volume and 28.2% of total particle number count. 

Conclusions 

While there have been many reports in the literature of the application of Positive Matrix 

Factorization to multi-component aerosol chemical data, reports of its application of particle number 

size distributions are far fewer.  Most of the published work has been based solely on size 

distributions measured by electrical mobility analysers such as the Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer 

and are consequently limited to particles well below 1 µm diameter.  This is very limiting as 

important sources such as brake wear and particle resuspension are outside of this size range and there 

are distinct benefits from the use of a much wider size distribution.  There have been relatively few 

measurements across the entire size distribution, and since the fine and coarse particles are measured 

with instruments based on different operational principles, the merging of size distributions is 

challenging.  This work represents a significant advance through application of an enhanced algorithm 

for the merging of size distributions and the application of PMF to roadside pollution data.  The 

resultant apportionment between emissions within the street canyon and those external to the canyon 

is aided considerably by the availability of traffic data for Marylebone Road and also the 

identification of associations with wind directions.  The quantitative split between on-road and urban 

background particulate matter is in good agreement with estimates of particle number and mass 

(which relates to volume) from Marylebone Road paired with North Kensington as a urban 

background site. 

References 
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Technol, 44, 930-938  
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2.3d Spatial analysis of air pollutant emissions 

Gyula Kothencz and Michaela Kendall 

European Centre for Environment and Human Health, Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry, University of 

Exeter and University of Plymouth, Knowledge Spa, Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro, Cornwall, TR1 3HD, England 

Phone: (+44)1872 258 171 

E-mail address: gyula.kothencz@pcmd.ac.uk 

Background and objectives 

Atmospheric services are a subset of ecosystem services related to the atmosphere. We are developing 

a conceptual and practical framework to quantify the twelve atmospheric services identified by 

Thornes et al. (2010). A review and economic evaluation of these services informs public policy 

making. These categories include all the main uses of the atmosphere which could be defined as 

supporting life on Earth. The aim is to develop an appreciation and understanding of these services 

outside scientific circles to support public engagement in environmental policy development. This 

involves presenting scientific data to a non-expert audience, while maintaining scientific rigour. Here 

we present one study of one service, using the spatial distribution of PM10 emissions and human 

populations in the UK to identify human exposures to PM10 emissions. 

Study description 

We have mapped PM10 emissions in conjunction with population density using geographic 

information systems (GIS). The results were visually represented using a Gastner-Newman cartogram 

(Gastner & Newman, 2004), which creates a spatial distortion of real geographic areas to emphasise 

selected parameters (in this case population density). PM10 emissions data in the UK were made 

publicly available by National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory on a 1 km
2
 resolution grid bases 

(Murrells, et al., 2010). The Lower Layer Super Output Areas (LSOA; Data Zones in Scotland) were 

used to represent Census 2001 population data. The 1 km
2
 cell size National Grid from the Ordnance 

Survey provided the geographic framework for the GIS analysis and the subsequent mapping in 

ESRI‟s software package ArcGIS Desktop 9.3.1. We used the Cartogram Geoprocessing Tool 

(Version 2), a free downloadable ArcGIS Desktop extension, to produce the Gastner-Newman 

cartogram. 

A 1 km
2
 grid network was created from LSOA units and Census 2001 figures disseminated to LSOA 

polygons. The result was a 1 km
2
 cell size grid network comprising Census 2001 population data for 

each 1 km
2
 cell. The second step was to extract emission values from the PM10 emission grid to 

represent total PM10 emissions per km
2
 for the year 2008. Finally we associated the extracted PM10 

emission values with the population figures. The resulting layer was used as the input data for the 

cartogram and provided the population numbers and proportions within set emission categories. We 

categorised the PM10 emission values into five emission classes and calculated the number of people 

exposed to certain emission categories. Grid cells falling in the certain emission band were selected 

and the population in the cells were summed. A Gastner-Newman cartogram was created to 

emphasise population density in the UK. The colour of grid cells was based on the five emission 

classes (total PM10 emissions per km
2
 per year); with a scale going from red for high emissions (10 – 

3138 tonnes per km
2
 per annum), to light blue for low emissions (0 – 0.01 tonnes per km

2
 per year). 

mailto:gyula.kothencz@pcmd.ac.uk
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Results 

We depict the United Kingdom in an unusual manner to provide easily recognisable information on 

population exposure to PM10 emissions. The Gastner-Newman cartogram presented (Figure 1) 

enlarges the densely populated areas and shrinks the ones with low population density. Applying 

colour and distortion together depicts the fundamental relationship between population density and 

PM10 emissions.  

 

Figure 1 Gastner-Newman cartogram representing the range of exposures of the UK 

population to total PM10 emissions per year 
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The cartogram makes it immediately apparent that the highest proportion of the population 

(37,346,396 persons or 63.45 % of the total population) live in areas falling into the 1 – 10 tonnes per 

km
2
 emission category. Due to the highest population concentration in this emission category, this is 

the one which dominates the cartogram. 

The cartogram demonstrates that the most sparsely populated areas tend to fall into the lowest 

emission category (0 – 0.01 tonnes per km
2
 per year) with 456,270 citizens or 0.78 % of the total 

population. Conversely 63.45 % of the population (> 37 million people) live in regions with 1 – 10 

tonnes per km
2
 per annum PM10 emissions. 

Discussion 

“Emissions to air” represents one atmospheric service which may be quantified and mapped. It is a 

greater challenge to effectively communicate information about multiple variables from a single map. 

Choropleth maps combined with charts become complex when they are intended to depict multiple 

variables for many geographic units. The Gastner-Newman cartogram operates with distortion of 

geographic areas based on one variable while a second attribute can be expressed by colour. We found 

the Gastner-Newman cartogram a reasonable method to present air pollution and population figures 

on one map. 

Conclusions 

The presented Gastner-Newman cartogram is an example of one method to quantify and present 

publicly gathered information into meaningful way to the wider public. The relationship between air 

pollution and population distribution is clear and areas with good air quality are also easily 

identifiable. We will expand this work by examining other atmospheric services and using a range of 

newly developed data presentation techniques. 
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2.3e The Delta Study: A reanalysis of time-series 

studies 
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Background and objectives 

The use of time series data has advanced the understanding of the relationship between air pollution 

exposure and health outcomes and has largely been responsible for defining health based air quality 

standards (although not without their own problems). Existing time series statistical models relate the 

absolute values of a pollutant for each day to the frequency of events occurring on a given day taking 

into account lag structures. The human body, on the other hand, appears to be sensitive to, and 

respond to, change (or rate of change) of a stimulus. It is known that day-to-day changes in pollutant 

level could induce short-term changes in biological responses. While the difference (Δ, delta) between 

air pollution exposures over a period of time may be relevant, whether its effect is more important 

than the absolute value in the air pollution field has not been studied. This may be important both in 

terms of magnitude and direction of Δ. For instance, a PM10 level of 20 µg/m
3
 might have a different 

influence on the respiratory tract if the value the day before was less (increase over time more likely 

to produce an adverse effect) than if the previous day‟s value had been higher (reduced level of air 

pollution and potentially a reduction in adverse response). This situation is also compounded by the 

effects of temperature where a Δ effect may also act. This has been considered in the climate change 

field and has as yet not been solved. 

Study description 

In this study we explore the use of the difference between air pollution levels across successive days 

as an alternative exposure metric using existing time series data from different settings (London, West 

Midlands, Hong Kong). Datasets will be restructured calculating the relevant values of  and creating 

new datasets for analysis, leaving other components in the datasets unchanged. We will in the first 

instance focus on all cause mortality before moving on to respiratory and cardiovascular mortality in 

these datasets. 

Discussion 

If this hypothesis is true then, depending on the impact this will have on the recalculated effect 

coefficients, this could have major implications in defining the size of the health effects of air 

pollution and therefore on air quality standards. It would also therefore have implications in other 

areas of environmental epidemiology where time series data are a major research approach. 
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2.3f Analysis of exposure to silica dust and mortality 

Terry Brown  

IEH, Cranfield University, Cranfield, Beds. MK43 0AL 

Although crystalline silica (CS) dust exposure is associated with silicosis, lung cancer, pulmonary 

tuberculosis (TB), and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), there is less support for an 

association with autoimmune disease and renal disease. 

Using data for England and Wales between 1991 and 2000, mortality from several diseases was 

examined in relation to occupation using a matched case-control design.  Cases were subjects whose 

death certificate gave the disease of interest as the underlying cause of death (silicosis, lung cancer, 

stomach cancer, oesophageal cancer, COPD, TB, sarcoidosis, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 

systemic sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis (RA), renal failure, other renal diseases, and 

glomerulonephritis).  Controls were selected from subjects whose death certificate did not give the 

disease of interest, or the other diseases associated with CS exposure, as the underlying cause.  A 

separate control group was selected for each of the set of cases. 

Subjects were assigned into a qualitative CS exposure category („High‟, „Medium‟ or „Low/No‟) 

based on the occupation code found on their death certificate.  For each disease of interest, mortality 

odds ratios were estimated by conditional logistic regression.  The effect of CS exposure was assessed 

by comparing subjects in the exposure categories to those in the low/no exposure category. 

Of the 2,109,759 death certificates, 1,937,912 (91.9%) were available for analysis.  There were 

279,640 cases in total.  The mean age at death for all cases was 63 years, which ranged from 50.9 for 

SLE to 67.3 for silicosis.  Individuals estimated to have had CS exposure had an increased risk for 

silicosis, COPD, TB and RA.  In addition a trend of increasing risk with increasing CS exposure was 

observed for these causes and for lung cancer. 

This work further corroborates the association between CS exposure and silicosis, lung cancer, COPD 

and TB, and provides support for an association with RA. 
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3. Exposure and disease burden 

3.1 Presentations 

3.1a Developments in air quality, health science 

and policy in the last two decades 

Martin Williams  

King’s College London 

The talk will cover the progress of air quality policy and science over the past two decades or so. This 

period has seen a resurgence in interest in urban air quality following a period in the 1970s and 80s 

when it seemed that the major problems had been solved. The resurgence of interest was stimulated 

by sophisticated and sensitive daily time-series epidemiological studies initially in the USA which 

showed health effects of particulate matter (PM). There was initially some scepticism over the 

findings of this work and other related studies, but over time the associations have been accepted as 

being causal. Subsequent studies of longer-term exposures in cohort studies have shown potentially 

larger effects on mortality and morbidity. Monetisation of these health effects yields damage costs 

which are large – of the order of £15 billion per annum in the UK and this scale of effect dominates 

any cost-benefit calculations which have been carried out. Although the problem of the multiple 

components of PM and their relative toxicity was identified as a major policy issue early in the 1990s, 

little progress has been made in producing firm conclusions and this still remains a major area of 

uncertainty and importance for policy. 

Over the past two decades urban concentrations of most pollutants decreased, largely through 

successively tighter vehicle emission standards and reductions in emissions from large combustion 

plants.  However it has recently become apparent that levels of some pollutants have not declined as 

quickly as expected, notably PM and nitrogen dioxide, so that health and legal compliance issues 

remain.  
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3.1b Modelling bioaerosol emissions from open 

composting facilities: Towards improving source 

term characterisation 
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Background 

By 2010 the amount of biodegradable municipal waste [BMW] sent to landfill needs to be reduced so 

that at least 30% of household waste is recycled or composted (Sykes et al., 2007). Achieving these 

new targets will require a large increase in the number of composting facilities in the UK. Composting 

is an intense microbial activity leading to the decomposition of most biodegradable materials (ADAS 

& SWICEB, 2005). The high concentrations of microorganisms generated during composting can 

become aerosolised, particularly when the compost is agitated (Taha et al., 2006). These are referred 

to as bioaerosols and are ubiquitous in ambient air (Kummer & Thiel, 2008). One of the major 

concerns with bioaerosol release from composting facilities is the potential for adverse health effects 

associated with human exposure. However, there is currently no well-characterised dose-response 

relationship for bioaerosols (Douwes et al., 2003). At present, the main method of monitoring 

bioaerosol emissions is via impaction or filtration samplers (Association for Organics Recycling, 

2009), which provides a „snapshot‟ of emissions in space and time. Using a dispersion model may 

overcome the problems associated with sampling and can be used to estimate emissions in a number 

of scenarios.  

Study description 

In this study, an advanced „new generation‟ Gaussian plume model, ADMS version 4.2 (CERC
1
) was 

used to estimate bioaerosol emissions from open-air composting facilities. ADMS has been 

successfully validated for a number of different scenarios (CERC
2
), but has yet to be applied to 

modelling bioaerosols from composting. There are two principal constraints (Drew et al., 2007; Taha 

et al., 2006; 2007). Firstly, an extensive sampling data set has not been available until recently and 

secondly, there is very limited data on bioaerosol emissions as a source term. Several improvements 

are required. One of these is to progress source term characterisation in the model as this has a 

considerable effect on model outputs. Data requirements include: the pollutant emission rate, 

dimensions of the emission, and temperature and velocity of the pollutant at source.  

 
1 – CERC (2011) Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants, Environmental Software. Cambridge, UK.  CERC. Available [14/04/11] 

at http://www.cerc.co.uk/environmental-software.html. 

2 - CERC (2011) Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants, Model Documentation – Validation studies. Cambridge, UK. CERC. 

Available [14/04/11] at http://www.cerc.co.uk/environmental-software/model-documentation.html 

http://www.cerc.co.uk/environmental-software.html
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Methods 

Preliminary work focussed on obtaining samples close to source to estimate an emission rate, and 

quantify the temperature of emissions using a thermal imaging camera. This work was undertaken at a 

small green waste open windrow composting facility in the UK. SKC personal aerosol filter samplers 

were used to collect bioaerosols at a flow rate or 2.2±0.1 L/min, loaded with sterile polycarbonate 

filters with a 0.8µm pore size (SKC Ltd, UK) (Taha et al., 2006). Samples were taken in triplicate; 

two upwind, four close to source, and at three downwind locations. Samples were analysed in the lab 

and Aspergillus fumigatus, actinomycetes, and Gram-negative bacteria were cultured. Thermal 

images of the pollutant plume close to source were also taken using a FLIR SC3000 thermal imaging 

camera (FLIR Systems, Inc). After laboratory analysis bioaerosol concentrations were used to 

estimate an emission rate for use within the ADMS model. This was applied within the model with 

the source temperature, obtained from the use of the thermal imaging camera, and meteorological 

data, obtained from the UK Met Office.  

Results 

Pictures taken with the thermal imaging camera (Figure 1) suggest an emission temperature of 

approximately 20°C which is slightly lower than previously thought, (Tamer Vestlund 2009). 

However, this finding must be treated with caution as the camera emissivity value needs calibration. 

Model outputs were compared to the downwind samples taken on the day of sampling (Figure 2). The 

results suggest the model over-estimates the sampled concentrations. This is possibly due to the model 

being used in a simplified manner. Excluding advanced model options, such as dry deposition, from 

the model runs could cause higher model outputs.  However, these remain preliminary findings. 

 

Figure 1. Thermal images of pollutant emissions from agitated compost (personal images) 
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Figure 2. A comparison between modelled and sampled actinomycetes concentration data 

from a composting facility 

Conclusions and future work 

The work presented highlights the difficulties and gaps in knowledge of obtaining data at source. 

From the results, there is now an improved estimate of source temperature for use in the ADMS 

model. However, as emissivity is unknown, the thermal imaging camera needs to be calibrated in-

field to provide a more accurate quantification. The model tends to over-estimate sampled 

concentrations. This is possibly due to over simplifying model inputs. Future work will include 

calibrating the model to obtain the best input composition. If models are successful, then they can be 

used for several applications including: 

 Providing a more detailed estimate of an individual‟s exposure to bioaerosols, aiding research 

characterising dose-response relationships 

 Estimating potential bioaerosol emissions at proposed or expanding facilities  

 Monitoring and regulatory purposes, alongside current sampling methods to provide an 

improved overall view of emissions and dispersal. 
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3.1c Review of indoor air pollution associated with 

energy use in residential buildings  

Karen N Finney, Vida N Sharifi and Jim Swithenbank 

SUWIC, Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, University of Sheffield, S1 3JD, UK 

Background and objectives 

Typically, 90% of our time is spent indoors.  Our activities and control over the environment (heating, 

ventilation, cooking) affect indoor air quality, as these systems produce pollutants that elevate indoor 

concentrations and have detrimental impacts on the environment and our health.  Due to ventilation, 

outdoor air quality also affects that of the indoor air.  The aim of this review was to investigate indoor 

air pollution associated with energy use in residential buildings.  The tasks were: (i) a review of 

residential pollutant sources; and (ii) a comparison of energy options over spatial (local, centralised) 

and temporal scales (present day to 2050). 

Indoor air pollutants: Types, sources and impacts 

Energy/fuel use for heating/cooking produces gaseous and solid-phase pollutants that degrade air 

quality.  Species include CO, CO2, acid gases (HCl, NOx, SOx), dioxins/furans, volatile organic 

compounds, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and unburned hydrocarbons (UHCs).  Since 

there are various pollutants, their impacts are broad; some are toxic and/or carcinogenic, whereas 

others initiate immunological, respiratory and cardiovascular diseases.  These also impact the 

environment, causing acid rain (due to acid gases) photochemical smog (NOx and UHCs), global 

warming (CO2, NOx, UHCs) and ozone depletion (acid gases).   

Spatial scales of energy and power production 

Scales of energy generation vary, from large, centralised plants to small, domestic appliances that 

provide heat/power for a home.  Community/district-scale projects are also considered. 

Local heating and energy usage in residential buildings 

Domestic appliances, like gas boilers for space/water heating, offer efficiencies of over 90% but 

produce emissions in or close to homes.  Ventilation, or lack of it (air-tightness), affects pollutant 

levels; adequate ventilation ensures emissions are transferred outside, lowering indoor concentrations, 

however this allows heat to escape.  Heating is then left on longer to mitigate such effects, which is 

detrimental to fuel consumption and pollutant generation; this leads to greater environmental and 

health impacts.  Insulation is essential to reduce heating periods and minimise heat loss.  Pollutants 

associated with residential energy use vary with the system employed and the fuel type.  Flued 

systems ensure pollutants do no accumulate inside; central heating generates few emissions, as 

combustion is highly controlled, but malfunctioning units can significantly elevate toxic gas level (CO 

and PAHs), thus sufficient maintenance is vital (Moriske, et al., 1996).  Open fires in contrast produce 

more CO and particulates (Bruce, et al., 2004).  Nonetheless, all heating systems can re-suspend 

particles that already exist in the indoor environment (Spolnik, et al., 2007).  The use of cookers 

means emissions are concentrated inside the home, particularly in kitchens; extractor fans are thus 

needed to limit pollutants from this source.  A comparison of cookers revealed electric appliances 

generate fewer pollutants than gas stoves (e.g. Willers, et al., 2006). 
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Microgeneration and district heating 

To utilise fuel more efficiently and manage resources sustainably, co-/tri-generation can achieve 

higher efficiencies (70%+) than „single‟ generation, as process heat from electricity production is 

recovered.  Net CO2 can be greatly reduced, even more so if low-carbon fuels are used; these can 

combine climate and resource protection (Pehnt, 2008).  Replacing large power stations with several 

smaller CHP systems would thus be beneficial.  Renewables have a range of environmental 

advantages.  Biomass is an important resource as it can provide us with heat, electricity, fuels and 

chemicals; other renewables cannot do this.  Moreover, biomass often produces low net CO2 

emissions, whilst energy generation from wind and solar can lead to extensive savings in many 

pollutants (CO2, NOx and SO2)
2
.  The main issue with solar/wind however is where they can be 

employed effectively.  All these technologies can be used on a small, residential scale 

(microgeneration), where individual homes can generate their own heating/hot water, as well as on a 

district scale, for community energy provision.   

Centralised Power Plants 

These plants produce large amounts of energy from conventional technologies and fuels, also 

generating vast quantities of pollutants.  They mainly produce electricity at low efficiencies (~35%) 

without heat recovery.  Coal-fired plants are the major source of UK electricity, though biomass/waste 

is being introduced to lower CO2.  Although pollutants are removed to meet legislation, carbon 

capture and storage (CCS) is not economic and not used in the UK.   

Current energy options and future scenarios 

Energy sources currently in use 

Most primary energy (~87%) comes from fossil fuels.  Global primary energy consumption has 

increased by 200% since 1965; CO2 emissions rose by 164% over the same period
3
.  Despite the rise 

in primary energy consumption and electricity generation, CO2 emissions in the UK have generally 

been in decline since the 1960s.   

Future and long-term options – from 2010 to 2050 

To ensure energy security and achieve CO2 and renewable targets, the technologies and fuel mix need 

to change.  Low-carbon/sustainable fuels need to be used, alongside non-polluting renewables; energy 

use minimisation/conservation and CCS are also vital.  The UKERC
4
 evaluated energy scenarios to 

2050, based on 80% CO2 reductions from 1990 levels.  There will be a decrease in energy demand 

(Table 1), particularly for case LC.  Electricity and renewables will have more essential roles; 

microgeneration will be integral for electricity production.  Coal will still be used, though CCS needs 

to be extensive.  Residential heating will also change – reductions in energy use and all boilers will 

need to be „condensing‟.  Other heat technologies (solar, district heating) will also feature heavily, 

mainly for LC.   

                                                 
2 RenewableUK (2010) UK Wind Energy Database, available [22/03/11] at bwea.com/ukwed/index.asp 
3 BP (2010) BP Statistical Review of World Energy June 2010, available [22/03/11] at bp.com/statisticalreview 
4 UKERC (2009) UK Energy Research Centre: UKERC Energy 2050, available [22/03/11] at ukerc.ac.uk/Down 

loads/PDF/U/UKERCEnergy2050/0906UKERC2050.pdf  
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Table 1 Final energy demand and electricity generation mix for UKERC scenarios
3
 

Core scenarios  Final energy demand (%)a Electricity mix (%)b 

total (PJ) fossil  renewable fossil  renewable 

2000 BASELINE 6160 77.4 1.5 69.8 4.0 

Reference (REF) 6435 72.5 2.6 80.8 17.0 

2050 Low-Carbon (LC) 4365 37.9 24.2 40.4 16.2 

a The remaining total is made up of electricity and heat.  b The total is made up of nuclear, imports and energy storage. 
 

Pollutant emissions – the effect of changing energy production 

Most emissions will decrease significantly in many UKERC scenarios (Table 2), due to the changes in 

the scale, method or source of energy production, bringing environmental and health benefits.  

Moving away from large, regional facilities towards small, local plants would change the location of 

pollutants; this could increase pollutant levels in cities, impacting local populations.  The same would 

also be true for domestic CHPs, as emissions would be released closer to homes.  More efficient 

production, like co-/tri-generation instead of „electricity only‟, lowers fuel consumption and decreases 

emissions.  More sustainable fuels with fewer detrimental impacts can be chosen; CO2-neutral fuels or 

those with low acid gas species will also positively influence emissions – replacing certain fuels can 

reduce emissions of particular species.  Modal switching (gas to electricity) for heating/cooking will 

further reduce pollutants from an indoor origin, which accumulate inside.  Electricity from 

renewable/sustainable sources further aids emissions reductions.   

Conclusions, Implications and Recommendations 

Domestic heat/power appliances produce emissions that elevate indoor concentrations; these reduce 

air quality and add significantly to personal exposure.  The concentrations and species vary with the 

heating system and fuel; moreover, fuel type has a noticeable impact on particle size and composition, 

where sub-micron, respirable particles have the most harmful health effects.  District energy schemes 

can reduce pollution through more efficient generation; low-carbon energy sources (biomass/wastes) 

can further minimise emissions from such schemes.  Whilst most primary energy currently comes 

from fossil fuels, this needs to change to meet the stringent legislation.  Future options include CCS, 

energy use minimisation and changing generation technologies and/or fuels.  The UKERC
3
 predicted 

the fuel and electricity mix up to 2050; it is unlikely that coal will continue to be used without CCS.  

If CO2 and renewable energy targets can be met, this can result in major reductions in other pollutants.  

The UKERC also predict major changes in the technologies for residential heating. 

Table 2 Total emissions for UKERC scenarios
3
, compared to the 2000 baseline

 

Core scenarios Total SO2 (kt) Total CO (Mt) Total N2O (kt) Total PM10 (kt) 

2000 2050 2000 2050 2000 2050 2000 2050 

Reference (REF) 537 330 2.82 1.60 23 32 81 65 

Low-Carbon (LC) 536 39 2.80 1.52 23 24 81 39 

It is evident that changes to our energy infrastructure are needed.  District heating and more efficient 

boilers can minimise pollutants from indoor sources, improving indoor air quality and thus limiting 

exposure.  As this will have obvious financial implications, it is important that government strategies 

(e.g., Renewable Heat Incentive) are well publicised and work with other funding mechanisms to 
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improve awareness.  The public are now generally conscious that CO is toxic, but not necessarily 

aware of the detrimental impacts of other pollutants, such as particles; this needs to be addressed.  

These in turn can both bring about substantial health benefits. 
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3.1d The impact of outdoor pollution on IAQ  
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Background and objectives 

It is important to provide effective ventilation and achieve good indoor air quality (IAQ) for the 

health, well-being and comfort of occupants, whilst at the same time minimising energy usage and 

CO2 emissions.  

Current guidelines stating ventilation requirements for buildings nearly all assume that the incoming 
air is 'fresh'. However, in urban areas (especially those that have been designated Air Quality 
Management Areas), the incoming air may be contaminated by a variety of externally generated 
pollutants, such as oxides of nitrogen, inhalable particles, ozone, carbon monoxide, benzene, sulphur 
dioxide and odour. At elevated concentrations, these pollutants can render the incoming air potentially 
harmful and affect occupants‟ health. Since we spend typically 90% of our time indoors, it is 
important that the ingress of these pollutants is reduced to help provide good indoor air quality.  

However, the internal-external air quality relationship is a complex function of several factors 
including: the combination of external „local‟ sources and „background‟ pollutant levels (Hall et al, 
1996) and their temporal and spatial variation; meteorology (wind speed, direction, weather patterns); 
dispersion processes around the building; permeability of the building envelope; indoor pollutant 
sources; pollution depletion mechanisms and ventilation processes (Yocum, 1982). In urban locations, 
the surrounding structures, as well as the size, shape and the orientation of the building itself are 
important parameters in the building contamination process.   

BRE has recently carried out environmental monitoring in a large urban office building over 12-

months, with a view to gaining a better understanding of the impact of outdoor pollution on IAQ. 

Parameters measured included airborne gaseous and particle pollutants (indoors and outdoors), some 

occupant behaviour (window and door opening), ventilation processes and local meteorological data. 

Study description 

Description of building monitored 

A building in central London was selected for pollutant and environmental monitoring. The building 

is located just behind the Albert Embankment, off Lambeth High Street, to the east of the River 

Thames. The building (Figure 1) constructed in the 1930‟s is naturally ventilated via openable 

windows and purpose-provided ventilators and consists of a four-storey office block at the front (west 

side) of the building, with a two-storey section containing offices and workshop areas. The fabric of 

the building consists of a reinforced concrete frame, with reinforced concrete floor slabs and roof slab 

and masonry cladding. This type of construction generally results in very few air leakage paths in the 

actual fabric of the building itself. The offices in the building were in normal use with variable 

occupancy, normal office activities and a non-smoking policy. There was vehicle access to the 

workshop area of the building and also a small canteen room with a gas cooker and extract system in 

use.  
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Parameters monitored 

Table 1 summarises the parameters monitored over 12-months, thus covering all the seasons in the 

year. During this time, the building was occupied and heated as normal during the colder months and 

unheated during the summer. 

Concentrations of nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and carbon monoxide (CO) were 

measured at a number of sites both externally and internally (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)), on two floors of 

the building using multi-point samplers sampling sequentially around the building. This also gave the 

vertical and lateral variation of pollutant concentrations. PM10 particle mass fraction and particle size 

distributions were measured at one internal and one external site only. 

In addition, a number of building characteristics and environmental parameters were monitored 

including: ventilation rates; inter-zonal flows; building air-tightness; air-leakage of components; local 

wind speeds and directions; relative humidity; temperatures and human activity.  

Findings 

The following are key findings from the monitoring studies. 

 Figure 3 shows an example of how pollutant concentrations measured outdoors fluctuated 

much more and were generally higher than those measured indoors, although the latter 

followed the outdoor pollutant trends with some damping and a time-lag. Rapid decreases in 

outdoor concentrations often resulted in indoor concentrations that were higher than those 

outdoors due to this time-lag. For indoor concentrations, the high peaks in the external 

concentrations were attenuated by the building fabric and the transient peak concentrations 

measured externally reduced. This indicates the ability of the building to reduce short-term 

exposure to peaks in external pollutant levels. 

 Figures 4(a) and 4(b) shows the variation of indoor to outdoor pollutant concentration ratios 

(RIO) with the type of pollutant monitored and the seasonal ventilation characteristics of the 

building, primarily from occupants opening windows in the summer.  

o For gases of low chemical reactivity (NO and CO), although there were short-term 

differences between the outdoor and indoor concentrations arising from the building 

time-lag, the indoor concentration usually retained a long-term mean equilibrium with the 

outdoor concentration (RIO = 1).  

o The chemically reactive gas (NO2), showed RIO < 1, primarily due to its deposition to 

surfaces, the ratio varied with the ventilation rate and ventilation pathways. For example, 

during the heating seasons, with windows closed, RIO = 0.65, while during the summer, 

with windows open during the working day, RIO = 0.85 (Figure 5). 

o For particle measurements indoors, both the PM10 mass-fraction and particle size 

distributions, were affected by the presence and activities of the building occupants. 

These effects were greater for larger particle sizes (>3 µm), which were rarely present 

indoors when the building was unoccupied. The attenuation of particles passing from 

outside to inside was considerable, due mainly to losses in transit through the structure 

and varied with the particle size (Figure 4(b)). Measurements when rooms were 

unoccupied with windows closed provided the most reliable information on indoor to 

outdoor ratios as follows. 

 Based on the PM10 mass fraction), RIO ≈ 0.60. 

 Based on particle number concentration: 
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o For particles 0.3 µm to 1 µm, RIO ≈ 0.20 to 0.30. 

o For particles 1 µm to 3 µm, RIO ≈ 0.15 to 0.30. 

o For particles >3 µm, RIO ≈ 0.05 to 0.10. 

 Figure 5 shows that ventilation rates were generally between approximately 0.3 and 1 air 

changes per hour (ach) over the year. Opening windows in the summer, effectively altering 

the air permeability of the building envelope, had a significantly greater effect on ventilation, 

and thus pollutant ingress, than variations in ventilation driving forces due to internal and 

external temperature differences (buoyancy) and wind-induced pressure differences.  

 Ventilation rates varied with types of room and their use, with closed rooms having much 

lower rates as expected. Figure 5 also shows that during June indoor concentrations of PM10 

were higher than those outdoors. This was as a result of activities of new staff now working in 

the room which had previously only housed the monitoring equipment.  

Figure 6 shows examples of pollution roses for the concentrations of the oxides of nitrogen on the 

different facades of the building. The upper row of pollution roses shows concentrations for a typical 

2-week monitoring period, whilst the lower row shows concentrations for a 2-day period in November 

2007 when highly localised pollution emissions occurred adjacent to the building. During this latter 

period there were large diesel-engined vehicles and generators continuously operating within only a 

few metres of the west façade of the building. The following characteristics can be determined from 

these pollution roses:  

 Under normal operating conditions, the distances of the main sources of the pollutants 

monitored were relatively far from the case-study building, resulting in greater pollutant 

dispersion before reaching the building. This, in turn resulted in the building being enveloped 

in relatively uniform pollutant concentrations. Therefore, the results showed minimal 

variation of pollutant concentrations both vertically and laterally.  

 When highly localised pollutant sources were emitted close to the building, the values of the 

pollutant concentrations varied greatly between the different façades. In the example shown in 

Figure 6(b), the concentrations measured on the west façade of the building (adjacent to the 

emissions) were often approximately twice those measured on the east façade. 

Conclusions 

The ingress of the different types of pollutant into the building was found to be complex and affected 

by many factors, including: the nature of the pollutant and the location and distance of its source from 

the building; external dispersion processes; ventilation processes; local meteorological conditions; 

internal air flows and also occupant actions that resulted in changes in the building characteristics (for 

example, window and door opening in summer).  

The considerable amount of data collected has been analysed and studied in a number of ways to 

enable an improved understanding of the ingress and subsequent impact of external pollutants on 

indoor environments. Results indicated that pollutant concentrations measured inside the building 

depended on the: 

o Pollutant source location; 

o Concentrations on the façades of the building; 

o Pollutant characteristics, in particular the deposition rates to surfaces; 

o Occupant behaviour and activity; 

o Ventilation characteristics of the building; and  

o Local wind speeds and directions. 
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A large and valuable database of the measurements has been generated which has already been used 

for further developing and validating some existing exposure models (INDAIRC++ and 

EXPAIRC++) within another part of the project. It could be used for developing and validating other, 

similar mathematical models. 
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Table 1. Parameters monitored 

Characteristic  

measured 

Parameter measured Location Monitoring frequency 

Unreactive gas Carbon monoxide (CO) 

and nitric oxide (NO)*  

Ten pairs of indoor/outdoor 

sampling locations. All building 

façades, two floors. 

2-minute averages, twice 

per hour at each sampling 

location. 

Reactive gas Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) Ten pairs of indoor/outdoor 

sampling locations. All building 

façades, two floors. 

2-minute averages, twice 

per hour at each sampling 

location. 

Particle mass 

fraction 

PM10 Outdoors – building roof.         

Indoors – on Floor 1. 

2-minute averages, twenty 

times per hour. 

Particle size 

distribution 

Particle numbers within 

13 size bands (0.3, 0.4, 

0.5, 0.65, 0.8, 1, 1.6, 2, 

3, 4, 5, 7.5, 10 μm). 

Outdoors – building roof.         

Indoors – on Floor 1. 

5-minute averages, twelve 

times per hour. 

Temperature Air temperature (ºC) Outdoors – building roof.        

Indoors – all sampling locations. 

5-minute averages, twelve 

times per hour. 

Relative humidity Relative humidity (%) Outdoors – roof.  Indoors – one 

location on each floor. 

5-minute averages, twelve 

times per hour. 

Ventilation – 

general 

Ventilation rate in each 

monitored area. 

Indoors – all locations where air 

pollutants monitored. 

2-week averages 

Ventilation – 

inter-zonal 

Air movement between 

zones 

Indoors – all locations where air 

pollutants monitored. 

2-week averages 

Meteorological 

data 

Wind speed and 

direction 

Building roof. Measurements taken every 

30 seconds.  From August 

07 only. 

Door and window 

opening 

Door and window 

opening 

Some doors & windows  

(16 in total) on both Floors 1 and 

3. 

5-minute averages, twelve 

times per hour. 2-week 

period in March 07, then 

continuous from June 07 

Building air 

tightness (1) 

Overall air leakage rate Whole building. Single measurement 

Building air 

tightness (2) 

Air leakage rates 

through window areas, 

internal and external 

doors  

At a number of locations on 

Floors 1 and 3. 

Single measurements 

*NO is relatively unreactive in the indoor environment when little ozone is present. 
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Figure 1. Pictures of the building monitored 

     

Figure 2. Floor plans of monitored building showing sampling locations in red  

for (a) Floor 1 and b) Floor 3. 
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Figure 3. Indoor and outdoor NO concentrations showing the time-lag effect and the effect 

of rapid changes in outdoor concentrations on indoor concentrations. 
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Figure 4(a) and 4(b). Indoor/outdoor concentration ratios….. 

Seasonal averages of indoor/outdoor concentrations ratio 

a) Gaseous pollutants and PM10 mass fraction 

b) Particle size bands  
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Figure 5. Two week means of indoor/outdoor concentration ratios and ventilation rate over the monitoring programme 
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Figure 6. Pollution roses for NO, NO2 and NOx, First floor, Outdoor and Indoor averages on West and East Facades  

a) 2 – 15 August 2007; b) 2 – 4 November 2007 
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3.1e Climate change as a risk modifier to ozone 

exposure and public health impacts in the UK  

Clare Heaviside, Sotiris Vardoulakis, Giovanni Leonardi, Robert Maynard 

Centre for Radiation, Chemical and Environmental Hazards, Health Protection Agency, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon 

Ozone has well established acute effects on health, mainly associated with respiratory and 

cardiovascular illness. At present, ozone levels in the United Kingdom regularly exceed levels which 

have been identified as harmful to health. Ground level ozone pollution is affected by climate change, 

with current trends indicating possible increases in much of Europe and the UK, particularly in urban 

areas. Ozone also has an influence on the climate and contributes to climate change, since it is an 

important greenhouse gas. As well as being detrimental to health, ozone causes damage to ecosystems 

and can reduce the capacity of plants to take up CO2. 

Climate change is likely to have an effect on ozone exposure of the population of the UK, both 

directly and indirectly. In the most direct way, ozone concentrations are strongly influenced by 

weather conditions which are subject to the effects of climate change. For example, we can expect 

climate change to lead to increased temperatures and frequency of heat waves, both of which are 

associated with raised concentrations of ozone. The rate of emission of biogenic ozone precursors 

such as volatile organic compounds increases as temperatures rise, leading to increased ozone 

production. Land surfaces which act as sinks for ozone are climate sensitive, particularly in terms of 

water availability. In fact almost all of the mechanisms which lead to ozone production and 

destruction are influenced by the climate in some way, whether it is modification of photochemical 

processes, atmospheric dynamics and transportation or dry deposition to the surface. 

As well as changes in ambient ozone concentrations, there are other factors which are likely to be 

modified by climate change and which could impact on ozone exposure in the UK. In particular, 

climate change may modify the health effects of ozone: evidence suggests that the health impact of 

ozone is more significant at higher temperatures. For reliable attribution of current and future burdens 

of disease associated with ozone in the UK, it is crucial to understand the complex interactions 

between regional and local climate and the possible effects of climate change on ozone 

concentrations, but it is also important to develop an understanding of the modifying effects of 

climate change on the health impacts of ozone exposure. Health impact assessment for future ozone 

depends on the choice of a threshold, the shape of the concentration response relationship, and 

consideration of possible chronic health effects of ozone. 

Some of the biggest impacts of climate change on ozone exposure may not be due to ambient ozone 

levels, but changes in the behaviour of the UK population as it adapts to climate change. As well as 

climate change modifying the amount of ozone in the atmosphere and the effect on health, it is likely 

that both individual and population behaviour will experience modification. On an individual level, 

increased temperatures will affect lifestyle; particularly the use of air conditioning and the amount of 

time spent outdoors, where the risk of exposure to ozone is highest. At the population level, climate 

change mitigation and adaptation concerns may lead to changes in vehicle and industrial emissions, 

and changes in building designs. Therefore there is a need to consider all the modifying effects of 

climate change, direct and indirect, when predicting the future health impacts of ozone exposure. 
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3.1f Pilot study of risks and long term effects of 

carbon monoxide poisoning 

Brian Miller
1
, John Ross

2
, Laura MacCalman

1
, Chris Burton

3
 and Claudia Pagliari

3 

1Institute of Occupational Medicine, Edinburgh 
2University of Aberdeen 
3University of Edinburgh 

A pilot study explored methods of investigating, via a questionnaire, health effects in survivors of 

accidental carbon monoxide poisoning requiring hospitalisation.  Cases could be identified in 

centralised Scottish health record systems, whose keepers drew for us a small sample, plus a matching 

sample of appendicitis cases as controls. 

Through records of their registrations with GP practices, questionnaires for 134 subjects were sent to 

GPs, with a request that they be forwarded to the subjects.  Few GPs refused but, despite a reminder 

mailing, response from the subjects was disappointing, leading to only 24 returned questionnaires (10 

cases, 14 controls); a response rate of only 18%.  

Because of this low response rate, the results from a questionnaire study across Scotland could 

produce results that are not representative of the whole population, and we do not recommend that 

such a study be commissioned.  We discuss briefly some other possible routes of investigation. 

Examination of detailed data for the selected cases showed that a number had entries suggesting that 

their poisoning was intentional rather than accidental.  It is therefore possible that estimates of 

accidental poisonings for study are overestimates.  There is scope to use record linkage for examining 

relationships between accidental and intentional CO poisonings and patterns of subsequent mortality 

e.g. suicide. 
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3.1g Perspectives on environmental burden of 
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Background and objectives 

Health impacts of environmental stressors range from mild psychological effects (e.g. noise 

annoyance), to effects on morbidity (such as asthma or cardiovascular disease caused by exposure to 

air pollution), to increased mortality (such as lung cancer provoked by radon exposure). As 

demonstrated by these examples, health effects of environmental factors vary considerably with 

regard to their severity and duration. This makes it difficult to compare different (environmental) 

health effects and to set priorities in health policies and research programs.  

Efficient public health policies should allocate resources for maximum health benefits while avoiding 

undue interference with other societal functions and human activities. Comparison and prioritisation 

of environmental health effects is a key to information based policy development and allows for: 

 Comparative evaluation of environmental health impacts (“how bad is it?”)  

 Evaluation of the potential of environmental policies (largest reduction of disease burden)  

 Communication of health risks 

Objectives 

The EBoDE project was set up in order to update the previous assessments, to add stressors relevant 

to the European region, to provide harmonized EBD assessments for participating countries, and to 

develop and make available the methodology and databases for other countries (EBoDE, 2010). The 

specific objectives are to provide:  

Harmonized environmental burden of disease (EBD) estimates for selected environmental stressors in 

six countries; 

 Comparability of the quantifications and ranking of the EBD  

o between countries 

o within countries 
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o between environmental stressors; 

 Qualitative assessments of variation and uncertainty in the input parameters and results. 

Study description 

Environmental burden of disease associated with nine stressors (benzene, dioxins, second hand 

smoke, formaldehyde, lead, transportation noise, ozone, particulate matter and radon) was estimated 

in six participating countries (Belgium (Flanders), Finland, France, Germany, Italy, and the 

Netherlands). Exposure data was estimated from international or national (benzene, dioxins, 

formaldehyde, lead) datasources. 

Three estimation methods were used depending on the availability of D-R relationships for the 

selected endpoints. The optimal method is based on epidemiological evidence and attributable fraction 

of burden of disease. In the lack of epidemiological evidence, toxicological unit risk models were 

used for benzene, dioxins, lead, sleep disturbance from noise, and the morbidity outcomes for 

particulate matter. In some cases additional distributional modeling was applied to process a threshold 

(lead, formaldehyde) and to reach a diagnosed health state (lead). The methods are described in more 

detail in the EBoDE Final Report (Hänninen & Knol (eds), 2011). The background burden of disease 

was estimated from WHO data. 

Results were calculated as standard discounted (3%) and age-weighted estimates, with lag, and 

without discounting or weighing. 

Results 

Particulate matter (PM) is estimated to be the leading factor associated with 6.000 to 10.000 DALYs 

per million people, followed by noise, second-hand smoke and radon (with overlapping estimate 

ranges from 600 to 1500 DALY per million) (Figure 1). 

PM2.5

Radon

Dioxins
Ozone

Noise

SHS

Formaldehyde

Lead
Benzene

Non-discounted values

 

Figure 1 Relative contribution of the nine targeted stressors to the burden of disease 

(undiscounted, un-age-weighted DALYs) attributed to these stressors, average over the six 

participating countries. 
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Conclusions 

The results suggest that more than 3-7% of the discounted and age-weighted burden of disease in the 

participating countries may be associated with environmental stressors. Relatively, of the participating 

countries, Finland had the largest BoD and the smallest EBD, while for Italy this was vice versa. The 

European efforts in developing policies only partly reflect the significance of the stressors. Limit 

values set for particles do not efficiently limit the exposures. On the other hand, second hand smoke 

policies are actively implemented across the European Union, and European Noise directive is 

creating tools for addressing the increasing significance of the traffic noise. Radon is a well-known 

problem, but does not receive as much attention as e.g. dioxins. Lead exposures have been decreasing 

efficiently since 1990‟s.  

Environmental health policies should continue to effectively target especially the four highest impact 

exposures: PM, noise, SHS and radon. 

Discussion 

Some of the EBD estimates contain substantial uncertainties that could be only partly quantified. 

However, quantification of selected uncertainties and comparison of the results with independent 

earlier assessments indicate that the overall range of the estimates from 2 to 10 000 DALYs per 

million annually is relatively robust. Some of the stressor estimates are overlapping, in which case the 

ranking of them is very uncertainty; this applies especially to the three runner-up stressors noise, SHS 

and radon. Estimates for dioxins contain largest uncertainties. (Figure 2; WHO, 2010) 
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Figure 2 Relative public health impact (in undiscounted, un-age-weighted DALYs) of the 

selected environmental stressors in the participating countries. Numerical ranges reflect 

quantitative uncertainty in the average estimate. 
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Discounting and age-weighing have relatively large impacts on the absolute burden of disease 

estimates of those stressors whose effects are driven by premature mortality and cancer but 

nevertheless, have only minor effects on the ranking of the stressors by estimated impacts. 
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3.2 Discussion 

HPA Annual Air Pollution Lecture 

The HPA Annual Air Pollution Lecture “Developments in air quality, health science and policy in the 

last two decades” was given by Martin Williams. There was no discussion after this presentation.) 

Research Presentations discussion 

Modelling bioaerosol emissions from open composting facilities: steps 

towards improving source term characterisation 

Philippa Douglas 

Following the presentation by Philippa Douglas of Cranfield University spoke the discussion began 

with a question to Anthony Seaton about the concentration response relationship for this biological 

threat. He replied that the general population will not be bothered by high concentrations of 

aspergillus, but susceptible individuals would be. These people can be affected by the ambient 

concentration which tends to be higher in winter due to the presence of dead leaves. The conclusion 

was that exposure data is needed. There followed a suggestion that the model concentrations seemed 

high and that lateral spreading of the plume needed to be considered, with experiments in a wind 

tunnel being recommended. Finally it was wondered if the move to digestion in containers rather than 

using windrows would making testing easier. Philippa replied that they were looking at the open 

situation as that is still more common in this country. Also the vessels tend to be made from different 

materials.  

Review of indoor air pollution associated with energy use in residential 

buildings  

Karen Finney 

One conclusion of the review presented by Karen Finney was that changing the scale of power 

generation to greater use of micro-generation will alter the location of pollutants to nearer the home. 

During discussion this was countered to some extent by the comment that some current power stations 

are located close to centres of population e.g. Drax and Didcot. There was then a discussion about the 

greater use of biofuels, it was felt that in the domestic situation, in the absence of legislation as exists 

for a large power station, use of biofuels, such as wood, could be a significant source of emissions. 

Finally the expected future changes in fuel for transport was discussed, the projection being for a 

switch to electric, ethanol and biodiesel vehicles. 

The impact of outdoor pollution on IAQ and exposure 

Vina Kukadia 

During her presentation Vina Kukadia referred to the importance of locating the building ventilation 

inlets correctly, especially where there are multiple outdoor sources. The courtyard of one building 

investigated had been converted into a car park and the vehicle emissions caused indoor air pollution. 

There followed a discussion about availability of technologies for cleaning air in such a situation. No 

generic solution is available, filters may be used but don‟t solve all problems, ventilation experts 

would look at individual cases. When asked if legionella had been investigated as part of these 
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studies, the presenter said that this had not been possible. She acknowledged that this was only one 

aspect, other factors, such as indoor sources of air pollutants, also needed to be taken into account.    

Invited Keynote Presentation: Climate change as a risk modifier to ozone 

exposure and public health impacts in the UK 

Clare Heaviside  

Clare Heaviside discussed the HPA‟s prioritisation and strategy in elucidating the potential health 

effects as a result of climate change, focussing in particular on potential alterations in ozone exposure, 

which may lead to elevated chronic respiratory effects. Following the presentation, the audience 

commented on the use of „long-term ozone concentrations‟ suggesting that this term may be devoid of 

much meaning, due to significant variances as a result of several mechanisms affecting the probability 

distribution. The speaker was asked for her opinion regarding alterations in ozone precursors, such as 

biogenic sources, which may change over the time span considered. The speaker referred to earlier 

presentations, and pointed out that biomass burning could be an important contributor, but that the 

effect of temperature far outweighed other sources. The speaker added that in relation to biogenic 

factors, ozone also affects plant growth, further complicating estimations.  

A further question was raised regarding the use of the term „synergistic effect‟, to which the speaker 

responded that although it was not her area of expertise, the term „synergy‟ in this instance was in 

reference to excesses in effect relative to temperature band. However, inconsistency in the literature 

was discussed, and the speaker added that whether this is a true interaction between temperature and 

ozone, or an indirect effect as a result of interaction with the mechanisms that mediate the effect is 

uncertain, suggesting that distinguishing this relationship may be an important topic for future 

research.   

Research Presentations 

Pilot study of risks and long term effects of CO poisoning 

Brian Miller 

In his talk, Brian Miller discussed many of the problems facing epidemiologists and statisticians in 

elucidating causality and utilising poor data sets, detailing the lack of success in a recent approach 

used to study the risks and long-term effects of CO poisoning. The small study size and the limitation 

of not accounting for suicides in particular were highlighted as major problems. Following the 

presentation, the speaker was asked whether he thought excluding suicides from the study would have 

increased the dose-response relationship. In response, Miller suggested that this was possible, but it 

was difficult to be certain given the small amount of data. In further discussion, the limitation of 

medical records and difficulties in obtaining information was stressed as a severe hindrance to 

scientific research of this type.  

Perspective on environmental burden of disease in Europe 

Otto Hänninen 

Otto Hänninen discussed the prevalence of disease, and disease burden globally, quantifying levels 

using the Japanese life expectancy and highlighting particulate matter (PM) as a leading contributor to 

the burden of disease. Following this presentation, the audience commented on the possibility that the 

disease burden and quantified contributing factors were heavily driven by the weight and number of 

PM studies relative to other fields, leading to significant publication bias. Furthermore, the focus on 
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primary environmental contributing factors was highlighted as a limitation, as in the Western world, 

healthcare availability may have a more significant effect on disease burden, and the aetiology of 

disease burden may vary substantially on jurisdiction.  

A further question was raised regarding the quantification of dioxin disease burden. The speaker was 

asked whether this was appropriate considering the weak and conflicting epidemiological evidence, 

Hänninen, accepted that it was a contentious issue, but although probably an over-estimate it was an 

interesting consideration, particularly due to the high dietary exposure in Finland, where the study 

was conducted. As a closing remark the speaker said that in future, secondary contributing factors, 

such as healthcare, could be an important addition to further work.  

Screening for raised COHb levels in patients attending emergency 

departments 

Simon Clark 

Reporting poor correlation between monitoring equipment levels and blood COHb level, Simon Clark 

questioned the applicability of COHb as a biomarker for CO poisoning in a clinical setting. However, 

the study did highlight additional CO poisoning incidence, which would previously have remained 

undiagnosed. Bob Maynard commented on the difficulty of conducting such a study, but queried why 

breath testing for CO wasn‟t used. In response to this, the speaker explained that at the outset of the 

project, the available breath monitoring equipment required large exhales of breath, which would have 

limited the study population, as many patients having respiratory tests are incapable of fully exhaling. 

However, the recent improvement in equipment in this field could be utilised in a further study.   

Additional discussion topic – Is it still reasonable to ignore NO as a significant 

pollutant?  

Heather Walton posed a question to the meeting regarding nitric oxide that resulted in considerable 

debate. With regard to possible health effects she suggested that there are some subtleties worth 

considering, for example NO exposure may be considered a good thing, due to its vasodilatory 

properties. However, abrupt changes may entail some adverse health effects, as there are some 

suggestions that when infants are treated, usually very successfully at high concentrations, you have 

to taper down the dose, due to endogenous reductions in nitric oxide synthase during periods of high 

exogenous exposure. Thus, if you reduce concentrations abruptly, problems may arise. In a clinical 

setting, doses of 20 – 40 ppm is the treatable range, which is tapered down to 1 ppm. However, 

whether this could be observed at environmental concentrations, is questionable.  

John Ayres commented that given NO‟s is a vasoactive, neurotransmitting substance and has 

application as a biomarker of asthma, its importance in air quality may currently be underestimated. 

However, Ayres added that NO is also released from epithelial lining, among many biogenic 

processes and at concentrations relatively low compared to those exposed in a clinical setting. 

Furthermore, there is evidence to suggest ambient NO levels are associated with RSV (respiratory 

syncytial virus) and its aetiology in acute bronchitis in infants, which is a seasonal and annual cause 

of hospitalisation. In addition to this, in vitro cell cultures have shown that the RSV virus replicates 

more prolifically on exposure to NO. However, the concentrations studied were in excess of 

environmental levels, but not those of clinical setting. Ayres concludes that though probably not 

causing as many problems as other pollutants, NO is worthy of further study, particularly considering 

its potential role in making bacteria and viruses more permissive, contributing to the double hit model 

that Steve Holgate discussed in his presentation at this conference.  
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3.3 Posters 

3.3a Personal exposure to indoor and outdoor air 

pollution near quiet, busy and congested streets 

Mr. Hamad Matar*, Dr. Anil Namdeo, Prof. Margaret Bell 

*h.b.matar@newcastle.ac.uk 

Transport Operation Research Group (TORG), School of Civil Engineering & Geosciences, Newcastle University 

Introduction 

Many studies have observed a link between indoor and outdoor pollution.  The fabric of a building 

(doors, windows, ventilation etc.) has an influence on the infiltration of outdoor pollution into the 

building.  Occupants of a building are exposed to total pollution, which is composed of indoor sources 

(cooking, smoking) and infiltrated outdoor pollution.  A number of studies stated that most people 

spend more than 80% of their time indoors, therefore, these people would be exposed to both indoor 

and outdoor air pollution.  There is a lack of knowledge of infiltration of pollution into buildings due 

to traffic on roads within their vicinity.  The pollution levels along a road will vary continuously 

depending on traffic flow characteristics namely smooth, interrupted or congested.   

Aim and objectives 

This study will investigate personal exposure to indoor and outdoor air pollution, PM10, NOx and CO, 

as a function of traffic characteristics and activity patterns of people.  The authors are planning to 

achieve the following objectives:  

 Assess and classify urban roads according to traffic flow and fleet characteristics and air 

pollution levels. 

 Monitor air pollution in different microenvironments home, workplace, public building etc. 

 Develop, calibrate and validate a personal exposure model as a function of activity patterns 

and traffic characteristics for different microenvironment. 

 Apply the model to improve the understanding of exposure of urban population traffic related 

pollution in the case study area. 

Study area 

Gosforth is located in the north of Newcastle city centre and it is one of two air quality management 

areas (AQMAs) declared by Newcastle City Council as shown in Figure 1.  The High Street, a narrow 

canyon, is a major radial running though Gosforth and it carries high traffic to and from the city 

centre.  AURN air quality monitoring station is located at the High Street.  

mailto:h.b.matar@newcastle.ac.uk
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Traffic characteristics  

Data available from automatic traffic monitoring systems will be used to characterise road types and 

air pollution into a number of categories.  These information will be used to identify target 

populations representing a range of exposures for this study. 

Static 

Static monitoring of pollution simultaneously indoor and outdoor will be carried out continuously for 

a week during summer and winter seasons (Figure 2).  Two houses at each road type, quiet, busy and 

congested, will be monitored, which will be six houses in total. 

 

 

Figure 2 The proposed location of monitoring equipment (Motes, DustTrak and 

Langan) for Indoor and outdoor measurement (Drawing copyright Newland, 2011) 

 

Figure 1 The Location of Air Quality 

Monitor stations in Newcastle upon 

Tyne (Google map) 
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Dynamic 

Using a backpack measurements will be carried out to record spatial and temporal variations within 

selected microenvironments (roads), the monitoring equipment and the backpack are shown in the 

Figures 3-8 below. 

 

Activity data 

Patterns of activity of members of selected households will be collected though a specially designed 

questionnaire.  Ethical approval required appropriately worded invitation letter to provide an 

opportunity to take part in the study for the public.  All participants have to complete a consent form.  

Full risk assessment will be required for all aspects of the monitoring. 

Analysis and application 

 Factor and cluster analysis will be used. 

 Data will be analysed by using descriptive analysis and multinomial regression or similar. 

 Model of personal exposure will be developed, calibrated and validated.  

Outcomes 

 Measurement of the effect of traffic flow and fleet characteristics on personal exposure. 

 Evaluation of the influence of site topography, building type and indoor air pollution sources 

on personal exposure. 

 

Figure 8 Backpack 

carried by a 

volunteer  

ustTrak Aerosol 

Monitor – 8534 

(PM10) 

 

Figure 7 Backpack 

 

 

Figure 6 QStarz BT-

Q1000XT GPS tracker  

(Varologic technologies, 

2011) 

 

Figure 5 Langan monitor 

T15v (CO and Temp) 

 

Figure 4 Envirowatch 

mote (CO, NO, NO2, 

Temp and RH) 

 

Figure 3 DustTrak Aerosol 

Monitor – 8534 (PM10) 
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Conclusions 

This research is expected to provide evidence to inform policy decisions relating to indoor air quality 

by identifying key elements that influence personal exposure to air pollution.  
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3.3b Engineered nanoparticles – exposure and 

effects 

Jess Tyrrell and Michaela Kendall 

European Centre for Environment and Human Health, Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry, University of 

Exeter, The Knowledge Spa, Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro, TR1 3HD 

Phone: 01872 258170 

Email: jessica.tyrrell@pms.ac.uk 

Background and objectives 

Nanomaterials are engineered structures with at least one dimension of 100 nanometres (nm) or less.  

In this size range quantum effects predominate with nanomaterials demonstrating significant changes 

in optical, magnetic and electrical properties over their bulk counterparts.  Furthermore with 

dimensions of less than 100 nm the particles surface area to volume ratio is very large.  Engineered 

nanomaterials (ENM) are increasingly being utilised in a range of commercially and medically 

available products; sporting goods, car tyres, sun cream, cosmetics, microelectronics, drug delivery 

and antimicrobial agents (Nel et al., 2006).  This is a rapidly expanding area of technology which by 

some estimates is projected to become a $1 trillion market within the next four years.  Whilst the 

unique properties of these particles enable impressive technological advancements they also raise 

concerns about the potential adverse effects on biological systems (Seaton et al., 2010).  The concept 

of nanoparticles demonstrating unique toxicity profiles to their bulk counterparts may be relatively 

recent; however it is derived from classical particle toxicology and epidemiology, specifically the 

studies of air pollution.  Numerous studies have demonstrated the strong links between air pollution 

and adverse human health effects (Seaton et al., 2010).  As a result of this paradigm nanotoxicology is 

becoming an established discipline investigating the potentially harmful effects of nanomaterials and 

informing policy to ensure the safe application of this technology. 

This review discusses the current information available on the predominant exposure routes to 

nanoparticles and the effects of these particles.             

Study description 

We conducted a review of the available literature considering the prevalent nanoparticles currently 

employed in the UK both commercially and medically.  The review considered the common exposure 

routes, levels of exposure and current human toxicity information about the commercially and 

medically prevalent nanoparticles.  Furthermore application of nanotechnology was investigated 

within our local hospital trust (Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro).   

Results  

The Project on Emerging Nanotechnologies (Woodrow Wilson Centre for Scholars, 

http://www.nanotechproject.org/) identified key commercial and medical products available which 

employ ENM.  Currently the most frequently employed nanoparticles in commercially available 

products include: silver, carbon, titanium dioxide, silica, zinc and gold.  These particles are found in a 

range of products, with silver ENPs known to be in 313 products worldwide (as of the 10-03-2011).  

The potential exposure routes to these ENM include inhalation, topical application to the skin, drug 

delivery (growing area) and ingestion.  Currently very limited information is available when 

http://www.nanotechproject.org/
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considering the exposures of the general population to engineered nanoparticles (ENP).  Inhalation is 

considered to be the most likely delivery mode and some models have hypothesised the potential 

levels of several prominent ENP within air, including silver (0.0017 µgm
-3

) and titanium dioxide 

(0.0015 µgm
-3

) (Mueller and Nowack, 2008).  It should be noted that as ENP application increases the 

prevalence of other exposure routes will also increase (e.g. dermal and ingestion).  The difficulty in 

determining exposure arises from the lack of requirement for appropriate labels to be added to 

products containing ENPs.  Several groups including specific types of workers and patients will 

potentially undergo greater exposure to certain ENPs.  Studies monitoring occupational exposures 

noted a significant increase in the concentration of nanoparticles within the atmosphere (Demou et al., 

2008;Tsai et al., 2009;Yeganeh et al., 2008).   Furthermore the potential exists for greater exposure in 

health compromised individuals where nanotechnology is employed in a range of treatments.  

Investigations within our local hospital trust (Royal Cornwall Hospital, Truro) indicated that the only 

nanotechnology product currently utilised in the treatment of patients was the Acticoat® 

nanocrystalline silver dressings (Smith and Nephew, UK).  In 2010 over 1800 of these dressings were 

used by the trust, with the majority utilised to treat diabetic foot wounds and ulcers.  These patients 

are potentially more susceptible to nanoparticle exposures due to underlying chronic disease. 

Discussion  

Currently inhalation is considered to be the major route of exposure for the general population and 

therefore numerous studies have considered the toxicity of a range of nanoparticles on the respiratory 

system.  In terms of the current predominant nanoparticles employed commercially within the UK 

silver (Sung et al., 2009), silica (Chen et al., 2008;Napierska et al., 2010) and titanium dioxide 

(Johnston et al., 2009) have demonstrated pulmonary toxicity under certain conditions.  However, it 

should be noted that in many studies the concentrations of nanoparticles employed far exceeds 

hypothesised exposure levels.  Although the rates of translocation of ENPs are low, a percentage of 

inhaled NPs are reported to enter the blood stream (Geiser and Kreyling, 2010); furthermore all other 

exposure routes may result in nanoparticles in blood. It is therefore of critical importance to consider 

the interactions of nanoparticles with components of blood.  In the literature a similar number of 

primary research papers were noted to focus on the interactions of ENPs with either the respiratory 

system or the cardiovascular system.   

Conclusions 

The interaction between blood components (especially platelets) and ENPs has been demonstrated to 

cause protein and cell aggregation (Jun et al., 2010;Mc Guinnes et al., 2010;Radomski et al., 2005), 

which are linked to physiological change and disease development (e.g. atherosclerosis).  It is 

therefore of critical importance that research focuses on understanding these interactions to ensure the 

safety of ENPs.  Future work must therefore focus on better characterisation of the exposure of 

humans to ENPs and investigations on the interactions between blood components and ENPs.    
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3.3c Characterisation toxigenic fungi in water 

damaged buildings 

Schale Frazer, Cranfield Health, Cranfield University, Cranfield, Beds. MK43 0AL 

There is an ever increasing concern related to fungal, or mould growth within the indoor environment, 

especially within water damaged buildings, and it is speculated that there may be a direct relation to 

the ill-health sometimes reported by occupants of affected dwellings. Problems associated with mould 

growth in the indoor environment are not new; in fact they have been problematic for many centuries, 

being reported even in the Bible (Leviticus Chapter 14, 33-48). This association has gathered 

momentum with many reports showing incidences of people with health problems associated with 

their mouldy and damp living or working conditions. Recently the Centres for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC) conducted an investigation to determine the cause of death of 12 infants in 

Cleveland, Ohio between 1993 and 1998. The report concluded that there was an association between 

water damaged homes and the presence of various fungi, including those that can produce highly 

toxic metabolites in the indoor environment. The victims‟ homes were found in particular to have 

higher quantities of airborne conidia from the toxigenic fungi Stachybotrys chartarum than those 

detected in the surrounding non symptomatic homes (CDC, 2000; CDC, 1997; CDC, 1994; Dharmage 

et al., 2002; Green et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2003; Roussel et al., 2008). Fungi commonly detected in 

the indoor environment on painted walls and ceilings of poorly ventilated houses or those with water 

intrusion problems include Aspergillus, Cladosporium, Penicillium, Alternaria and Ulocladium 

species, all of which can find suitable conditions for growth. Kuhn and Ghannoum (2003) 

investigated water damaged buildings and determined the most frequent isolated species in one study 

were Penicillium (96%), Cladosporium (89%), Locladium (62%), Geomycespannorum (57%), and 

Sistronema brinkmannii (51%). A study which investigated the indoor air of 500 rooms in 128 

dwellings in France, found that 86.16% of the total fungi isolated there were Cladosporium, 

Penicillium or Aspergillus spp (Roussel et al., 2008). Stachybotrys chartarum, was also reported to 

thrive on many of the materials used to build homes, particularly on gypsum board, paper, lint and 

fibreboard in buildings that have been affected by water intrusion (Andersen et al., 2002). 

Due to the ubiquitous nature of moulds and fungi, contact is unavoidable and many enter buildings 

through open window, doors and on clothing. Once in the indoor environment these microorganisms 

can thrive on many building materials over a range of environmental conditions. Growth can result in 

the production of tiny microscopic reproductive conidia which can become airborne through the 

slightest mechanical action which in turn can affect the indoor air quality. Exposure can be via 

ingestion, inhalation or skin contact and can result in many different health effects including: allergic 

reactions, infections, neurological effects and toxic effects. Factors contributing to the occurrence off 

ill-effects include: the types of organisms present, whether individuals are immune-compromised, 

exposure time, their age and their sensitivity. It is estimated that about 10% of the population have 

allergic antibodies to fungal antigens of which 5% would be expected to show clinical illnesses 

(American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine, 2002). The association with ill 

health and the indoor environment has also been referred to as Sick building syndrome (SBS) but is 

not exclusively linked to mould and fungi as many other pollutants may also have a contributing 

factor including those that are generated outdoors by industry and traffic which diffuse into buildings 

through doors, windows or ventilation systems. Other indoor sources include volatile organic 
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compounds (VOCs) released from cleaning products, furnishings toiletries and those that are involved 

in the combustion of tobacco, fuels and candles (Crook and Burton, 2010; Burge, 2004).  

The research aims were (1) to survey homes with a varied range of water intrusion problems i.e. 

ventilation/condensation problems to more chronically water damaged dwellings, for fungal 

contamination and (2) to better understand the occurrence, dynamics of growth and toxin production 

for important toxigenic fungi, principally Stachybotrys chartarum, in the built environment. The use 

of conventional plating methods along with alternative rapid automated methods were also 

investigated for measuring the effects of water activity, temperature and antifungal agents  on S. 

chartarum germination, growth, conidial production and Satratoxin G production in vitro.  

Results from survey work revealed the presence of common indoor moulds, including Penicillium, 

Aspergillus and Cladosporium species in buildings with moderate levels of water intrusion. 

Stachybotrys chartarum was only detected growing on wallpaper and on painted surfaces in buildings 

with extensive water intrusion problems which is in line with reports in the literature. Tested type and 

field isolates of S. chartarum showed similar characteristics for germination, growth and conidial 

production over the tested temperature and water activity ranges with optimal conditions between 25 

and 30
o
C with freely available water. No growth was observed for any isolate at 37

o
C or <0.92aw. 

The effect of water activity and temperature on the toxin production of two S. chartarum isolates IBT 

7711 Chemotype S (Macrocyclic trichothecene producer) and IBT 14915 Chemotypte A (Non 

macrocyclic trichothecene producer) revealed a 100 fold difference in the level of Satratoxin G 

production between the tested isolates with optimal production at 0.98aw for Chemotype S at 20
o
C and 

Chemotype A at 25
o
C. Interestingly there was no toxin production at 30

o
C for both isolates although 

growth at this temperature was profuse.  

The antifungal activity of various agents on S. chartarum growth revealed silver nitrate as an effective 

antifungal agent with MIC values of <4 ppm. The antioxidant BHA also showed promise with MIC at 

<200ppm. Antioxidants are being investigated for use in paints to deter fungal growth in buildings as 

they are generally regarded as safe (GRAS) with little or no toxicity to humans compared to many 

other antifungal agents that contain heavy metals. 
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3 - Institut de Cancérologie Gustave Roussy, France 

Background and objectives 

Unintentional CO poisoning in dwellings is a major cause of fatal intoxications. Annually, during the 

heating season from October to March, there are campaigns in different media directed at raising 

awareness of, and the dangers from CO. Two studies were conducted in parallel in populations 

considered to be more vulnerable to the possibility of CO poisoning.  These were – 

 University students, who may be away from home for the first time, and may be unaware of 

the dangers  

 Tenants of public housing, who include recent immigrants, the elderly, the unemployed, and 

one-parent families, all of whom may spend more time at home, be unaware of the risks, and 

may not know what to do in the case of an emergency 

The objectives were to assess the need for campaigns on CO (testing the hypothesis that they would 

not be necessary if the level of knowledge about CO in October was greater than 70%), and the 

effectiveness of those campaigns (shown by an increased level of knowledge of at least 20% absolute, 

and at least 80% correct answers at the end of the heating season). 

Study description 

In Phase 1, October 2009, 441 students and 117 residents were interviewed in controlled conditions 

by trained interviewers. To avoid raising awareness of CO by the study, the interviewers and 

interviewees were told it was about indoor air quality in general. For Phase 2, between March and 

May 2010, 328 students and 154 tenants were interviewed, using the same questions and conditions, 

but with additional questions about the campaigns. 

Results 

In Phase 1, before the campaigns, the average correct responses to CO specific questions was 55.6% 

among students and 52.2% among the residents of social housing.  In Phase 2, at the end of the 

heating season and campaigns, there was an increase of knowledge about CO among students, with an 

average correct responses of 70.5%. In contrast, the level of knowledge remained unchanged among 

residents of social housing (53.5% correct answers). 

Of the 92 students in Phase 2 who said they remembered campaigns, and 11 that they had changed 

their behaviour. Whereas, of the 54 tenants of social housing who said they remembered campaigns, 

21 said they had changed their behaviour.  In both groups the most remembered media was television 

(71 students, and 52 tenants). 
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Conclusions 

The findings confirm that campaigns are necessary, but also that the impact of such campaigns should 

be monitored for their effectiveness.  Monitoring should help those running campaigns to target more 

successfully potentially vulnerable groups, in particular tenants of public housing. 
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3.3e Secondhand tobacco smoke exposure of 

Scottish adults: contribution from different 

environments. 

Andrew Apsley*, Sean Semple 

 Scottish Centre for Indoor Air, Environmental and Occupational Medicine, University of Aberdeen 

*Author presenting 

Background and objectives 

Introduction 

Smoke-free legislation introduced across the UK in 2006 and 2007 has greatly reduced non-smokers‟ 

exposure to secondhand smoke (SHS) in the workplace and enclosed public spaces but recent research 

suggests that a significant proportion of adult non-smokers in Scotland continue to have detectable 

levels of cotinine in their saliva with the Geometric mean level of 0.26 ng/ml (Haw and Gruer, 2007).  

Unsurprisingly non-smokers who live with smokers have higher exposures (0.81 ng/ml) compared to 

non-smokers who do not live in a household with another smoker (0.18 ng/ml).  Exposure to SHS of 

both groups will occur in a range of microenvironments including home, in-car, work, outside and 

other social settings. There is little information available on how the likely contribution to total SHS 

exposure made by each of these microenvironments. The aim of this present study is to estimate the 

contribution to total SHS exposure from different microenvironments for the average non-smoking 

adult in Scotland.  

Study description and method 

The Geometric Mean (GM) salivary cotinine values for non-smokers who lived with smokers and 

non-smokers who did not live with a smoker were converted to equivalent PM2.5 intensities. This was 

carried out using equations set out by Repace et al (2006). These „Rosetta Stone‟ equations provide a 

framework to enable biological cotinine (serum, urinary and salivary) concentrations to be converted 

to SHS particulate matter intensities. Data was collected on the amount of time the average Scottish 

adult spent in each of four microenvironment groupings: home, work, car and other settings (Lader et 

al,. 2006). A review of studies carried out in the UK describing SHS, as assessed by particulate matter 

less than 2.5 microns (PM2.5) concentrations, within these four different microenvironments was 

carried out to determine the most appropriate PM2.5 concentrations to apply to each setting. SHS 

exposure data was available for each of the main microenvironments (home, car and workplace) but 

the fourth category (other settings) was created to enable various other microenvironments not already 

classified (e.g. walking, waiting at bus stops, visiting other homes etc.) to be grouped as one.  

Non Smokers SHS exposure for the previous 24 hours 

The salivary cotinine levels found by Haw and Gruer (2007) for non-smokers are shown in table 1. 

The equivalent 24h Time Weighted Average (TWA) of SHS derived PM2.5 is also provided based on 

the‟ Rosetta Stone‟ equations (Repace 2006).  
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Table 1: Salivary Cotinine Levels and the Equivalent PM2.5 exposure of SHS in Non smoking 

adults in Scotland   

 Salivary Cotinine 

concentration 

Post Legislation 

ng/ml 

Equivalent 24 hour TWA 

PM2.5 Intensity g/m3 

(Rosetta Stone) 

Non smokers living with non smokers 
N=449 

0.18 21.5 

Non smokers living with smokers  

N=143 

0.81 97.0 

From Haw and Gruer (2007)  

Home-life SHS exposure 

Data on average PM2.5 concentrations in homes where there is and is not a resident smoker was 

gathered (from studies investigating air quality in the home and asthma in children and indoor air 

quality for homes using different solid fuels for heating). We have applied a concentration of 122 

g/m
3
 to the homes of non-smokers who live with a smoker and a concentration of 20 g/m

3
 to the 

homes of non-smokers who do not live with smokers. The latter figure makes the assumption that 

some SHS exposure occurs in the average non-smoking household during visits from non-residents. 

For both groups we have applied a time duration within the home microenvironment of 16.8 hours per 

day. 

In-car SHS exposure 

Data from a recent study carried out in the Strathclyde region of Scotland was used to estimate the 

average SHS PM2.5 intensity in cars. The geometric mean PM2.5 intensity for smoking journeys 

(N=26) was found to be 94.7 g/m
3
  (Semple et al,. 2010). We have used a duration of 0.7 hours as the 

amount of time per day that non-smokers who live with smokers would spend in this 

microenvironment and an average of 0.1 hours as the time a non-smoker who does not live with a 

smoker would spend in such an environment. 

Workplace SHS exposure 

A small number of studies have investigated workplace SHS intensity in Scotland since the 

introduction of smoke-free legislation. For workplace exposures we have used, as a worst case, the 

values measured in public bars post-legislation. A study by Semple et al (2007) reported average 

PM2.5 intensities of SHS in public bars post legislation of 16 g/m
3
. We have applied this as a typical 

level likely to be found in the average workplaces in Scotland. For both non-smoking groups we have 

applied an average daily time of 5.4 hours within the work microenvironment. 

Other microenvironment SHS exposure  

No exposure information regarding this final category was found. The SHS exposure contribution for 

this category was calculated using the SHS exposure from the three other microenvironments and the 

SHS PM2.5 exposure of non-smokers over a 24 hour period (calculated from the cotinine 

measurements by Haw and Gruer (2007)).  
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The method used to calculate the SHS exposure in this microenvironment is shown below:  

 

Results 

SHS Intensity by environment 

The product of the SHS exposure intensity and the time spent in the relevant microenvironment was 

then calculated. The sum of these products was set equal to that found by Haw and Gruer (2007) and 

thereby enabled the exposure in the microenvironment Other to be estimated. The percentage of 

exposure for each of the four microenvironments was then calculated and shown in table 2 and 

illustrated in figure 1. 

Table 2: Contribution of SHS exposure to non-smokers by the microenvironment encountered 

throughout a 24 hour period 

 Non Smokers living with Non Smokers Non Smokers Living with Smokers 

Environment Duration 

Hrs 

SHS 

Intensity 

g/m3 

PM2.5 

g/m3

hr 

PM2.5 

Contribution 

(%) 

Duration 

hrs 

SHS 

Intensity 

g/m3 

PM2.5 

g/m3

hr 

PM2.5 

Contribution 

(%) 

Home 16.8 20 336 65.1 16.8 122 2049.6 88.0 

Car 0.1 95 13 2.6 0.7 95 66.5 2.9 

Work 5.4 15 85 15.6 5.4 16 85.6 3.4 

Other  

(Social, travel etc) 

1.7 51 81 16.8 1.2 109 126.3 5.7 
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Table 2 illustrates that for non smokers the majority of SHS exposure occurs in the home (smoking 

households 88% of SHS PM2.5 and for a non-smoking household of 65.1%). The contribution from 

exposure to SHS in cars is very small <3% for each group. Work and Other microenvironments non 

smoking households are similar ~16% and for smoking households ~4%.  

Discussion 

The estimated exposure contribution from each of the environments for smoking and non smoking 

households would indicate that exposure to SHS in the home accounts for the greatest proportion of  

total exposure compared to other microenvironments. SHS exposure at home is estimated to account 

for nearly 90% of total daily SHS exposure among non-smokers who live with smokers and nearly 

two-thirds of exposure of non-smokers who do not live with a smoker.  This indicates that campaigns 

or policy measures to try to persuade people to have smoke free homes would have the greatest effect 

on the SHS exposure of non smokers. 

The contribution to total exposure from SHS in cars appears similar for both groups (non smoking 

household 2.6% and smoking household 2.9%). The contribution from exposure in cars is lowest for 

both groups and would indicate that by considering its contribution alone it would have little impact 

on the overall burden of SHS exposure among non-smokers.  

In non-smoking adults living in non-smoking households the contribution to total SHS exposure from 

home-life to SHS exposure appears high (65.2%).  This figure is generated from the product of the 

long time duration that people spend in this microenvironment and the PM2.5 value assigned of 

g/m
3
. This SHS exposure intensity figure has been generated to take account of the contribution 

made by visiting smokers who are permitted to smoke in the household.  

Clearly there are many limitations of this study in that we have assigned single point estimates for 

time spent in each microenvironment and for the intensity of SHS derived particulate matter to 

generate our estimates. While the estimates for non-smokers who live in smoking households are 

likely to have less uncertainty, we feel that the figures generated for non-smokers who live in non-

smoking households will have a greater range of uncertainty. A much higher proportion of the latter 

group will have salivary cotinine levels lower than the limit of detection (0.1 ng/ml) and much of the 

variability in exposure within this group will depend on the make-up of their social and family 

contacts and the proportion of these contacts who smoke. Having household smoking restrictions 

whereby visitors to the home are not allowed to smoke will also have significant bearing on the 

contribution experienced from the home-life microenvironment. 

Estimating where SHS exposure arises is important in terms of targeting education and policy 

campaigns to reduce non-smokers‟ SHS burden.  This work suggests that for most non-smokers the 

home-life setting is where they inhale most SHS. 
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Background and objectives 

Given the fact that people in the developed world spend ~90% of their time indoors, and the 

recognition of the significance of indoor air on human health by setting guidelines for selected 

pollutants (WHO, 2010) it is important to be able to model and predict exposure to indoor air 

pollutants and to estimate the likely impact on health. However, exposure models typically focus on 

primary pollutants such as nitrogen dioxide, whereas there is increasing evidence that secondary 

pollutants are more likely to cause adverse health effects in office buildings (e.g. Carslaw et al., 

2009). 

This poster reports on the modelling aspect of OFFICAIR, a project recently funded by EU FP7. This 

project aims to establish a framework to assess the health risk from indoor air pollution, with a 

specific focus on the modern office environment. The project combines databases, modelling tools 

and assessment methods. Our modelling role within OFFICAIR, is to set up, for the first time, an 

integrated modelling system for modern offices to link emissions of key pollutants (ozone, primary 

VOCs and particles) to the concentrations of major secondary indoor pollutants, with suspected 

adverse health effects, and eventually to the assessment of exposure of office workers.  

Study description 

Three different aspects of relevance to indoor air quality will be included within the model: 

 Energy efficiency which, according to European directives as well as requirements for perceived 

comfort, should be considered in tandem with requirements for indoor air quality;  

 The spatial distribution of pollutants within an office, which is important especially for multi-

occupant office environments that occupy large areas with few or no internal boundaries;  

 The generation of secondary pollutants that are potentially relevant for human health. 

All these issues have to be tackled simultaneously in order to achieve indoor air quality (IAQ) that 

protects the health of office workers. The new modelling system (Figure 1) will provide access to 

different modelling approaches, depending on the data available for parameterisation and the focus of 

study, which can range from individual rooms or buildings to population exposure. More specifically, 

based on existing models, which will be either applied or further developed, the following three 

modelling approaches will be developed and then integrated: 
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a. Modelling of ventilation rates in modern offices; 

b. Modelling of indoor concentrations in office environments, based on: 

 Deterministic modelling of indoor air pollutants with: 

- Advanced chemistry  

- Lumped chemistry); 

 Probabilistic modelling of indoor air pollutant concentrations  

 Computational fluid dynamics modelling: 

- Spatial distribution of pollutants; 

- Coupling of energy requirements and IAQ. 

c. Simulations of population exposure. 

The results from the modelling suite will be validated using monitoring data collected during the 

programme in four European countries. 

The modelling suite 

The main components of the modelling of indoor air concentrations are as follows: 

 Advanced indoor air chemistry 

We have developed a new detailed chemical model for indoor air, which considers the chemical 

breakdown of a wide range of indoor air pollutants explicitly. The detailed chemical model includes 

the near-explicit chemical degradation of key indoor VOCs, along with terms that describe deposition 

onto surfaces, indoor-outdoor exchange and photolysis, both by attenuated outdoor light and artificial 

lights indoors (Carslaw, 2007). This new model has shown us that secondary species formed indoors 

through chemical processing (such as oxygenated volatile organic compounds and particles) may be 

much more harmful to health than those species emitted directly. The results of this chemistry model 

will be combined with a time-activity-location model within the INDAIR/EXPAIR modelling 

framework (see below). This will enable us to predict for the first time, the frequency distribution of 

personal exposures to relevant secondary pollutants, within a population exposure model.  

 Lumped indoor air chemistry 

The chemical scheme of the Multi Chamber Indoor Air Quality (MIAQ) model, which includes 

surrogate chemical species, will be further improved, in terms of terpenes and formaldehyde 

representation and used to predict indoor air pollutant concentrations.  

 Probabilistic modelling (INDAIR) 

The probabilistic modelling will be based on the INDAIR model (Dimitroulopoulou et al., 2006), that 

predicts the frequency distributions of concentrations of indoor air pollutants. This model has been 

linked to a time-activity-location model in the INDAIR/EXPAIR modelling framework to predict the 

frequency distribution of personal exposures within a population of office workers. During the 

OFFICAIR project, the new probabilistic version of INDAIR will use simplified expressions for the 

concentrations of the pollutants, as a function of parameters (e.g. emissions, ventilation, deposition, 
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other pollutants) derived from regression analysis and based on the results of the analytical and 

lumped chemical modelling scheme. This simplified probabilistic modelling tool will be based on, 

and validated through, the more sophisticated models of the modelling suite, in order to assist policy 

makers and regulatory agencies to evaluate case by case the level of indoor air quality in modern 

office buildings. 

 CFD modelling 

CFD modelling methods will be used to accurately model pollutant distributions in modern office 

environments. Particle distribution requires robust modelling tools such as CFD for predicting their 

spatial distribution under various ventilation schemes. The latter is even more important for modern 

office buildings due to the various ventilation methods that may exist (mechanical, natural, etc.). 

Additionally, in modern office environments the division of the internal space may vary significantly 

thus making the evaluation of the spatial distribution of pollutants even more complicated. 

Additionally the issue of fulfilling energy efficiency at the same time as indoor air quality criteria will 

also be examined using CFD models. This task requires robust modelling tools in order to accurately 

take into account various ventilation rates, boundary conditions and internal boundaries. Apart from 

individual case studies this task aims to provide a CFD modelling suite that will be tailored for the 

specific needs of indoor air quality and energy efficiency of modern office buildings. 

CFD models can provide solutions to a large number of different configurations incorporating various 

parameters whose importance is not known. Thus they can be used to perform sensitivity analyses in 

terms of the importance of several parameters for the IAQ, spatial distribution of pollutants and 

energy efficiency in modern office buildings. Such analyses can be used to obtain simplified 

analytical models that may accurately simulate the performance of indoor environments without the 

increased complexity of CFD models. 
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3.3g Survey of the reliability of carbon monoxide 

alarms deployed in domestic homes and efficacy 

of use by consumers 

S Naylor, P Walsh and P Dowker (Health and Safety Laboratory, Harpur Hill, Buxton, Derbyshire) 

Background and objectives 

Carbon monoxide (CO) alarms are widely recommended as one of a number of important measures to 

protect against the health risks associated with CO leaks from fuel appliances. The expected lifetime 

of CO alarms has been increasing since their introduction in the mid-1990s. Some current models 

claim an expected lifetime of more than 6 years under normal operation, leading to manufacturers 

offering warranty periods of 6 or 7 years. However, concerns have been expressed as to the reliability 

of alarms over an extended period. This survey, undertaken in 2010, sought to derive evidence on the 

reliability and use of CO alarms currently employed in UK domestic settings, to support consumer 

advice regarding their effectiveness and usage. This work focused on the use of carbon monoxide 

alarms by gas consumers. However, alarms can be used to detect carbon monoxide arising from any 

combustion-fuelled appliance. 

Specific objectives were: 1) to estimate the reliability of domestic CO alarms, which have been in 

normal service in consumers‟ homes, based on the 330 ppm CO test, for those certified to the British 

standard BS EN 50291, or the 400 ppm CO test, for those certified to the US standard UL 2034; and 

2) to derive information on the domestic use of CO alarms, from data obtained from householders by 

questionnaire, and relate such data to the recommendations contained in the guidance standard BS EN 

50292. 

Study description 

A total of 110 households with a CO alarm installed in their home were recruited to the survey. Each 

home was visited, during which the alarm identified for testing was uninstalled, replaced, and a study 

questionnaire administered by a Gas Safe Register Inspector. The questionnaire was designed to 

record specifics regarding the alarm and its use, including the alarm make/model, its age, where it was 

sited in the home, whether it was correctly sited, and how often it was tested. Other, more general 

information on the property was also collected, such as property type, tenure, and the fuel appliances 

present in the property.   

Alarm reliability was assessed under laboratory conditions by testing conformity to one of two 

standards relating to performance of CO detectors deployed in domestic premises, either the British 

(European) standard, BS EN 50291 for UK certified models, or the US standard, UL 2034 for US 

certified models. The test methodology, agreed between HSL, HSE, CoGDEM and Gas Safe Register, 

involved initial push button testing, followed by sensor inclusive gas testing. With regards gas testing, 

alarms certified to BS EN 50291 were tested using the highest CO concentration (330 ppm) test 

specified in the standard, requiring activation of the alarm within 3 minutes at this concentration. 

Alarms certified to UL 2034 were tested using the equivalent high concentration (400 ppm) test 

specified in the standard, requiring activation of the alarm between 4 and 15 minutes following the 

initiation of exposure. 
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Results - Laboratory Gas Testing 

All alarms tested employed electrochemical sensor technology. The manufacturers of all UK certified 

models tested, claimed conformity to the British Standard BS EN 50291 (BSI 50291, 2001). Alarms 

tested were classed as “fails” for one of two reasons (or potentially both): (a) because they failed the 

initial button testing (9% of all alarms tested), either because batteries were simply absent or depleted 

(6%), or due to a more permanent electronic failure (3%); and/or (b) because they failed subsequent 

gas testing (1% of alarms tested). It is worth noting that two thirds (6/9) of the alarms failing initial 

button testing, failed simply because the batteries powering the alarms were depleted. The median age 

of alarms tested was 2 years; 40% were less than two years old, 59% between 2 and 6 years and 1% 

greater than 6 years. Variability in alarm age, and failure rates in the alarms gas tested, were both too 

low to allow detailed investigation of the reliability of alarms of greater than 2 years in age, along 

with factors potentially affecting alarm failure. 

Results - CO Alarm Use Householder Survey 

The percentage of households reporting previous CO problems in their home was 6%; the profile of 

these households was mixed, including those in both owner occupied and rented properties, those with 

both open and balanced flue fuel appliances, and those in terraced, semi-detached and detached 

properties. BS EN 50292 recommends periodic testing and replacement of alarms (BSI 50292, 2001). 

Alarm manufacturers typically recommend weekly testing of alarm electronics via the push button, 

and replacement every six to seven years. Whilst the majority of householders (73%) reported 

periodic button testing of their alarm, only 13% reported weekly or fortnightly testing as 

recommended by manufacturers, 50% testing monthly, quarterly or 6-monthly, and 37% testing only 

annually. Testing of alarms in rented properties was particularly poor, with 77% testing only annually. 

In addition, the fact that the age of alarms was lower in those deployed in rented compared to owner 

occupied properties, suggested that property owners replaced their alarms less frequently than tenants 

in rented properties (or more than likely, their landlords). However, whilst property owners appeared 

to replace alarms less frequently, they were significantly more likely to attribute ownership of their 

alarm to a general awareness of the health and safety risks associated with domestic CO exposure 

(42%), than those living in rental properties (7%); the latter were more likely to attribute ownership of 

their alarm to their landlord (59%).      

BS EN 50292 also offers guidance to consumers on how alarms should be deployed in the home to 

maximise their ability to detect abnormally high levels of CO (BSI 50292, 2001). The home surveys 

carried out by Gas Safe Register Inspectors highlighted that 23.6% of alarms were incorrectly 

deployed, the most common reason being that the alarms were inappropriately positioned in the room 

(e.g. wrong height from floor), which was the case for 76.0% of those incorrectly deployed; in 24.0% 

of cases, the alarms were identified as being insufficiently close to potential sources of CO in the 

home. Alarms were significantly more likely to be incorrectly deployed when deployed in lounges 

(35.5%), compared to kitchens (9.8%). There was also some evidence suggesting that homeowners 

were more likely to deploy alarms incorrectly (26.3%), than landlords deploying alarms in rented 

properties on tenants‟ behalf (20.0%), although the difference was not large.  

Discussion 

The results of laboratory gas testing of CO alarms undertaken as part of this survey provide a 

representative snapshot of the reliability of the most common models of CO alarms used by UK 
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householders. Current estimates suggest that approximately 1 in 5 of all UK homes have a CO alarm 

installed. The results suggest that reliability of the most common models of CO alarms available in 

the UK, particularly over their first four years of life, appear to have improved significantly since the 

last study of this kind in 2003 (Pool and Cotton, 2003), as judged by conformance to the British 

standard BS EN 50291 (BSI 50291, 2001) and the US standard UL 2034 (UL 2034, 1996). The 

average manufacturer recommended lifespan of the alarms tested in this study was around 6 years. 

The median age of alarms tested was 2 years, while only 1% were 6+ years, highlighting that the 

majority of alarms deployed in the homes participating in the study were within the manufacturer‟s 

recommended lifespan. However, the number of alarms in the study sample that failed button testing 

(9/100, 9.0%) highlights the importance of regular testing by householders to identify alarms that are 

not working correctly. 

Landlords have a legal duty to ensure that the gas fuelled appliances and associated flues in the 

properties they rent are maintained in a safe condition to prevent harm from CO exposure. The 

deployment of CO alarms provides an additional measure to further mitigate against risk and therefore 

it is perhaps not surprising that a high proportion of tenants in rental properties reported the decision 

to install a CO alarm was made by their landlord, rather than themselves. In addition, the fact that the 

age of alarms was lower in those deployed in rented compared to owner occupied properties, suggests 

that owners of properties may replace their alarms less frequently than tenants in rented properties (or 

more than likely, their landlords). 

Recommendations 

HSE‟s 2006 review of gas safety (Frontline, 2006) suggested that the risk of CO problems in homes 

had gradually shifted away from rented properties and towards owner occupied properties, a trend 

perhaps attributable to the duty of care imposed on landlords to control risk by the Gas Safety 

(Installation and Use) Regulations 1998. Whilst such a trend is not doubted, evidence from the data 

collected in this survey suggests that the risks of CO problems in rented properties might be further 

reduced by raising awareness of the health risks of CO specifically among the occupiers of rented 

properties (as opposed to landlords themselves). In particular, awareness should be raised of issues 

such as the types of fuel appliances where the risk of CO related problems are higher, the signs to 

look for indicating that CO might be being produced, and the importance of regular CO alarm 

checking. Given that home owners are responsible for the control of CO risks in their homes, the 

merits of campaigns to raise awareness of further issues such as the importance of regular servicing of 

appliances, the merits of installing CO alarms, and the importance of their correct deployment, are 

likely to be greater for this group. HSE‟s 2006 review of gas safety also reported that the greatest 

frequency of CO poisoning related incidents involved poisonings in lounges and bedrooms (Frontline, 

2006). Therefore, maximising the potential of alarms to detect CO leaks as early as possible in such 

rooms in particular would appear an additional potentially effective strategy to adopt. 
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3.3h Risks to health of carbon monoxide and other 

combustion gases in energy efficient homes 

Arun V Sharma & Derrick Crump 

IEH, Cranfield Health 

Background and objectives 

Revisions of the UK building regulations introduced to help combat climate change are resulting in 

changes in the design and construction of both new and refurbished homes, as well as methods of 

heating and ventilation and these could lead to new or increased risks for the health of occupants. 

These changes include increased airtightness of homes in order to lower thermal loss, greater use of 

mechanical ventilation with heat recovery and use of „greener‟ energy, including biomass. The UK 

government aims that newly built homes from 2016 are to be zero carbon as part of the Code for 

Sustainable Homes: a national standard for the sustainable design and construction of new homes. 

There are concerns that inadequate ventilation resulting from poor design or equipment performance, 

as well as improper use and maintenance by occupants could result in increased levels of indoor 

pollutants.  

Combustion appliances, such as gas cookers and heaters, are a source of indoor air pollution and pose 

a health risk if there is inadequate ventilation; carbon monoxide (CO) is singled out from other gases 

such as nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and sulphur dioxide (SO2) as it poses greater health risks. CO is the 

leading cause of accidental and intentional deaths related to poisoning where intoxication can occur as 

single or repeated exposure (WHO, 2010). Exposure to combustion generated pollutants such as CO, 

NO2, particles and environmental tobacco smoke can lead to a range of health effects including cardio 

vascular diseases, which are the leading cause of deaths in industrialised countries (Crump et al., 

2009). Indoor levels of combustion pollutants can be much higher than those observed outdoors due 

to appliances used and their emission rate, ventilation rate and behaviour of occupants (Croxford et 

al., 2005). 

This study considers the possible increased risk to occupant health due to exposure to incomplete 

products of combustion in energy efficient homes. The project, which is funded by the Gas Safety 

Trust, involves measurements of indoor pollutants in a sample of about 15 new homes as well as 

measurements in some older homes. The project is also using an indoor pollution model to assess 

occupant exposure but this is not described in the current paper. 

Study description 

The project has monitored air pollutants in homes that are new or retrofit homes built or refurbished in 

accordance with 2006 building regulations or to a higher standard of energy efficiency. Measurements 

have been made during the 2010/11 heating season over a period of two weeks with various 

unobtrusive monitors placed in the kitchen and other habitable rooms. The data obtained is being used 

in conjunction with questionnaire and activity diaries kept over the main two day monitoring period. 

The project incorporates the development of a protocol for undertaking measurements of air pollutants 

and recording occupant activity in energy efficient homes to inform the assessment of possible health 
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risks. The emphasis is on determining CO by continuous monitoring in the kitchen and other habitable 

rooms with additional measurements of NO2, particulates and some organic compounds in air.  

The information about sources, guidelines and health effects obtained by literature review, combined 

with the results of measurements and modelling is being used to assess if there are new or increased 

risks arising from the combustion of fuels in energy efficient homes. Comparisons are made to health 

based guidelines for acceptable concentrations in air to determine if the levels recorded and the 

scenarios modelled are a potential risk to human health and well being. The study can only be 

considered as a preliminary investigation and not representative of the wide range of house types and 

different occupant behaviours that may influence levels of pollutants and amount of exposure of 

occupants in homes. However given the current lack of available information in energy efficient 

homes the study provides valuable indicative data and a basis for recommendations for further work.  

The main monitoring equipment used includes multiple electrochemical CO sensors, „ultrafine 

particle‟ (UFP) condensation counters and diffusive nitrogen dioxide tubes. Photo ionisation detectors 

and diffusive tubes for volatile organic compounds were sometimes used, their results are not 

included. Homes were primarily recruited to participate in the study with letters posted at sites of new 

homes. CO alarms were offered to those who came forward to volunteer as compensation for their 

time. After a less than overwhelming response to this, the offer of a high street voucher or a CO alarm 

was offered which prompted a greater response.  

Results & Discussion 

Table 1 provides information on 6 properties monitored (5 newly built/retrofit and 1 older home) and 

includes the type of fuel used for the heating and cooking appliances. Initial results for pollutants 

monitored in the kitchens of these 6 homes are given in Table 2; data is included from the CO 

monitors, NO2 tubes and UFP counters, which monitors particles in the range of 0.02 – 1 µm. UFP 

are defined as ≤ 0.1 µm, so some fine particles are also monitored. 

Table 1 House properties of 6 homes monitored 

Home Year built / 

age band 

Build type Main cooking 

appliance fuel 

Main heating 

appliance fuel 

Cooker hood? / 

(used)? 

I 2010 Semi-detached Gas & electric Gas Yes / (yes) 

II 2010 End terrace Gas & electric Gas Yes / (yes) 

III 2007 2
nd

 floor flat Electric Gas Yes / (no) 

IV 1945-1964
a
 Semi-detached Gas & electric Gas Yes / (yes) 

V 2010 1
st
 floor flat Gas & electric Gas Yes / (yes) 

VI 1965-1975 Semi-detached Gas Gas No / (n/a) 
a 

Retrofit 2010/11  
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Table 2 Summary of pollutant data from the kitchens of 6 monitored homes 

Home Maximum 

CO (ppm)b 

Mean CO 

(ppm)b 

Maximum 1 & 8 

hour CO (ppm)c 

NO2   

(µg m-3) 

Maximum 

UFP (pt cm-3)d 

Mean UFP 

(pt cm-3)d 

I 13.9  0.7  4.8 & 1.7 9.18 7,360 5,008 

II 10.7  0.7  3.9 & 1.1 11.17 500,000
e
 46,103 

III 1.6  0.9 1.5 & 1.1 12.03 315,683 119,075 

IV 9.1  0.8 4.2 & 1.7 22.84 17,198 4,160 

V 8.5 1.0 3.6 & 1.4 12.93 493,100 112,084 

VI 58.9 1.7  21.4 & 3.9  - 500,000 47,993 
b
 continuously logged data (approximately 2 days)   

c 
WHO time weighted average guidelines: 26 ppm (1 hour) 9 ppm (8 hours)  

d 
continuously logged data (approximately 8 hours)  

e 
500,000 pt cm-3 is the maximum range that the UFP monitors  

NO2 was monitored over 2 weeks in 5 of the 6 homes, with all well below the WHO guideline (40 µg 

m-3 annual average). Currently, there are no recommended guidelines on exposure limits to UFP. The 

maximum reading monitored in the 6 homes (Table 2) ranged from 7,360 pt cm-3 (no reported 

activity occurred during operation of the monitor) to >500,000 pt cm-3 (gas cooking reported). 

Wallace & Ott (2011) monitored UFP in various gas cooking scenarios and found maximum UFP 

ranging from 15,000 pt cm-3 to 432,000 pt cm-3.  

Home III did not have a gas cooking appliance and the maximum CO monitored in the kitchen was 

lower in comparison to the other homes, but the average monitored CO is similar. No WHO 

guidelines for CO were exceeded in the monitoring of the 6 homes. Although some maximum CO 

readings were higher than several of the guideline levels set, this only occurred for a short period of 

time. 

The highest peak and average levels of CO monitored occurred in Home VI, which was not recently 

built. This home had an old gas cooker which caused the maximum concentration observed during an 

approximate 40 minute activity, which was the only gas cooking period reported during the 2 days of 

monitoring. This was the only activity that caused the CO to largely deviate from the background 

level of the house, of approximately 1 ppm. The cooker was estimated to be 20 years old and had not 

been serviced recently. The occupant was informed of the findings and issued a recommendation 

letter for servicing as extended use of the gas cooking appliance may cause CO levels to exceed the 

indoor guidelines set for CO. 

Figure 1 shows the comparison of the maximum 8 hour continuous data from Homes I & VI, in both 

these instances approximately 40 minute cooking activity occurred. Although not completely 

comparable due to the cooking procedures used, the levels of CO observed in Home VI are 

approximately 5 times greater than in Home I after reported use of a single gas hob for 10 minutes. If 

older appliances such as that in Home VI were to be used in a more air tight environment, the CO 

levels may be elevated for greater time periods than in older homes, therefore it is important that gas 

appliances are regularly serviced, at least once a year, by qualified engineers to ensure that this does 

not occur. 
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Figure 1 Monitored 8 hour maximum CO in Homes I & VI 

 

Conclusions 

Work is continuing to complete monitoring of 15 energy efficient homes and some older homes. 

Computer modelling will also be applied to further explore scenarios and their risks to health. Initial 

results for the 5 homes found guidelines not to be exceeded but the potential of an old cooker to 

generate elevated levels of CO was shown. 
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4. Health impact and understanding exposure 

4.1 Presentations 

4.1a Recent developments in estimating the public 

health impacts of air pollution 

Fintan Hurley 

Institute of Occupational Medicine, Edinburgh EH14 4AP, Scotland, UK  

Background and objectives 

While many aspects of research on air pollution are intrinsically interesting, research also has the 

fundamental social purpose of informing the development of policies that help protect human health.  

This requires estimates of the public health effects of outdoor air pollution.  Fortunately, the 

underlying research has progressed to the point where such estimates can be made with sufficient 

accuracy and precision that they do in practice inform the development of policy – in the UK, the EU, 

the USA and in many other countries.  There have however been some unresolved and contested 

issues about how best to represent, in terms of population health, the dominant effect of outdoor air 

pollution on public health, i.e. the effect on the risks of mortality in adults of long-term exposure to air 

pollution, characterised as annual average PM2.5.   

Late last year COMEAP
1
 reported on work, carried out principally through its quantification sub-

group QUARK, both to clarify the methodological issues and to estimate the mortality impacts of 

outdoor air pollution in the UK.  Specifically it addressed both methodological and substantive issues 

related to two kinds of questions:  

 The burden question: „What is the effect of air pollution on mortality in the UK today?‟ and 

 The impact question: „What are the effects on mortality of reducing air pollution?‟   

The talk will summarise briefly the work and conclusions of QUARK / COMEAP.   

Study description 

A working group of QUARK (members plus Secretariat) met frequently, face-to-face, by 

teleconference and by e-mail discussion; identified and discussed the issues; sought repeatedly to 

improve their understanding of them and the clarity with which they could be expressed; made and 

discussed repeated drafts; got informed input from QUARK and COMEAP as a whole; made further 

revisions; and achieved a draft with which they were happy and COMEAP was happy to sign off.  

The process was at times intensive – the underlying issues were not easy to grasp and to express 

clearly – but rewarding.   

___________________ 
1COMEAP(2010). The Mortality Effects of Long-Term Exposure to Particulate Air Pollution in the United 

Kingdom. Available (accessed 19 April 2011) at http://comeap.org.uk/documents/reports/128-the-

mortality-effects-of-long-term exposure-to-particulate-air-pollution-in-the-uk.html

http://comeap.org.uk/documents/reports/128-the-mortality-effects-of-long-term%20exposure-to-particulate-air-pollution-in-the-uk.html
http://comeap.org.uk/documents/reports/128-the-mortality-effects-of-long-term%20exposure-to-particulate-air-pollution-in-the-uk.html
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Results 

COMEAP (2010) clarified the relationship between various ways of representing the population-wide 

mortality impacts of air pollution – though the methods apply equally to other environmental or social 

risk factors, especially those that contribute – as air pollution does – as one stressor among many. 

Briefly, total population survival time, expressed as total years of life lived by a population, is a good 

summary measure for answering both the burden and the impact question.  The associated numbers 

are very large and so are difficult to grasp.  For example, across the UK, the burden of current 

anthropogenic air pollution was estimated at 340,000 years of life „lost‟ in 2008.  For purposes of 

communication, this burden can be expressed as equivalent to about 29,000 deaths at typical ages, i.e. 

with average loss of life of about 11.5 years.  This is a population burden, not an estimate of the 

number of individuals affected – it may be more realistic to consider that the same burden is reached 

through up to 200,000 deaths in the UK in 2008 being affected, with an associated loss of life of less 

than 2 years on average; but the distribution across individuals is unknown.  (Change in) life 

expectancy of a birth cohort can also be useful in indicating both mortality burden (a reduction of 

about 200 days) or the benefits of a 1 µg/m
3
 reduction UK-wide in annual average PM2.5 (an increase 

of about 20 days).  However, this is unsuitable for policy analysis because it does not represent a 

population burden.  And the benefits of reducing pollution cannot easily be expressed in terms of 

numbers of deaths because the consequent sustained reduction in death rates leads, over time, to a 

larger and older population than would otherwise be the case (all else being equal), and this in turn 

affects numbers of deaths.     

Conclusions 

The complex methodological issues can be – and we think have been – disentangled and clarified. 

Outdoor air pollution remains a serious public health issue and measures to reduce it will have 

important public health benefits (unless those measures adversely affect public health in other ways).   
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4.1b Scoping the possible health effects of nitrogen 

dioxide 

Dr Heather Walton 

Science Policy Group, MRC-HPA Centre for Environment and Health, King's College, London 

Background and objectives 

The health effects of nitrogen dioxide are controversial with strong debate over whether the health 

effects detected in epidemiological studies are due to nitrogen dioxide itself or to nitrogen dioxide 

acting as an indicator for particles (particularly traffic-related primary particles).  While this is still 

under debate, it is natural to be cautious about quantifying the effects of nitrogen dioxide.  

Unfortunately, this debate has been going on for at least 15 years (the view reported in the WHO Air 

Quality Guidelines 2000 (WHO, 2000) was agreed in 1996) and resolution seems unlikely to be 

imminent (COMEAP, 2009)
1
 The absence of agreed concentration-response relationships means that 

cost-benefit analyses including health effects of nitrogen dioxide cannot be applied even to policies 

whose aim is to assist with meeting nitrogen dioxide air quality objectives.  This presentation takes 

the view that the uncertainties regarding nitrogen dioxide should be included within cost-benefit 

analyses, at least as sensitivity analyses.  It will explore illustrative calculations of the scope of the 

health impacts when particular choices are made as to whether particles or nitrogen dioxide or both 

are important.  This may allow some judgements about appropriate policies to be made even in the 

face of uncertainty.   

The objectives are (i) to get an illustrative feel for the potential size of the health effects of nitrogen 

dioxide, if the coefficients for nitrogen dioxide can be taken at face value (or if they can't) (ii) to 

illustrate how such sensitivity analysis could be used in practice and (iii) to highlight areas that need 

more investigation before this approach can be fully developed. 

Study description 

The nitrogen dioxide limit value of 40 µg/m
3
 as an annual average is intended to protect against the 

risk of children's respiratory symptoms as a result of long-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide.  While 

this was originally based on studies in indoor air, there are now studies on children's respiratory 

symptoms and long-term exposure to nitrogen dioxide in outdoor air (reviewed in a supporting paper
1
 

to the 2009 statement by COMEAP).   The only one of the reviewed studies of respiratory symptoms 

in older children (where respiratory disease is more established than in infants) to include multi-

pollutant models for NO2 (McConnell et al., 2003),
 

was used for the illustrative calculations. At this 

early stage, while baseline numbers of children age 5-14 in England and Wales in 2005 (6,537,100)
2
 

and the percentage of asthmatic children in the UK (20% age 6-7 2002/3; Asher et al., 2006) were 

used in the calculations, baseline rates of bronchitic symptoms in asthmatic children (37%) and 

pollutant ranges were taken from the Southern California Children's Health Study paper (McConnell 

et al., 2003).  The method of calculation was based on that used for respiratory symptoms in panel 

studies in the cost-benefit analysis for CAFE
3
 (Clean Air for Europe) (Hurley et al., 2005).   

1 
http://www.comeap.org.uk/documents/statements/44-statement-and-supporting-papers.html 

2 http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_health/Dh2_32/DH2_No32_2005.pdf (Table 1) 
3 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/archives/cafe/pdf/cba_methodology_vol2.pdf  

http://www.comeap.org.uk/documents/statements/44-statement-and-supporting-papers.html
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/downloads/theme_health/Dh2_32/DH2_No32_2005.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/archives/cafe/pdf/cba_methodology_vol2.pdf
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Results 

The McConnell paper contains results for several pollutants (only 3 of which are examined here) and 

includes two types of coefficients.  One is described as 'between communities' and is based on 

exposure contrasts between 4-year averages in different communities.  The other (within 

communities) is more complex being based on year to year variations in pollutant concentrations 

within communities, or more precisely yearly deviations from the 4-year mean.  The interesting thing 

is that the correlations between pollutants differ for these different metrics (Table 1) which may be 

informative as to the relative importance of the different pollutants.    

Table 1 Pearson correlation coefficients between 4-year average pollutant concentrations 

across study communities (N=12) and of yearly deviations of air pollutants from 4-year mean 

within communities (n=48) 

 Between communities Within communities 

Pollutant NO2

 

PM2.5  OC NO2

 

PM2.5  OC 

NO2

 

For correlations, see Table E1(between communities) of the online supplement 

http://ajrccm.atsjournals.org/cgi/content/full/168/7/790/DC1 and Table 3 

(within communities) of McConnell et al (2003) Am J Respir Crit Care Med, 

168, 790-797 available at 

http://ajrccm.atsjournals.org/cgi/content/full/168/7/790  

PM2.5

 OC (organic 

carbon) 

As NO2 and PM2.5 are both regulated, routinely monitored pollutants, and are less correlated in the 

within communities than in the between communities analysis, these odds ratios were used for 

calculations addressing a first question 'if the odds ratios can be taken at face value, what is the size of 

the effect we  might be dealing with'?  Using the odds ratios in Table 2, the results in Table 3 estimate 

that if the annual mean NO2 differed from the 4 year mean by 1ppb, then the number of asthmatic 

children in England and Wales that experienced bronchitic symptoms for 3 months of that year would 

change by around 21,000.   

Table 2 Bronchitic symptoms as a function of the 4-year average air pollutant concentrations 

(between communities) and as a function of the difference between annual air pollutant 

concentrations and 4-year average concentrations (within communities) among children 

with asthma 

Pollutant§  ORŧ/unit§ (95% CI)               

(between  communities) 

ORŧ/unit§  (95% CI)  

(within  communities) 

  

NO2

 

For odds ratios see Table 4 of McConnell et al (2003) Am J Respir Crit 

Care Med, 168, 790-797 available at 

http://ajrccm.atsjournals.org/cgi/content/full/168/7/790  

 

PM2.5

 OC 

‡ Odds ratio, §NO2  nitrogen dioxide (ppb), PM2.5 particulate mass less than 2.5 μm in diameter (μg/m3), OC organic 

carbon(μg/m3)         

* p<0.01, † p<0.05 

http://ajrccm.atsjournals.org/cgi/content/full/168/7/790/DC1
http://ajrccm.atsjournals.org/cgi/content/full/168/7/790
http://ajrccm.atsjournals.org/cgi/content/full/168/7/790
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Table 3 Provisional estimates† of additional numbers of asthmatic children with bronchitic 

symptoms amongst 1,307,420 asthmatic children in England and Wales using within 

community odds ratios 

Pollutant  Annual 

number of 

extra  

asthmatic 

children with 

bronchitic 

symptoms (per 

1 ppb or 1 

µg/m3) 

Mean range 

yearly 

deviation from 

4 year average 

in Southern 

California 

(Table 2, 

McConnell et 

al., 2003) 

Annual number of 

extra asthmatic 

children with 

bronchitic 

symptoms if 

concentration 

variations were as 

in California 

Difference in 

yearly 

deviation in 

2020 from 3 

year mean 

2010,2015,20

20 between 

baseline and 

measure R* 

Extra   

asthmatic 

children with 

bronchitic 

symptoms in 

2020 for 

measure R 

(negative as 

reduced) 

NO2 21139 4.9 ppb 109559 -0.5ppb -10911 

PM2.5 26975 3.9 µg/m
3 

112166 -0.2µg/m
3 

-6036 

OC 109752 1.5 µg/m
3 

198319 n/a n/a 

NO2 adj OC 12217 4.9 ppb 49152 -0.5ppb -6276 

OC adj NO2 15214 1.5 µg/m
3
 23450 n/a n/a 

†These estimates are provisional as they only used information immediately to hand to illustrate the methodology e.g. UK mean deviations 

from 4 year averages could be used for PM2.5  and NO2  and understanding of emissions/concentrations, energy projections and available 
policy packages have all changed since the projections for the baseline and measure R were done. *  Calculated from data for UEP12, 2003 

base year in Grice et al (2007)4. 

An analogous figure for PM2.5

 
estimates about 27,000 children affected for a 1 µg/m

3
 deviation from 

the 4 year mean.  These figures are not directly comparable in potency terms as they are not on a 

molar basis.  However, they can be compared in terms of 'real-life' pollutant variations in Southern 

California.  This gives figures of 109,500 and 112,000 children for NO2 and PM2.5

 
respectively.  It is 

unlikely that these figures can be added together but it could be 109,500 (if the NO2

 
estimate were 

real and the PM2.5 estimate was not) or somewhere between this and the unlikely total of 221,500.  For 

real policy packages the ratio between pollutant changes could be different.  „Measure R‟ is a 

combination of policies on Euro standards, low emission vehicles and controls on emissions from 

shipping.  Using a monetary value for a day of acute bronchitis from the EAHEAP report (Department 

of Health, 1999) would give a monetary value of £1440 in 1999 prices for 3 months of bronchitic 

symptoms.  Thus, if true, the additional monetary benefits for the effects of NO2 on children‟s 

respiratory symptoms for R would be around £15.7 million (no discounting, 1999 prices).  The total 

annualized monetary benefits of R (discounted, in updated prices) were much larger at £918-2089 

million but the margin over the costs ranged from £33-1211 million.  In this example the measure was 

already justified.  In other examples, the costs would be too great to justify the policy even with the 

inclusion of effects of NO2..  Thus, the policies for which this controversial debate would actually 

affect the decision one way or the other can be narrowed down.  If one believes NO2 is having no 

effect as a result of acting as a surrogate for PM2.5, then, avoiding double-counting, the answer could 

be £8.7m (the monetary benefit of a reduction of 6036 asthmatic children with bronchitic symptoms) 

(but see next paragraph). 

The above calculation assumes that the single pollutant models are either to be taken at face value or 

ignored but it is more likely that they provide a partial indication.  So what do the multi-pollutant 

models tell us?  The results are given as βs (Table 5 McConnell et al., 2003) and show that the β for  

4 
http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/reports/cat17/0707171116_newbaselineandadditionalmeasuresreport_v6.pdf 

 

http://uk-air.defra.gov.uk/reports/cat17/0707171116_newbaselineandadditionalmeasuresreport_v6.pdf
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NO2 drops by 24% when adjusted for PM2.5.  However, the β for PM2.5 drops by 46% when adjusted  

for NO2.  Furthermore, the β for PM2.5 drops by 96% when controlled for organic carbon whereas the 

β for organic carbon only drops by 3% when adjusted for PM2.5.  The β for NO2 drops by 45% after 

control for OC (the greatest for NO2 and any pollutant) suggesting confounding by OC is more likely 

than by PM2.5.  The β for OC drops by 31% when controlled for NO2 suggesting effects of both 

pollutants.  Figure E1 in the online supplement gives the equivalent adjusted odds ratios of 1.04 and 

1.05, leads to the estimates of numbers of children affected in Table 3 above and monetary benefits 

for NO2 adjusted for OC of around £9m.  

Conclusions  

Depending on assumptions about changes around 1 unit or changes as in Southern California and on 

whether single or multi-pollutant models are used, provisional calculations suggest figures of the 

order of 10,000s to 100,000s of asthmatic children affected.  This potential effect is currently not 

reflected in cost-benefit analysis for any pollutant.  The inclusion of this effect in analysis of measure 

R could lead to monetary benefits of around £9 to £16m – small in proportion to the total but of the 

same order as the margin of benefits over costs.  These calculations should not be used in the main 

analysis but could be helpful as sensitivity analysis.  Decisions on some policies can be made without 

a final view on this controversy. 

Discussion 

These calculations are preliminary and need further cross-disciplinary consideration of baseline rates, 

up to date concentration projections and policy projections, UK deviations from 4 year means, 

updated monetary values, discussion of whether multi-pollutant models in the face of close 

correlations are helpful, statistical approach  to calculations and several other issues.  If NO2 is acting 

as a surrogate, the true effect may not be covered by regulating PM2.5 but require regulation of other 

PM components. 
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Background and objectives 

It is well recognized that air pollution plays a significant role in human health (European 

Commission, 2007).There is a substantial research base and increasing policy development to support 

reductions in exposure to outdoor air pollution but much less focus on  indoor air pollutants (IAPs) 

other than  workplace exposure limits aimed at controlling major hazards. Some progress on 

regulation of indoor air quality in enclosed public places has occurred primarily via recent Smoke-free 

legislation from the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, but air quality in private 

domestic settings remains largely unregulated. The lack of progress in this area reflects the relative 

lack of research on indoor air pollution in domestic homes and health particularly in the developed 

world.  

While there are many studies examining determinants of indoor air pollutants (e.g. Monn et al 1997; 

Pekey et al, 2010; Larsson et al, 2004), there is little systematic information on the effect of open 

combustion and use of solid fuels for cooking and heating in domestic homes, especially in developed 

countries. Furthermore there is no established methodology for evaluating the health impact of 

exposure to pollutants from indoor sources. The main stumbling-block is the absence of a recognised 

set of exposure-response (E-R) relationships linking long-term exposure to indoor combustion sources 

with mortality and morbidity outcomes.  

There are still a considerable proportion of homes in Ireland, with a smaller proportion in Scotland, 

using solid fuels, including ‟fuel poor‟ homes which are more likely to use solid fuels as opposed to 

cleaner alternatives (O‟Leary, 2008; Scottish House Condition Survey, 2009) ). The recent drive for 

greater use of micro „renewable energy generation‟, is likely to lead to an increase in the demand and 

use of biomass fuels within homes and the health consequences of this societal shift are largely 

unexplored. 

The aim of this study is to measure concentrations of a range of IAP‟s in homes using fossil fuels for 

heating or cooking, or in homes with a resident smoker. The study was conducted in Ireland and 

Scotland during the winter months of October 2009 to March 2010. PM2.5 exposure data collected in 

this study and other published studies will be used to estimate the average annual exposures and the 

health impacts of combustion derived air pollution within the homes. To achieve this published 

material identifying concentration-response co-efficients from outdoor air pollution literature and 

recent studies examining the relationship between biomass fuel smoke and health in the developing 

world will be reviewed. 
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Study description  

Exposure assessment  

104 homes using solid fuels (coal, peat, or wood) or gas for heating or cooking, or with at least one 

resident smoker, were recruited from across Ireland and Scotland to participate in the study. Airborne 

concentrations of PM2.5, CO, CO2 and endotoxin were collected over a 24-hour period, NO2 were 

collected over a 2-week period, in the main living area of each home. PM2.5 was measured at one 

minute intervals over a 24-hour period using a TSI SidePak AM510 Personal Aerosol Monitor (TSI 

Inc., MN, USA) fitted with a PM2.5 impactor. A Telaire® 7001i Data logger (Edinburgh Instruments 

Ltd, Livingstone, UK), was used to log CO2 levels, temperature and relative humidity levels. 

Measurement of airborne endotoxin (EU/m
3
) was carried out by collection of a total inhalable dust 

sample using an IOM sampling head attached to a SKC Sidekick pumps (SKC Inc., Dorset, UK), The 

sampled mass of endotoxin was calculated using the kinetic chromogenic modification of the Limulus 

Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) assay. Average indoor NO2 levels were measured using passive diffusion 

tubes (Gradko International, Winchester, UK). CO levels were measured and logged using a Lascar 

Easylogger EL-USB-CO (Lascar Electronics Ltd, Wiltshire, UK). Contextual information regarding 

fuel use, household and occupant activities was systematically collected using diaries and 

questionnaires.  

Health Impact Assessment  

The health impacts of exposure to pollutants from solid fuel combustion (wood, peat, coal) and gas 

were estimated using estimated exposure to PM2.5 (the pollutant based approach), while the health 

effects due to ETS exposure within the home were estimated using both the pollutant based approach 

and using exposure expressed as living with a smoker (the source based approach) (Smith and Mehta, 

2003). The source based approach utilises a simple, binary exposure metric of exposed versus not 

exposed, while the pollutant based approach utilises exposure measurements of airborne PM2.5 

attributable to biomass burning or ETS within the home.  

Information was collected from various sources on the proportion of the Irish and Scottish populations 

who used different types of biomass fuel (wood, peat, coal or gas) and who were exposed to ETS at 

home. Risk functions were derived by adapting relationships from the outdoor air pollution literature 

(Hurley et al. 2005; Schindler et al. 2009) and epidemiological studies of ETS (USDHHS, 2006; Cal-

EPA, 2005).  

Concentrations of PM2.5 estimated from the exposure assessment element of the study together with 

other published data were used to derive estimates of average annual exposures of PM2.5 attributable 

to indoor sources in Irish and Scottish homes. 

Exposure estimates, linked with demographic data on the population exposed, risk functions and 

background rates of disease were then used to estimate the total health burden attributable to 

combustion-derived air pollution from sources within homes in Ireland and Scotland.  

Results: 

Data on IAP were collected from 102 homes (52 in Scotland and 50 in Ireland) over the period 

October 2009 and March 2010. Homes were located in both urban and rural locations. Average IAP 

concentrations measured in the participating homes are presented in Table 1. The health impacts of 
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exposure to pollutants from solid fuel combustion (wood, peat, coal) and gas were estimated using 

estimated exposure to PM2.5 (the pollutant based approach), while the health effects due to ETS 

exposure within the home were estimated using both the pollutant based approach and using exposure 

expressed as living with a smoker (the source based approach) (Smith and Mehta, 2003). Preliminary 

results for adults exposed to ETS at home living with a smoker, calculated using source based 

approach are presented in Table 2.  

Table 1. Average IAP concentrations measured in IAPAH study homes 

Pollutant Coal Gas Peat Smoking  Wood  

PM2.5
1 

 8.9 8.5 15.6 143 7.7 

CO
2
 0.005 0.035 0.009 0.2 0.003 

CO2
2
 642 692 713 818 708 

NO2
3
 4.03 8.39 3.99 6.82 2.87 

Endotoxin
4
 5.78 2.45 5.12 5.38 7.63 

1
 g/m

3
; 

2
 ppm; 

3
 ppb; 

4
 EU/m

3 

Table 2. Preliminary results for adults exposed to ETS at home through living with a smoker 

(presented as deaths/cases per 100,000 population per year; CI = confidence interval) 

Health Endpoint Ireland    (95% CI) Scotland (95% CI) 

CHD mortality 
130  

(89, 170) 

90  

(62, 120) 

CHD hospital discharges 
450  

(320, 600) 

520  

(350, 690) 

Lung cancer cases 12 

(4, 21) 

12 

(4, 21) 

CHD – Coronary Heart Disease 

CI – Confidence Interval 

Discussion and conclusions 

Indoor air quality in homes using coal, peat, wood and gas in both Ireland and Scotland were good, 

comparable to outdoor air pollutants concentrations. Highest concentrations of PM2.5, CO, and CO2 

were recorded in smoker homes. High PM2.5 concentrations of greater than 140 g/m
3
 (average 24 

hour) were recorded in some smoker homes, significantly higher than the WHO, 24 hr air quality 

guideline value of 25 g/m
3
, and the US EPA National Ambient Air Quality Primary Standards 24-

hour average of  35 g/m
3
.  

ETS is the main driver of the total health burden attributable to IAP from combustion sources in the 

home. Results calculated using the source based approach, show that the greatest health burden due to 

ETS exposure in adults within the home is from coronary heart disease (CHD) morbidity and 

mortality (Table 2).  
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This abstract highlights recent enhancements made to the INDAIR model; INDAIR 

(Dimitroulopoulou et al., 2006) is an advanced probabilistic modelling tool which can simulate the 

physical processes determining indoor pollutant concentrations as a function of outdoor 

concentrations, indoor emission rates and building characteristics. It can simulate the upper 

percentiles of a population‟s exposure to air pollutants, or the proportion of the population exposed to 

concentrations above critical health thresholds.  

In simulating indoor aerosol concentration variations, INDAIR makes use of indoor/outdoor air 

exchange rates (AERs) and inter-room air exchange rates as input parameters. The earlier version of 

the model uses a 24-hour averaged value for AER, but this approach hides the effect of fluctuations 

due to variable weather conditions, or door/window opening.. To redress this, the model has now been 

modified to allow for a variation in AER rates. The new modelling approach uses a text input file, 

allowing the user to enter start and stop times and the corresponding AER values. This allows the 

AER to be set to a specific time frame or even allows change on a step-by-step basis if necessary, 

depending on the requirements.  

A validation of the improved model has been carried out by monitoring simultaneous indoor and 

outdoor concentrations of PM2.5, using a TSI AM510 Aerosol Monitor. The AER values for a room of 

dimensions 3.58 m x 4.36 m x 2.67 m (height) were determined (by CO2 tracer gas decay 

measurement) under two different scenarios; one where the door was open (AER = 6.227 air changes 

per hour (ACH)) and the second where the door was closed ( 0.517 ACH).  A fixed emission source – 

a burning candle- was used to help evaluate the concentrations in the room, and to more clearly 

demonstrate the effect of the change in ventilation. The candle was lit just prior to sampling and 

remained lighting for the duration of the experiment.  

Using the data gathered, the model was run in its traditional format with a fixed AER (mean value 

3.002 ACH) and for comparison, with a variable AER, all other input parameters remaining constant.  

mailto:jamesmcgrath1986@gmail.com
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Graph 1. Measured and simulated particle concentrations for the traditional model with a 

fixed AER and for comparison, with a  variable AER. 

 
 

 

Graph 2. Measured indoor concentrations, outdoor concentrations and simulated particle 

concentrations using the improved INDAIR model in combination. 
 

 

Conclusion  

Overall, it can be seen that the enhancement of using a variable AER in the model shows a better 

performance than the simulation using a mean AER over the time period. In the enhanced version of 

the INDAIR model, simulated PM concentrations follow more accurately the approximate profile of 

the experimental concentrations than the traditional model. This is most evident when the doors are 

closed, with the reduce air flow, the emissions result in higher PM concentrations in the room which 

the traditional model under-predicted.  
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Background and objectives 

This paper reviews the air quality impacts of the world trade centre (WTC) disaster, ten years on.  The 

National Institute for Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) World Trade Centre Working Group 

and others reported on the immediate air quality and health impacts of the WTC disaster (Landrigan et 

al., 2004). Several studies characterized the WTC dust (Yiin et al., 2004), tested the cellular toxicity 

of the characterized deposited WTC dust (Payne et al., 2004) and predicted the increased air pollution 

exposures in the New York area (Ng et al., 2005).  In participating in the NIEHS Working Group, 

attending the WTC site and contributing to community outreach activities following the disaster, 

scientists were thrust into an unfamiliar and unpredictable situation.  Ten years on, this paper presents 

evidence of the health consequences of the air pollution exposures measured at the time and delivers 

key lessons learned over that ten year period.   

Study description 

Personal and published descriptions of air quality monitoring and dust collection data were used to 

define the air quality issues subsequent to the WTC collapse.  We reviewed the health legacy 

associated with the WTC disaster by re-examining the previous studies conducted at the time, and 

completed the picture by reviewing the work conducted by others since the disaster. In particular we 

reviewed key published documents of the NIEHS WTC Working Group, the US Environmental 

Protection Agency (US EPA, 2002ab, 2003ab) and the National Institute of Occupational Safety and 

Health (NIOSH), plus other environmental and occupational scientists and medics. Air pollution 

exposures and their immediate consequences were assessed, and the long-term health outcomes to 

those exposures were also considered.  New data from the WTC Registry and the WTC Centers of 

Excellence continues to quantify the effects and identify key risk factors for health outcomes.  Since 

the social and political pressures immediately following the disaster have now changed, early data 

was re-evaluated and alternative conclusions may now be considered.   

mailto:michaela.kendall@pcmd.ac.uk
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Figure 1 Airborne particle monitoring in homes adjacent to the WTC site in October 2001.  

Deposited dust was also collected from such sites (M Kendall, 2001). 

Results 

During the WTC disaster, there were three key air pollution hazards: (1) the initial dust cloud from the 

building collapses; (2) deposited dust at the Ground zero site and the Fresh Kills dump and in streets, 

residences, workplaces adjacent to the site; and (3) smoke from fires burning during the months 

following 11 September 2001 (Landrigan et al 2004). Immediate health effects were principally 

amongst the first responders, rescue workers, residents, office workers and passers-by, who 

experienced the highest exposures to the WTC dust cloud. Immediate health impacts ranged from the 

WTC cough, increased asthma onset, post traumatic stress syndrome and sarcoidosis (Izbicki et al., 

2007). No increases in asbestos related conditions or cancers have been detected in the groups to date. 

People who returned to live or work in Lower Manhattan in the days immediately after 11 September 

2001 experienced increased risk of developing asthma, as did those workers who arrived earliest and 

worked longest on site. Longer term health consequences included sustained reduced pulmonary 

function in fire-fighters and rescue workers (especially in smokers), and reflux related conditions. 

Clearly, in such a highly monitored and aware group, increased detection of these conditions may be 

because of increased screening and monitoring programmes. 

Discussion 

Initially, the scientific response to the disaster was shock, determined less by strategy and more by the 

“fight or flight” response. Non-scientific pressures bore down heavily and strong statements about the 

air being “safe” were made to the public based on contradictory evidence (US EPA, 2003b). A 

coordinated response on the scale required, took several weeks to develop after the disaster. The air 

pollution measurements made by adhoc agencies and institutes provided valuable information on the 

temporal and spatial extent of WTC air quality impacts prior to a coordinated monitoring campaign.  
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Personal exposure measures and metrics were less well collected and compiled, and safety advice to 

workers and residents was not uniform. Immediate health consequences were common, but not always 

investigated in detail because no mechanism existed to register them early on. Long term health 

consequences were first detected in vulnerable or highly exposed individuals, indicating that wider 

effects could be detected later in a greater number. The WTC Registry provides a unique record of 

>70,000 exposed individuals, of an estimated total exposed population of >400,000.  

Conclusions 

A coordinated, effective response to the WTC disaster was slow to form on the scale required.  Initial 

measurements of ambient air pollutants were conducted by non-regulatory groups, and these data 

provided vital evidence of air pollutant patterns following the disaster. Coordination and 

dissemination of safety information to response and clean-up workers, residents and workers, and the 

public at large has been strongly criticised (US EPA, 2003b). Improved personal exposure 

measurements during the event, together with detailed follow-up of affected individuals, could have 

provided additional evidence of risk factors and informed screening programmes. In the absence of an 

overarching authority, environmental and occupational groups were heavily involved in documenting 

health consequences, and this has influenced subsequent disaster management. In conclusion, new 

strategic approaches were required to deal with an air quality disaster on this scale, and some were 

adopted in subsequent events (e.g. the Deepwater Horizon Gulf oil spill). Some of the lessons from 

the WTC disaster have therefore informed environmental and occupational health practice, and 

influenced how such a disaster might be handled today.   
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4.2 Discussion 

Invited keynote Presentation:  

Recent developments in estimating the public health impacts of air pollution 

Fintan Hurley 

Fintan Hurley‟s presentation explained why different ways of communicating public health impacts 

are suitable for different purposes. One of these ways of expressing the impacts of air pollution 

suggests that six months of life is lost for the whole population. The question was asked as to whether 

this was appropriate for looking forwards from birth as it might suggest all people were at equal risk, 

the response was that when looking back, some deaths could be clearly attributable to air pollution 

and a „looking forward‟ message is reasonable if appropriately explained. There followed a discussion 

about the progress with control of particle pollution. Some emissions e.g. diesel vehicles, have 

become controlled over the past 20 years. There is not enough information to say whether all particles 

are equally toxic, though some, such as nitrates, are clearly different from others. This information 

would help to determine whether more weight should be put on the reduction of primary or secondary 

particles. This issue is not expected to be resolved quickly.   

Finally there was a comment that the estimate of 29,000 fewer UK deaths if no air pollution (resulting 

from the relative risk estimate of 1.06 per reduction in PM2.5 concentration by 10 µg m
-3

) is likely to 

be too simple; air pollution may be one of several factors that work together to cause these deaths. 

Research Presentations discussion 

Scoping the possible health effects of nitrogen dioxide 

Dr Heather Walton 

During her presentation Heather Walton said that a range of answers are obtained from different 

studies for the number of asthmatic children having bronchitic symptoms per ppb increase in nitrogen 

dioxide concentration. The meaning of the term „asthmatic children with bronchitic symptoms‟ was 

questioned in the discussion (is it the number who are acute when there is a virus going round or the 

number with chronic symptoms?) and it was confirmed to be those with cough/phlegm/bronchitis for 

more than 2 months in a year. The danger of conflating effects on a day to day basis with long term 

effects was also raised in the discussion. The question was posed as to whether we are looking at the 

effects of nitrogen dioxide in the presence of particles i.e. whether nitrogen dioxide is necessary but 

not sufficient to have an effect.  

Indoor Air Pollution and Health (IAPAH) 

Dr Marie Coggins 

Marie Coggins described IAPAH which is an Irish EPA study to characterise the concentrations of 

indoor air pollution and the resulting health burden for 100 homes with solid fuels and/or presence of 

smokers. In response to a question she confirmed that the study included the effects on children in the 

homes. There was also the suggestion that, as particulates were not elevated in gas cooking homes but 

nitrogen dioxide was, it might be possible to use this to investigate health outcomes for nitrogen 
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dioxide versus particulate matter. However the sample set is small as only 20 homes used gas for 

cooking.    

Modelling the effect of variable air exchange rates on indoor aerosol 

concentrations 

James McGrath 

James McGrath spoke on modelling variable air exchange rates and indoor aerosol concentrations 

using the INDAIR model. This previously used a mean air exchange rate and he modified the program 

to take account of fluctuations. A comment was made about the need to be cautious in modelling 

indoor concentrations because of complexity. The speaker was asked if he analysed for deposition 

velocity and he said that he had extrapolated this from the aerosol decay rate.  

Air pollution exposure lessons from the World Trade Center disaster 

Michaela Kendall 

Michaela Kendall described the disaster and the air pollution that ensued. There was no co-ordinated 

response plan and there was a certain amount of political pressure to go on as normal. Monitoring of 

pollutants and individuals in the aftermath resulted in the conclusion that acute dust exposures had 

long-term health implications. In the discussion it was suggested that a very detailed search for effects 

might result in these effects themselves being exaggerated. The suggestion was also made that the 

emphasis on dust alone was wrong, as combustion products would also be likely to result in effects. 

Sarcidosis was found to occur in fire department workers, but there is a high incidence in this 

population anyway. It was suggested that the involvement of the media and lawyers can distort the 

facts. The question was also posed as to what would have happened if a statement had been made by 

authorities to the effect that the air was unsafe to breathe. A further point was made that, whilst this 

work concentrated on the health of workers, terrorism also has public health effects, and so does war.  
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4.3 Posters 

4.3a On-line and cryogen free monitoring of 

hydrocarbons from acetylene to trimethyl benzene 

in ambient air 

Nicola M. Watson 

Markes International, Llantrisant, CF72 8XL, United Kingdom 

Extended Abstract  

The presence of volatile hydrocarbons in urban atmospheres is believed to contribute to the formation 

of ground level ozone - one of the main constituents of urban smog. The compounds of interest range 

in volatility from ethyne (acetylene) to trimethylbenzene and are generally referred to as 'ozone 

precursors'. Vehicle emissions are thought to be the main source of these compounds. Recent 

European and US regulations
1,2

 require round-the-clock monitoring of target species in all major 

urban centers to establish and monitor the link between periods of high traffic density and high 

pollution levels (key compounds include: benzene, toluene, xylene and 1,3-butadiene). Continuous 

real-time monitoring provides an insight into emission episodes from local industry and can be used to 

monitor the effect of weather conditions such as wind direction, precipitation and temperature 

inversion. 

The series 2 UNITY-Air Server™ is a new, cost-effective system for round-the-clock speciated 

measurement of multiple trace-level volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in air or pure gases. It 

combines automated, controlled-flow sampling with cryogen-free concentration technology. The 

system connects to standard GC and GC/MS technology and is designed for unattended operation in 

remote field locations. 

In summary, sample air is pulled through an optionally incorporated permeable membrane dryer 

directly onto an electrically-cooled, sorbent-packed, focusing trap at a controlled flow rate. No liquid 

cryogen is required. The membrane dryer selectively eliminates water and other low molecular weight 

polar components - this reduces the risk of interference from unknown species and facilitates the use 

of FID rather than MS detection. 

Sampling flows are controlled by an electronic mass flow controller and pump located downstream of 

the focusing trap to avoid contamination. All sampling parameters are selected by the user and 

monitored by system software as an integrated part of the analytical method. After sample collection, 

the flow path is purged with carrier gas to prevent carryover and eliminate oxygen from the focusing 

trap. The trap then heats rapidly, at rates approaching 100ºC/min, to inject retained analytes into the 

capillary column as a highly concentrated band of vapour. This transfer may be performed splitless 

for maximum sensitivity. Once the trap has desorbed, it re-cools, re-equilibrates to the trapping 

temperature and begins collection of the next sample while analysis of the previous sample is 

ongoing. The series 2 UNITY-Air Server also offers automatic interchange between a minimum of 

three sample channels (typically sample, reference and blank) for remote system calibration/validation 

as per user requirements. An 8 channel version is also available. 
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This paper describes validation of the system for on-line monitoring of the 27 ozone precursors 

specified by European regulators plus 1,2,4- trimethylbenzene, 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene and isoprene. 

Key factors taken into account when developing this method included the need for a system that could 

operate round the clock unattended, hence the requirement for cryogen free operation. The system 

should allow hourly sample collection with as much of the hour as possible dedicated to sampling. 

Reliability and stability of the system has been shown to be excellent, achieving less than 0.3% RSD 

in retention time shift and more than 98% of compounds having linearity of 0.99 or above. Finally, 

detection limits were shown to be at or below 0.1ppb. 
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4.3b In vitro analysis of nanoparticles and nanodust 

released, from polymer/nanostructured-material 

composite, during drilling process. 

Adeel Irfan
1
, Sophia Sachse

2
, James Njuguna

2
 and Huijun Zhu

1 

1
Cranfield Health 

2
Centre for Automotive Technology    

Cranfield University, Bedfordshire, MK43 0AL, UK  

Background and objectives 

Nanomaterials provide a new avenue of progress into technological development. By manipulating 

materials on the very basic atomic and molecular levels the property of a given material can be 

specifically altered to suit the purpose of intended applications. However, nanomaterials 

(nanoparticles and nanolayers) have a more complex nature in physiochemical properties and surface 

reactivity than their larger counterparts. Therefore, the release of these nanomaterials as dust during 

crushing or drilling may lead to serious health hazards for humans and the surrounding environment. 

This study, supported by the NEPHH (Nanomaterial-related Environmental Pollution Health 

Hazards), addresses two important questions about nanomaterials: 

- Whether nanomaterials can be released from physical process of nanoproducts. 

- Toxicity potential of nanodusts generated from nanoproducts in comparison with reference 

products.  

Both questions address a massive gap in knowledge for toxicity and more specifically nanomaterial 

toxicity.  

Study description 

Polyamide (PA) nanocomposites panels utilising nanosilica and organically modified montmorillonite 

as nanofillers were manufactured using compression moulding technique and further utilised for 

toxicology investigations.  To complement the study, PA composites that contained microscale size 

filler materials (glass fibre and foam glass crystal) were also manufactured and studied in addition to 

pristine PA polymer panels that contained no other reinforcement materials.  Drilling was used to 

generate nanodust from these composite materials, this drilling process aimed to mimic a real 

situation which may lead to nanodust release. This nanodust was later characterised and tested in vitro 

to assess the toxicity potential.  

Results & Discussion 

The results showed that the nanodust samples generated were of nanoscale, <100 nm and also showed 

a reduction in viability over a 72 hour period when treated to A549 cells in culture media.  
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Figure 1: SEM images of PA nanodust produced by drilling and filtration to achieve 

nanosized. A) PA and SiO2 composite; B) PA and MMT composite; C) PA and GF composite; 

D) PA and FGC composite; E) PA reference  
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Scanning electronic microscopy examination, as shown in figure 1,  revealed that the nanodusts 

contained predominantly nanoparticles of polymer matrix or reinforcement materials embedded 

within the polymer matrix.  
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Figure 2: A) DLS size distribution of nanodust in culture medium of each sample; B) average 

size intensity of each nanodust sample. Nanodusts were dispersed in culture media at 50 

µg/ml. 

 

 

The average diameter of the nanodusts in cell culture medium was less than 100 nm, sown in figure 2 

the DLS size distributions of each nanodust sample. These collected nanodusts were used to treat cells 

at doses of 25-100 µg/ml, nanodusts from all the PA polymers induced little generation of ROS and 

reduction of cell viability over time, which were not associated with the damage in membrane 

integrity.   
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Figure 3: MTT, ROS generation and LDH leakage of treated A549 cells with the corresponding 

nanodusts; MMT and LDH measured at 24, 48 and 72 hours; ROS generation measured at 12, 

24, 48 and 72 hours. Silica 7 and H2O2 were used as positive controls in each of the assays. 
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No significant difference was detected in toxicity potential among the different nanodusts generated 

from the PA reinforced composites with and without nanofiller materials. However, it can be detected 

from the graphs above in figure 3 that the cell viability reduces slightly with time. This response is 

seen to be more time dependant rather than a dose dependant reduction of cell viability. The 

generation of ROS however shows that the nanodust do not necessarily produce an elevated level of 

ROS.  
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Conclusions 

The toxicity results showed that there is very little if any variation which occurs between the different 

nanodust samples. This lack of variation requires further analysis to relate which nanodust characteristic 

impacts on the toxicity potential of the nanodust. The model developed in this project for assessment of 

nanoproducts safety in relation to a specific scenario during product life cycle is of potential value in 

supporting safe development of novel materials. 
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4.3c Experimental investigation of indoor air 

pollutants in residential buildings 

Caren Tan, Karen N Finney, Qun Chen, Vida N Sharifi and Jim Swithenbank 

SUWIC, Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, University of Sheffield, S1 3JD, UK 

Background and objectives 

We spend some 90% of our time inside buildings, where we control the quality of the environment for 

health, thermal comfort, security and productivity.  The quality of the indoor environment is affected by 

many factors, including the design of the building, ventilation, thermal insulation and energy provision 

and use.  Maintaining the quality of the environment can have considerable consequences on both human 

health and on the local and global environment.  In recent years, the air-tightness of buildings has 

become an issue, as part of a drive to provide thermal comfort and reduce energy consumption.  

However, as dwellings are made more airtight, internal pollutant sources (such as heating and cooking) 

can have a greater impact on the indoor air quality and occupants may experience adverse health effects.  

The main objective of this EPSRC-funded research was to investigate indoor air pollutant emissions in 

relation to energy use in residential buildings, with focus on particulates. 

Study description and methodology 

Measured concentrations and calculated emission rates of PM2.5 (particulate matter ≤2.5 μm), CO, NOx 

and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) were determined for three residential buildings.  Case 1 was a 

stone-built rural detached house with an electric cooker.  Case 2 was a city-centre flat, which had a gas 

cooker and Case 3 was an urban flat on a main road, which also used gas appliances. 

In this study, a TSI Dust-Trak8532 aerosol monitor was used to measure PM2.5 concentrations in the 

indoor and outdoor environments.  A multi-stage and multi-orifice cascade Andersen 1 ft
3
/min (28.3 

l/min) Ambient Particle Sizing Sampler (Mark II version, Thermo Electron Corp.) was used to collect 

PM for Case 1, to determine the particle size distribution.  The PM samples were then studied with 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersion X-ray System (EDS) to assess their 

morphology. In addition, the chemical composition (elemental analysis) was determined using a Spectro 

Ciros ICP-OES Emission Spectrometer.  Gas concentrations were monitored for all cases, for both the 

indoor and outdoor environments.  CO concentrations were measured using a TSI IAQ-Calc Model7545 

analyser.  Palmes-type diffusion tubes (Gradko International, 20% Triethanolamine) were used to 

measure the NO2 concentrations and DIFTXTA (Gradko International) VOC diffusion tubes were used 

to monitor VOC levels.   

Results 

Solid-phase, particulate emissions 

Most indoor particles collected from Case 1 using the Andersen sampler were small, mostly 1.1-2.1 μm 

(Figure 1).  The morphology of the particles collected from bedroom, kitchen and lounge, determined by 

SEM-EDS, revealed they were mainly comprised of bacterium/mould fungus spores (Figure 2a), salt 

crystals (Figure 2c), mineral fibres, skin flakes (Figure 2d), dust fragments and biofilms.  The chemical 

composition of these particles was analysed with ICP and showed high concentrations of Fe, Na, Zn, S, 

B, Ca and Si (Figure 3).   
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Figure 1 Particle size distribution for the kitchen at the rural house – Case 1. Particle Size Distribution for Kitchen Sampling
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Figure 2 Morphology of particulates collected from the bedroom (a and b), kitchen (c and d) 

and outdoor environment (e) at the rural house – Case 1. 

 
                                       (a)                                   (b)                                   (c) 

 
                                                             (d)                                   (e) 

 

The average PM2.5 concentration for Case 1 determined using the Dust-Trak aerosol monitor was 16 

μg/m
3
, slightly higher than the value obtained with the Andersen sampler (8-9 μg/m

3
).  The PM2.5 spikes 

for Case 2 were due to cooking with a gas cooker and were much higher than for Case 1, where an 

electric cooker was used; the average PM2.5 concentration in the kitchen of Case 2 was 40.6 μg/m
3
.  The 

value for Case 3 was slightly lower, 38 μg/m
3
.  Based on these data, PM2.5 emission rates during cooking 

were calculated for each case (Figure 4).  For Case 1 with an electrical cooker, the average emission rate 

varied between 5 and 22 mg/hr (Figure 4a).  For Case 2 (Figure 4b), the PM2.5 emission rates were 

higher, about 7-54 mg/hr.  The emission rates in the kitchen of Case 3 were very low, 0.06-4.6 mg/hr 

(Figure 4c). 
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Figure 3 Chemical composition of PM10 samples collected from the bedroom, kitchen and 

outdoor environment at the rural house – Case 1. 

 

Figure 4 PM2.5 emission rates during cooking: (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2; and (c) Case 3. 
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Gas-phase emissions 

Gaseous pollutant levels also tended to be higher in the flats using gas-fuelled cookers.  The CO 

concentration, measured with a TSI IAQ-Calc, in the kitchen of Case 1 was low, fluctuating between 0.9 

and 1.3ppm.  The CO concentrations for Cases 2 and 3 however were generally higher, since the gas 

cookers were a source of CO.  The average CO concentration in the kitchen of Case 3 (flat on a main 

road) was 1.1 ppm.  For Case 2 (city-centre flat), the average concentration was 2 ppm, which resulted in 

a CO emission rate of 0.3-2 g/hr (Table 1).  The indoor and outdoor NO2 concentrations, monitored with 

diffusion tubes were the same for Case 1, however, for Case 2, the indoor NO2 concentration was 

approximately 3.5 times higher than the outdoor concentration; the NO2 emission rate here was as high 

as 65 mg/hr, compared to those for Case 1, which were 5 to 22 mg/hr.  Table 1 also shows the 

concentrations and emission rates of VOCs.  The indoor concentrations were higher than those found for 

the outdoor environments.  The emission rate for Case 2 (city-centre flat) was the highest among the 

three kitchens.   

Table 1 Indoor and outdoor concentrations and indoor average emission rates of CO, NO2 and 

TVOCs measured at the three kitchens. 

 Case 1: Rural 

Hathersage house 

Case 2: Urban 

Sheffield flat 

Case 3: Main road 

Sheffield flat 

indoor outdoor indoor outdoor indoor outdoor 

Concentration       

 CO (ppm) 1.0 - 2.0 - 1.1 - 

 NO2 (µg/m
3
) 10.2 10.8 47.1 14.7 19.44 22.0 

 VOCs (µg/m
3
) 221.5 42.6 430.7 65.4 47.96 31.3 

Average emission rate       

 CO (g/hr) - - 0.1 - 0.1 - 

 NO2 (mg/hr) - - 65.5 - - - 

 VOCs (mg/hr) 13.0 - 42.7 - 0.5 - 

Conclusions 

Our study has shown that indoor air quality is influenced by both the fuel and type of cooker.  Air quality 

in residential buildings, especially in the kitchen, was generally poorer when using gas appliances 

compared to when an electric cooker was used; this was true for solid and gas-phase pollutants.  The 

PM2.5 concentrations in the kitchens with gas stoves (Cases 2 and 3) were significantly higher than for 

Case 1, with an electric cooker.  Furthermore, most indoor particles were less than 2.5 μm, which are 

classed as respirable and can thus have detrimental health impacts if inhaled, particularly since metals 

(Fe, Na and Zn) tend to be concentrated here.  Additionally, the CO and NO2 concentrations in the 

kitchens with gas cookers were higher, since this is a source of both pollutants; this often resulted in high 

emission rates.  Case 1 consequently had low concentrations of both CO and NO2. 
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4.3d Optimisation of analytical parameters for the 

determination of VOCs emitted by construction and 

consumer products 

Veronica Brown and Derrick Crump 

IEH, Cranfield University, Cranfield, Beds. MK43 0AL 

Background and objectives 

A wide range of substances are emitted from consumer products and those used for the construction of 

buildings. Incidents of poor indoor air quality caused by emissions of volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) 

from some products and possible risks to health associated with exposure to particular compounds have 

resulted in a range of actions in various countries to reduce these emissions. In Europe these have 

included collaborative research, standardisation initiatives, mandatory labelling schemes (notably in 

Germany and France) and voluntary labelling schemes supported by national governments and industry. 

Consequently there are now in existence a number of labelling schemes each with their own procedures 

for testing and analysis and with different target lists of chemicals which are required to be determined.  

Activities within Europe to harmonise emission labelling schemes and to reduce exposure to indoor air 

pollution sources have been described (Brown & Crump, 2010). Since 2010, an EU expert group has 

proposed a road map to harmonisation of labelling schemes (ECA, 2010). In parallel the European 

Standards Organisation (CEN) has invited tenders for work to assess the robustness of a draft harmonised 

test method for determining VOC emissions from construction products to meet requirements for 

declaration of performance under the Construction Products Directive. In common with existing schemes 

in Germany and France, it is proposed to incorporate LCI (Lowest Concentration of Interest) values for 

target chemicals in the product assessment process. A working group has been established by JRC, Ispra, 

to agree a procedure for deriving LCI values (JRC, 2010). These values, along with criteria for total 

VOC (TVOC) concentrations, carcinogenic substances and the amount of non-assessed compounds (i.e. 

without an LCI value) are expected to form the basis of assessment of products for regulatory and 

voluntary schemes using emission chamber methods with VOC measurements after 3 and 28 days of test.   

Brown & Crump (2010) also described research underway within IEH to develop improved methods for 

assessing emissions of VOCs from construction and consumer products. These methods typically involve 

sampling of the chemicals emitted from chamber tests onto tubes containing Tenax TA sorbent, followed 

by analysis using thermal desorption/gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (TD/GC/MS). The 

extensive target lists of chemicals in labelling schemes present a considerable challenge for analytical 

laboratories, particularly for those providing routine analysis for product manufacturers. Therefore there 

is a need for robust and as highly automated as possible methods for testing and analysis that are 

applicable to chemicals from the very volatile (VVOC) to semi-volatile (SVOC) range, with sufficient 

sensitivity to determine required trace levels of carcinogens within complex matrices of chemicals. The 

present paper describes work to develop an appropriate analytical method for the determination of 

chemical emissions from construction and consumer products. The aim was to optimise parameters to 

enable the determination of as wide a range of chemicals as possible from a single analysis. 
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Analytical equipment and parameters investigated 

The analytical system used consisted of a Markes International TD-100 thermal desorber fitted with a 

„materials emission‟ cold trap, and an Agilent 6890 Gas chromatograph and 5973 Mass Selective 

Detector (MSD). Analytical parameters employed were based on those listed in ISO 16000-6 (ISO, 

2004) which is specified for the analysis in many of the labelling schemes. This standard suggests the use 

of a 30-60 m capillary column with a film thickness of 0.25 to 0.33 µm. For the present work it was 

decided to investigate the use of a 60 m x 0.25 mm internal diameter DB5 column with film thickness of 

0.5 µm in order to improve the separation of the more volatile compounds and determine a range of 

SVOCs in the same analysis. The following parameters were investigated during this work: 

Desorption efficiency - ISO 16000-6 states that desorption time and gas flow rate should be selected so 

that the desorption efficiency for n-octadecane is better than 95%. It suggests that typical conditions for 

VOC analysis are desorption of tubes containing Tenax sorbent at a temperature of 260-280°C and for a 

time of 5-15 min with a flow rate of 30-50 ml min
-1

. It was decided to investigate whether there is any 

advantage for desorption of higher boiling compounds in using more stringent conditions. Repeat 

analyses of a range of chemicals, including n-octadecane and some other SVOCs, were undertaken using 

different desorption conditions including the temperature of the flow path which can also affect recovery 

of high boiling compounds. Carry-over of analytes in the system and on the samplers was investigated in 

order to determine the optimum desorption conditions.   

Sensitivity - It is necessary to undertake the analysis using high sensitivity, for example, one of the 

national labelling schemes, the German AgBB scheme (AgBB, 2010), assumes a detection limit for all 

substances of 1 µg m
-3

 and also requires that no carcinogen exceeds this value after 28 days. High 

sensitivity is achieved by minimising split ratios within the TD, but selection of too low a gas flow can 

compromise the efficient desorption of high boiling compounds. With this in mind, a split flow of         

10 ml min
-1 

during trap desorption was used. With a column flow of 1.3 ml min
-1 

and no split during tube 

desorption, this results in a split ratio of 8.7:1. Using these conditions the limits of quantification (LOQs) 

for a range of compounds were determined from 10 times the standard deviation of replicate blank tubes 

(for benzene) or replicate tubes loaded with low levels of standard mixes (for other compounds). 

Component Separation - Various GC oven temperatures and ramp rates were trialled using 100 

compounds selected from a combined list of chemicals requiring assessment by one or more international 

schemes. These target analytes were chosen to be representative of the volatility range and of the 

different compound types occurring on the various lists. 

Results 

Desorption conditions A (tube desorption at 280°C for 8 min, and flow rate of 50 ml min
-1

, trap 

desorption at 300°C for 3 min and flow path at 200°C), established no detectable carry-over in either the 

system or on the tube from analysis of 300 ng of n-octadecane (b.p. 317°C). This showed that the system 

and conditions comfortably meet the requirements of ISO 16000-6.  

The carry-over of components in VOC mix 1, which contained dodecyl benzene (b.p. 331°C) and 

phenanthrene (b.p. 340°C), was compared using the above conditions and those found using two sets of 

conditions with a flow path of 210°C; conditions B (tube desorption at 300°C for 8 min, trap desorption 

at 300°C for 3 min) and conditions C (320°C for 12 min for the tube and 320°C for 5 min for the trap). 

Three duplicate Tenax tubes loaded with 300 ng of each component and analysed using conditions A 
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gave a mean % carry-over of dodecyl benzene in the system of 0.2%, with no detectable carry-over on 

the tube, whilst that for phenanthrene was 0.7% in the system and 0.3% on the tube. No advantage was 

found for these compounds in using either of the more stringent desorption conditions.  

Carry-over of a further mixture of compounds, VOC mix 2 which included some phthalate esters, was 

investigated using the same sets of desorption conditions. Again for all compounds, with the possible 

exception of the highest boiling compound di-2-ethylhexylphthalate (DEHP) (b.p. 384°C), no significant 

improvement was found from the use of more stringent conditions. Table 1, for example, shows the 

results obtained for three tubes loaded with 300 ng of each component and analysed using two sets of 

conditions. Total carry-over in the system and on the tube was found to be <1% for all of the compounds 

in each case. Further work has shown that carry-over of DEHP in the system is minimised by using the 

maximum possible flow path temperature (210°C), whilst use of a desorption temperature greater than 

280°C was not found to improve the performance of the system for DEHP.  

An issue with the use of Tenax as sorbent material is that analysis of a conditioned Tenax tube shows the 

presence of a small amount of benzene and this background does not decline with use of the tube. It was 

decided to check whether the size of the benzene background is affected by desorption temperature. 

Seven conditioned Tenax tubes were analysed using a desorption temperature of 280°C, a further seven 

were analysed with a temperature of 300°C and a further seven at 320°C. The amount of benzene 

obtained (Figure 1) was found to increase slightly as the desorption temperature is increased to 300°C 

and more sharply when a temperature of 320°C is used. As benzene is a compound which is required to 

be determined to a low level in tests of materials emissions, these results suggest that it would be 

advisable to use the minimum possible desorption temperature 

Table 1 Investigation of carry-over of some VOCs/SVOCs using different desorption conditions 

 Mean % carry-over 

Compound Desorption conditions A Desorption conditions B 

 In system On tube Total In system On tube Total 

Dimethyl formamide 

(DMF) 
N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 

Butylated 

hydroxyanisole 
<0.1 N.D. <0.1 0.2 N.D. 0.2 

Diethyl phthalate 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.7 

2,2,4-Trimethylpent-

anedioldiisobutyrate 
0.3 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.4 

Dibutyl phthalate 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.9 

DEHP 0.9 * <0.1 0.9  0.4 0.3 0.7 

N.D. = Not detected                          * Reduced to 0.4% with flow path at 210°C 
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Figure 1 Amount of benzene released from Tenax tubes desorbed at different temperatures 

 

The LOQ for benzene using a desorption temperature of 280°C, obtained from analysis of 20 blank 

(conditioned Tenax) tubes was found to be 5.3 ng which, for a 5 litre air sample, would be equivalent to a 

concentration in the air of 1.1 µg m
-3

, whilst a temperature of 300°C resulted in a LOQ of 25.7 ng, 

equivalent to 5.1 µg m
-3

. LOQs for most of compounds investigated, by analysis of replicate tubes loaded 

with a low level standard, were found to be <5 ng. For VOC mix B, for example, four of these 

compounds were found to have an LOQ of <2 ng on the tube, whilst that for DEHP was 9.9 ng and that 

for DMF 34.1 ng. Therefore, whilst the majority of compounds investigated have been found to have an 

acceptable LOQ, some polar compounds are an exception. It is not unexpected for polar compounds to 

have higher LOQs on the type of column used and this has been observed previously (Horn et al., 2006). 

There may be scope for improving the LOQs by use of selected ion monitoring (SIM), or another option 

is to employ a more sensitive detector such as a time of flight (TOF) MS.    

The optimum GC temperature program, determined using the 100 selected compounds, was found to be 

35°C for 1 min, 2°C min
-1

 to 75°C, 5°C min
-1

 to 140°C, 10°C min
-1

 to 300°C and a final hold time of 12 

min, resulting in a run time of 62 min. The low starting temperature, slow ramp rate and relatively thick 

film allow good separation of the more volatile compounds tested. The highest boiling compound tested, 

DEHP, elutes at 54.9 minutes under these conditions, so this run time should be sufficient for elution of 

any SVOCs which might be released by thermal desorption from Tenax. 

Conclusions 

Conditions have been optimised to allow the effective determination of VOCs and some SVOCs, 

including DEHP, using the Markes TD-100 coupled to an Agilent GC/MSD. The method is sensitive 

down to ≤5 ng on the tube for most compounds, with the exception of some polar compounds. The LOQ 

for benzene was also found to be 5 ng, as long as the desorption temperature was kept at 280°C. The 

developed method is currently being applied to test emissions from a range of products using micro-scale 

test chambers. Future work will investigate the potential for improved sensitivity from the use of SIM 

mode on the MSD and from replacing the MSD with a TOF MS. 
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4.3e Low-cost sensor units for measuring urban air 

quality  
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a: Centre for Atmospheric Science, Cambridge. 

b: Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Cambridge. 

c: The Cambridge eScience Centre, Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Cambridge. 

Measurements of selected key air quality gases (CO, NO & NO2) have been made with a range of 

miniature low-cost sensors based on electrochemical gas sensing technology incorporating GPS and 

GPRS for position and communication respectively. Two types of simple to operate sensors units have 

been designed to be deployed in relatively large numbers. Mobile handheld sensor units designed for 

operation by members of the public have been deployed on numerous occasions including in Cambridge, 

London and Valencia. Static sensor units have also been designed for long-term autonomous deployment 

on existing street furniture. A study was recently completed in which 45 sensor units were deployed in 

the Cambridge area for a period of 3 months. Results from these studies indicate that air quality varies 

widely both spatially and temporally. The widely varying concentrations found suggest that the urban 

environment cannot be fully understood using relatively sparse static site networks and that a higher 

resolution, more dispersed network is required to better define air quality in the urban environment. The 

results also suggest that higher spatial and temporal resolution measurements could improve knowledge 

of the levels of individual exposure in the urban environment. 
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4.3f In quest of new fingerprints of exposure to VOC 

from consumer products 

Delgado-Saborit JM, Mascelloni M, Macias B, Viant M & Harrison RM 

College of Life and Environmental Sciences. University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, B15 2TT 

Background  

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are ubiquitous in indoor air and their origin is a plethora of various 

emission sources including building related materials, furniture, equipment and consumer and household 

related products 
[1]

. Trace levels of VOCs may be found in certain furnishing materials and polymeric 

materials such as vinyl, PVC, rubber, nylon and SBR-latex-backed floorings and carpets. VOCs are also 

present in particleboard furniture, plywood fiberglass, flooring adhesives, paints, wood panelling, 

caulking and paint remover 
[2-4]

. Therefore, new buildings or recently redecorated indoor environments 

have been associated with high concentrations of VOCs. The rate of emission of VOCs from these 

materials will decay and eventually, these sources will reach a quasi steady emission rate in new 

buildings within weeks to months or even a year 
[1]

. 

Currently, there is international recognition of the contribution of indoor air to personal exposures and its 

potential health risks associated 
[5, 6]

. The determination of an individual‟s exposure to air pollution is 

dependent on the individual and his/her activity patterns, which is reflected in the time spent in different 

microenvironments and the activities that they engage during the day 
[7]

. Previous work has focused on 

measuring personal exposures to VOCs, mainly BTEX 
[8]

, and to developing models predicting these 

exposures 
[9]

. However, exposure at or near the breathing zone would not give a true indication of lung 

dose, which is arguably more relevant when determining an acute biological response to a pollutant 

exposure. Lung doses will depend on concentration in the breathing zone (i.e. exposure concentration), 

duration of exposure and minute ventilation. The latter will vary between individuals depending on 

factors such as age, fitness, presence of lung disease and level of exertion. Estimation of dose will thus 

provide a more accurate idea of the true lung burden from VOCs. Consequently the use of dose rather 

than exposure will reduce variability and uncertainty when assessing health effects and when linking 

biomarkers with exposure burden to assess their suitability as biomarkers.   

Following inhalation exposure, the fraction of benzene absorbed, a compound selected due to its 

carcinogenicity, is concentration-dependent, with a higher fraction absorbed at lower concentrations. 

After entry into the human organism, benzene is distributed throughout the body and, owing to its 

lipophilic nature, accumulates preferentially in fat-rich tissues, especially fat and bone marrow. 

Following all routes of exposure, absorbed benzene is rapidly metabolized (mostly within 48 hours), 

mainly by the liver, and approximately 90% of the metabolites are excreted in the urine 
[10]

. Hence 

metabolites excreted in the urine may be linked with doses of VOCs (e.g. benzene) inhaled.  

A major goal of environmental epidemiology is to establish quantitative relationships between exposures 

to toxic substances and the associated risks of disease. Biological monitoring has been increasingly 

viewed as a desirable alternative to air sampling for characterising environmental exposures, not only 

because it accounts for all possible exposure routes but also because it covers unexpected or accidental 

exposures and reflects inter-individual differences in uptake or genetic susceptibility 
[11]

. The recent 

adoption of human biomonitoring in the Environmental Action Plan 2004-2010 has motivated the 
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research for new biomarkers suitable for biomonitoring exposures and effects of chemicals for human 

health studies. The use of urinary biomarkers for assessing exposure to VOCs has been widely used in 

occupational exposures. However, to date there are few studies where this approach has been used to 

characterise non-occupational exposures to VOCs, using benzene metabolites as biomarkers. However, 

the metabolism of benzene is complex and some of the metabolites have other potential sources apart 

from benzene, which reduces their specificity. Therefore, the traditional metabolites of benzene such as 

t,t-muconic acid or S-phenylmercapturic acid are inadequate for biomonitoring benzene at low-level 

exposures 
[12]

. Other benzene metabolites include the products of the metabolism to benzene oxide, later 

to phenol, and this to benzoquinones 
[13]

. Recent developments in analytical techniques have opened up 

the possibility of measuring quinones in urine, as well as un-metabolised benzene in urine. 

Whilst benzoquinones and un-metabolised benzene are potential biomarkers of exposure to VOC, omics 

technologies are useful tools to assess the biological effect of exposures to VOCs. Omics technologies 

are relatively new biomarker discovery tools that can be applied to study large sets of biological 

molecules. Among all the omics techniques, metabolomics is the study of low-molecular weight 

metabolites present in a cell or organism at any one time. Metabolites are naturally-occurring 

endogenous substances which are a consequence of human biochemistry, and metabolomics depends 

upon determining their profile in biological samples. Since detoxification of benzene involves metabolic 

transformations, and whilst some benzene metabolites accumulate in the bone marrow and damage the 

stem cells and progenitor cells, many metabolites are ultimately excreted in urine 
[10]

. Therefore, using a 

metabolomics approach can be helpful to identify new metabolite pattern profiles useful in identifying 

biological effects in low-level exposure scenarios. 

Aims 

The hypothesis to be tested in this project is that the general population is exposed to different VOCs 

emitted from consumer products and building materials, and inhaled VOCs are metabolised producing 

several biomarkers of exposure, and metabolism profiles that can be detected in the urine even at low 

levels of exposure.  

The aim of the project is to characterize human exposures and to find suitable biomarkers to monitor the 

exposure and effects to low-levels of VOCs arising from consumer and building products, and especially 

benzene as a carcinogenic compound in the VOC mixture. 

Methodology 

Three groups of subjects with varying exposures will be recruited, including a group occupationally 

exposed to VOC, subjects living or working in new or redecorated buildings and a control group.  

A bespoke personal sampler, similar to that employed in the MATCH project, will collect one 24-h 

sample into sorbent tubes at 40 mL/min 
[9]

. Samples will be collected also at the home and workplace of 

the subjects concurrently with personal exposures. Subjects from the occupationally exposed group and 

the control group will be sampled once. Subjects living in new or recently decorated houses will be 

sampled twice. For that group, the first sampling will be done at the beginning of the project, when the 

buildings are considered as new or freshly redecorated, and the second sample will be collected 12 

months after the initial sampling. 

The VOC analysis will be based upon analytical techniques previously used in our research group, 

briefly consisting of thermal desorption of the sorbent tubes and subsequent GCMS analysis 
[9]

. 
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Lung doses (DL) will be calculated as DL  = (∑ CME . tME . VE)/T, where CME is the concentration of 

pollutant in the breathing zone in each microenvironment (ME), t is duration of exposure in each ME, VE 

is minute ventilation in each ME and T is the total time (i.e. 24-h).  

Urine samples will be collected via mid-stream spot samples into plastic vials at the end of each personal 

exposure period (i.e. following morning after PE sampling). Urinary creatinine will be determined 

following the Jaffé method using a Roche Hitachi P instrument. Unmetabolised VOCs in urine will be 

analysed with a headspace sampler coupled to a GCMS following the methodology described in 

Fustinoni et al (2010) 
[14]

. Benzoquinone in urine, as a measure of metabolized VOCs, will be analysed 

using analytical procedures in place in our research group based on the Cho et al (2004) methodology 
[15]

. 

Metabolomic profiling of urine samples will be performed with an NMR following the methodology 

described by Viant et al (2007) 
[16]

. 

Expected Results 

The expected advances of this research are the characterization of exposures to levels of VOCs typically 

found in consumer and construction products and the identification of new VOC biomarkers of exposure 

which can be used to biomonitor inhalation doses to VOCs at low level concentrations. Additionally, 

new biomarkers of effect will provide researchers with a valuable tool, which will contribute to 

understand how environmental exposures affect human health. The answers to these questions will help 

policymakers in the regulation and industries in the formulation of consumer products preserving the 

health of the final user (i.e. the general population). 
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4.3g Trace to elevated level analysis, the future of 

ambient monitoring and soil-gas analysis on one 

system 

Nicola M. Watson 
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Kurt Thaxton 

Markes International Inc., Wilmington, DE, USA 

Introduction  

As the harmful effects of low-level exposure to hazardous air pollutants become more evident, larger 

sample volumes combined with lower detection limits are needed. The trade-off can be the loss of ability 

to additionally analyze the upper concentration range of a sample (necessary for most source level and 

remediation site testing). Historically, dilution of these samples was necessary prior to analysis. Dilution 

of air samples has traditionally been performed in several ways; however, this can have limitations in 

applicability and the potential to bias results. 

The CIA Advantage™ has been designed to allow samples comprising a wide range of concentrations to 

be analyzed without the need for dilution.  

Using a combination of loop sampling, large volume sampling and the ability to split, ppt levels to % 

levels can be analyzed on one instrument, thereby dramatically increasing the dynamic range.  

Overview  

System Set-up 

Typically samples will be collected into canisters of varying sizes.  US EPA method TO-15 provides the 

method for ambient air analysis, however other areas of analysis, such as vapor intrusion and soil gas 

studies, effectively extends the scope of canister analysis.  

A modern analytical system for air monitoring applications is now expected to manage a wider range of 

sample concentrations; to do this effectively, on a single analytical system, a new approach is required.  

The new CIA Advantage, an automated canister accessory for the industry leading UNITY 2™ thermal 

desorber, addresses this challenge.   

For low concentrations a large volume, mass flow controlled (MFC) sample is collected onto the UNITY 

2 focusing trap. The trap is then desorbed, transferring sample direct to the GC(MS) (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Schematic showing the system set-up of the series 2 UNITY/CIA-Advantage. 

For high concentration samples, or those with unknown concentration, a low volume sample loop is 

employed. The loop is filled with sample and then transferred to the same cold trap as used for MFC 

sampling. As well as the low volume, an additional effective dilution can be achieved by using a split 

during transfer to the GC(MS).  

Combining these approaches, sample volumes can easily range from 0.1-1000 mL, with split ratios 

increasing from splitless to 100:1, providing analysis over at least seven orders of magnitude.  

Results and Discussion 

System Suitability – Linearity 

The first test of whether such a system is suitable is to prove that a single calibration curve can be 

generated combining both loop and MFC samples. Internal standard is added via a loop which is 

common to both sample paths.  

The calibration curves (Figure 2) were generated using a US EPA TO-15 gas standard with a 

combination of loop (2) and MFC (4) samples.  A number of representative compounds from the 

complete set have been shown. 

 

Figure 2. TO-15 calibration curve using both loop and MFC samples 

The R2 values demonstrate excellent linearity, clearly demonstrating that a calibration curve 

incorporating small volume loops samples and high volume MFC samples can be achieved 
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System Suitability – Reproducibility 

Equally important is reproducibility from run to run.  A simple way to demonstrate this is to show the 

reproducibility of internal standard response over a number of runs.  Table 1 presents the data obtained 

and demonstrating impressive relative standard deviation (RSD) values. 

Table 1. Internal standard response over six runs 

Compound  Run 1  Run 2  Run 3  Run 4  Run 5  Run 6  Average  %RSD  

1,2-Dichloroethane-d4  117961  114135  118691  121384  120701  119748  118770  1.99  

Toluene-d8  59260  60010  60039  59622  61173  60801  60151  1.09  

Bromofluorobenzene  29976  30491  30664  30293  30495  29984  30317  0.86  

System Suitability – Trace and High Levels 

If a system is to be suitable for both high level and trace level analysis it is absolutely essential that 

sample carryover is minimal.  Otherwise it becomes impossible to run low level samples immediately 

after a high concentration sample.   

This either leads to significant time cleaning the system with blanks until all target compounds are below 

reporting levels, or in the worst case to over estimation of the concentration of target compounds in low 

concentration samples. 

Figure 3 shows a demonstration of the CIA Advantage immediately recovering from subjection to an 

extremely overloaded sample. 

 

Figure 3. CIA Advantage immediately recovering from subjection to an extremely overloaded 

sample. 

Taking trichlorobenzene as an example, the peak area in the blank, following the overloading of the 

system, is only 0.08%. This is effectively only 0.02 ppb. It is also important for a system to be able to 

analyse samples without split to guarantee maximum sensitivity for low concentration samples.  Figure 4 

shows an example of a low level rural air sample and highlights the excellent peak shape achieved from a 

splitless analysis from the UNITY 2-CIA Advantage system. 
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Figure 4. A 1 L sample of low level rural air showing excellent peak shape for low concentration 

species. 

Summary 

The data presented clearly highlight the capabilities of CIA Advantage, in combination with the UNITY 

2 thermal desorber, to provide a system that enables the reliable analysis of the widest possible range of 

sample concentrations. 

Automated canister analysis can be reliably undertaken at high concentrations; high concentration 

samples not affecting subsequent low level samples. This also provides a convenient way of running a 

low volume screening method on a number of canisters and, if necessary, a second larger volume sample 

can be analyzed to accurately assess lower sample concentrations.  
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4.3h Making sorbent tube sampling easier; the 

development of a new type of ‘grab’ sampler 

Nicola M. Watson 

Markes International, Llantrisant, CF72 8XL, United Kingdom 

Introduction  

Vapor-phase organics such as ambient air toxics, soil gas contaminants or fugitive industrial emissions 

can be monitored using a variety of techniques and sampling media. Bags, canisters, sorbent tubes and 

passive samplers have all been used for many years. Each air sampling option has its own inherent 

advantages and disadvantages. 

In challenging field conditions, sometimes the simplest grab sampling methods are most suitable Grab 

sampling involves collecting volumes of air or gas instantly or over a very short period of time, without 

pumps or complicated mass flow control equipment. Originally this was only possible using canisters, 

but cans are a relatively expensive monitoring option and are only compatible with a limited volatility 

range - typically C2 to n-C8/9. Sorbent tubes, on the other hand, are compatible with a much wider range 

of compounds including volatiles from n-C3, semi-volatiles to n-C32 and above (phthalates, PAHs, 

PCBs, etc) plus many polar and reactive species. 

The Easy-VOC kit comprises a simple high performance hand pump and can be used with number of 

standard sorbent tube combinations standard stainless- or Silco-steel tubes with long term screw caps or 

proprietary SafeLok tubes with convenient push-on caps. Markes‟ patented SafeLok tubes conform to 

industry standard dimensions and comply with all the requirements of US EPA Method TO-17 but 

incorporate diffusion locking inserts at either end to prevent sample losses and minimize contamination. 

Overview 

The development of Easy-VOC facilitates the rapid/grab sample collection of a small volumes (<500 

mL) of air/gas directly onto sorbent tubes without the need for calibrated pumps. Figure 1 shows a 

comparison between a standard constant flow pump and the Easy-VOC sampler.  
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Figure 1. Comparison with Constant flow pump (Black) and Easy-VOC (Red & Blue); equal 

performance is shown for a sample volume of 500 mL. 

The Easy-VOC can take sample volumes ranging from 50 mL to 500 mL in either 50 or 100 mL 

increments. This reduces the risk of analyte breakthrough (thus extending the application range of tubes 

to even more volatile compounds).  

Taking low sample volumes is advantageous in high concentration atmospheres that also have high 

humidity. The small sample volume on the tube also means that compared to a larger sample size only a 

small amount of water vapor is collected, reducing the effects of water on the analytical system. Figure 2 

shows the analysis of 100 mL of landfill waste using conventional GC/MS. 

 

Figure 2. A 100 mL sample of landfill air analyzed using GC/MS (Full Scan) 

A second sample was also taken from the site, but only 50 mL was loaded onto the sorbent tube. This 

was analyzed using GC/BenchTOF-dx™ MS from ALMSCO International (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. A 50 mL sample of landfill air analyzed using GC/BenchTOF-dx™ 

The combination of small sample volumes and the sensitivity of the Bench TOF-dx also allows trace 

level atmospheres to be tested. A 200 mL sample of rural air was taken using the Easy-VOC and 

analyzed using GC/MS in full scan mode (20 – 300 amu). Using the ability of the Markes thermal 

desorption instrumentation to retain a portion of the sample, the effluent from the split flow was re-

collected on to the original sample tube. This was then analyzed again on the GC/MS in SIM mode (10 

ions) and then on the BenchTOF-dx. Results from the analyses are shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. BenchTOF-dx results shown in black, Quadrupole data shown in blue (Full Scan) and 

red (SIM). The left panel shows results on the same scale, the right shows Quadrupole data 

scaled to the TOF data by a factor of 500. 

As shown the BenchTOF is significantly more sensitive than the Quadrupole in full scan and equivalent 

or better than SIM. To illustrate this further, two compounds were chosen that are known to have a low, 

but consistent concentration in the atmosphere (typically 80 ppt), carbon tetrachloride and Freon 113. 

Extracted ions 117 and 151 are shown in figure 5 for each of the detection methods. 
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Figure 5. Extracted ion 151 shown on the left (Freon 113), and extracted ion 117 (Carbon 

Tetrachloride) shown on the right. BenchTOF data shown in black, Quadrupole data shown in 

blue (full scan) and red (SIM). Quadrupole data has been scaled by a factor of 500 to the TOF 

data. 

If we look at the signal to noise for each of the compounds, Carbon tetrachloride gives 100:1 in SIM 

mode and 700:1 on the BenchTOF instrument, for Freon 113 the signal to noise is similar for both 

methods (150:1). Not only does this show an improvement in sensitivity when using the BenchTOF 

detector, but full spectral information is also provided. 

From the preliminary results we can deduce that the relatively small sample volumes can accommodate 

sample concentrations above 1 ppb using conventional GC/MS technology or down to 10 ppt 

concentrations using GC/BenchTOF-dx MS.  

Summary 

A new grab sampling method for sorbent tubes has shown to give the same performance as when using a 

standard electronic pump. This has simplified the collection of sorbent tube samples in the field through 

its intuitive operation. When combined with GC/MS mid to high concentration samples can be analyzed 

using only a couple of hundred mLs, but when combined with TOF detection the small sample sizes can 

also be used to look for sub-ppb analytes. 
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4.3i Sampling and analysis of indoor/outdoor air and 

settled dust for determination of pollutants 

Fatima Sule Mohammed & Derrick Crump  

IEH, Cranfield University  

Background 

In northern Nigeria two particular weather events, Harmattan Dust and Dust (sand) storms, are associated 

with airborne dust that readily penetrates and settles indoors. This happens due to the long time the dust 

stays in the atmosphere and the types of buildings allow easy penetration of outdoor air. The habit of 

using fire wood and kerosene fuel in cooking, and diesel/petrol generators for electricity are other 

potential factors of increased indoor particulate deposition in homes (Fullerton et al, 2009).  Other 

activities like the burning of locally produced incense and mosquito coils, as well as use of aerosols as 

insect repellents also generate particulate and organic compound pollutants. These have the potential to 

cause high exposure of people to dust particles (as well as gases and vapours) in the local communities, 

thus the need to conduct research on the composition of the dust particles and to assess the indoor and 

outdoor air quality and the possible risks to health of the community. The research involves a seasonal 

study aimed to determine the particulate composition of outdoor and indoor settled dust samples in 

Damaturu, Nigeria.  

Various methods of collecting dust samples have been explored such as collection on adhesive carbon 

spectrotabs (Vaughan et al., 2002), which is used for particle characterisation by using scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) and sampling of dust collected by vacuum cleaners (Brown and Crump, 2008). These 

methods, along with placement of ceiling boards as indoor collection surfaces, collection of settled 

indoor dust samples on filters, and pre-weighed petri dishes, and the use of a Frisbee device (wet 

method) and a simple bucket type method outdoors, are being used to collect samples in different 

seasons. The aim of employing the various methods is to ascertain which method is optimum for a 

particular analysis. 

Dust samples have been collected from various locations of Damaturu town in Nigeria. The samples 

were collected in five wards in Damaturu viz; - Ben- kalio estate, Fedpodam, Sabon pegi, Nassarawa 

ward and Ali Marami estate. The samples have been obtained from five households with different types 

of building and occupant living standards. Samples were collected from the bedroom, living room, 

kitchen and frontage. The houses in Damaturu community are mostly attached in rows made of mud 

bricks, while others are semi- detached and built of cement blocks. Indoor and outdoor dust storm and 

Harmattan dust samples were collected from various locations during each event. Samples were also 

collected continuously in periods without an event throughout the year. Harmattan Dust samples were 

collected between November, 2009 and March, 2010 (duration of the event) and Dust storm samples 

were collected between April, 2010 and July, 2010 (duration of the event).  UK samples were also 

collected from homes of Cranfield employees as comparison. One aspect of the study is to investigate 

organic compounds present in the settled dusts. This paper reports results of some initial experiments to 

apply heating for determination of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and semi-volatile organic 

compounds (SVOCs). 
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Methods 

Dust samples were obtained from vacuum cleaner bags from homes in Nigeria and the UK. The samples 

were sieved through a set of laboratory test sieves with stainless steel mesh and the <150 μm fraction 

retained for analysis.  

Duplicate samples of two UK dusts (<150 μm fraction) were weighed into a micro-chamber thermal 

extractor (μ-CTE, Markes International). The pots were loaded into the μ-CTE, one pot was left empty as 

a control and all were heated at 120°C (the maximum temperature for the instrument) with a flow of 

clean air of 70 ml per minute through each pot. To collect VOCs and SVOCs emitted stainless steel 

adsorbent tubes containing quartz wool and Tenax TA were attached to the outlet of each pot from the 

start of heating. Heating was undertaken for 120 minutes, with the sampling tubes being replaced after 

each 40 minutes.  

The procedure was repeated using duplicate samples of two Nigerian dusts but these were heated for 90 

minutes, with the tubes being replaced after each 30 minutes. The heating time was reduced because of 

the concern that the calibration range of method would be exceeded. Tubes were analysed by thermal 

desorption / gas chromatography / mass spectrometry (TD/GC/MS). The instrument used was a Markes 

International TD-100 thermal desorber, an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph fitted with a DB5 column 

(60m, 0.25 mm internal diameter) and an Agilent 5973 Mass Selective Detector (MSD).  

Results  

Figure 1 shows the GC/MS chromatogram from the analysis of one of the Nigerian samples, this was for 

the second 30 minute period of heating of the dust.  This shows that a wide range of chemicals were 

released in both the volatile and semi-volatile boiling point range. 
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Figure 1:- GC/MS chromatogram from analysis of Nigerian dust1.  

The dominant peaks in the chromatogram are phthalates. Six compounds of interest were selected from 

the chromatograms of the three set of tubes for each dust and the concentration calculated as ng/g of dust.  

The chemicals are Hexanal, Nonanal, Diisobutylphthalate (DIBP), Dibutylphthalate (DBP), 

Diethylhexylphthalate (DEHP) and Diethylphthalate (DEP). These were present in substantial amounts 

in all four dust samples.  

Figure 2 shows a bar-graph of the concentrations of the six chemicals of interest detected from the two 

Nigerian dust samples over the three periods of heating. The most notable difference between the two 

dusts is the much higher amount of DEP in dust 1. The six compounds were detected during each of the 

three consecutive sampling periods. It should be noted that the initial heating period includes some time 

when the pot temperature is increasing to reach 120ºC. More volatile compounds (Hexanal, Nonanal, 

DEP) tend to be at higher concentration during the initial stages of heating, probably because they are 

most readily released from the dust. 

Generally higher concentrations of the six compounds were found in the Nigerian than the UK dusts, 

particularly Nigerian dust 1. For example highest concentrations during any period of heating from either 

UK dusts were Hexanal (250 ng/g) Nonanal (1,600), DEP (200), DBP (850), DIBP (1,300) and DEHP 

(200). Also it should be noted that the period of heating applied to the UK dusts was longer than that 

used for the Nigerian samples. 
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HEX=Hexanal NON=Nonanal DEP=Diethylphthalate DIBP=Diisobutylphthalate  DBP=Dibutylphthalate DEHP=Diethylhexylphthalate. 

Figure 2-: Amount of VOCs and SVOCs emitted by two Nigerian dusts over 3 consecutive 30 

minute periods of heating. 

Conclusion 

Thermal desorption shows the presence of a wide range of organic chemicals in household dust. The 

dusts can be a source / reservoir of chemicals in air and may provide a route of exposure via ingestion 

and inhalation.  The sampling conditions are being optimised and the repeatability of the technique is 

also being investigated in the study. Initial measurements found highest concentrations of six chemicals 

in Nigerian compared with UK homes. Further work will be undertaken on dusts from Nigerian and UK 

homes and potential sources of the chemicals investigated.  
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5. General Discussion and Close of Meeting 

Professor Bob Maynard provided a personal overview and summing up of the meeting. He considered 

that it was an excellent meeting which provided insights into research currently being carried out in the 

UK.  The work presented by young research workers was uniformly outstanding.  The review 

presentations by leading authorities in the air pollution field provided invaluable surveys of the field and 

suggested a number of lines of research that might usefully be pursued.  In summing up the meeting he 

listed a number of points that seemed, to him, to be especially important.  

1. The work that Dr Heather Walton is doing on nitrogen dioxide is important.  Nitrogen dioxide 

presents difficult challenges at present and distinguishing between the possible effects of this 

pollutant and those of fine particles is difficult.  Dr Walton showed the results of an in-depth 

analysis of published material.  This was already producing interesting results and deserves to be 

carried further and published. 

2. Mr Fintan Hurley gave an elegant presentation of COMEAP work on how to express the effects 

of long-term exposure to fine particles on mortality.  The key lesson from this was that different 

methods of presentation were needed by different audiences.  It was clear that the form in which 

the results might usefully be provided to policy makers was not necessarily ideal for 

communicating the effects to the general public.  

3. Professor Stephen Holgate provided an in-depth review of the latest thinking on the possible 

interactions between genetic and environmental factors involved in the causation of asthma.  

This field is progressing rapidly and it is clear that asthma can no longer be regarded as one 

disease.  This is a most important conclusion.  Remodelling of the developing lung clearly plays 

an important part in the underlying patho-physiology of the disease (or diseases). 

4. Defining asthma is now very difficult.  In some ways this is surprising: most doctors might say 

they knew full well what asthma means to them and to patients, but understanding what causes 

asthma, in its many variants, understanding why the disease seen in young children often 

disappears and what role air pollution plays are far from easy. 

5. The question of how to select a coefficient to represent the effect of long-term exposure to fine 

particles on the risk of death was discussed.  Meta-analysis is an attractive option though the 

controlling effect of large studies on the meta-analysis coefficient should not be forgotten.  Using 

the “latest coefficient” has several drawbacks. 

6. The well known problem of identifying the active components of the ambient aerosol is now, 

more than ever, important.  Control of emissions of particles by diesel powered vehicles is within 

sight and deciding where efforts to control ambient particles should now be focused is a pressing 

problem.  Control of particles that are active in reacting with anti-oxidant defences in the airways 

remains an attractive option but more work is needed. 

7. Dr Richard Atkinson provided a thoughtful presentation that touched on the difficulties of 

selecting mathematical models to represent data collected by epidemiological studies of the 

effects of air pollutants on health.  Deciding on whether data should be represented by straight 

lines, by curves or by non-monotonic relationships is very difficult.  This is an important area 
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because it impacts on the notion of thresholds of response.  Input from toxicological studies to 

decision making about the shape of such relationships seems to be warranted. 

8. Dr Aaron Cohen discussed the evidence base that links the effects of low and high 

concentrations of particles and argued cogently for linking the findings of studies of these 

differing levels of exposure. 

9. The possible effects on health of exposure to nitric oxide were discussed.  It was clear that little 

was known of the possible effects: whether exposure to high concentration could inhibit 

endogenous production of this important transmitter was unknown.  The case for looking at the 

therapeutic use of nitric oxide as a pulmonary vasodilator in older children and adults was made 

by Professor Dafydd Walters. 

10. The possible effects on health of exposure to bio-aerosols generated by large scale composting 

were discussed.  It was agreed that not enough attention had been given to bio-aerosols and that 

more work was needed in this area. 

He further commented that a large number of excellent posters were presented.  Those providing these 

posters are congratulated on the work shown and the way in which it was presented. 

Derrick Crump closed the conference by thanking all delegates, and particularly those presenting their 

research either by oral or poster paper, for making the meeting such a successful event. In particular he 

thanked the Department of Health and Health Protection Agency for supporting the meeting and thereby 

ensuring dissemination of the latest knowledge and a forum for exchange of ideas and views between 

researchers and policy makers concerned with the prevention of health effects caused by air pollution. He 

looked forward to meeting again in 12 months time to review new developments in the field and to 

assess the implications for public health and the priority areas for further research.  
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Annex II workshop programme   

2011 annual UK review meeting on outdoor and 
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asthma – David Strachan 

3. World-wide asthma prevalence and outdoor PM2.5 estimated by satellite 

observations – Barbara Butland 
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pollution so inconsistent?’ – Peter Burney 
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13.00-14.00 Lunch  
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pollution risk assessment: a burning question?’ – Aaron Cohen 
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2. Changes to London’s indoor domestic PM2.5 exposure in a low carbon future 

 – Clive Shrubsole 

3. The challenge of meeting the exposure-reduction target for PM2.5 – Duncan Laxen 
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15.30-16.00 Tea 
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16.20-16.50 Poster presentations 

16.50-17.20 Invited Presentation ‘Air Pollution 1990-2011’ – Bob Maynard 

17.20-18.00 Poster viewing 

20.00   Meeting Dinner (Mitchell Hall) 

Wednesday 11 May  

09.00-09.10 Introduction to the HPA Annual Air Pollution Research Lecture – Bob Maynard 

09.10-09.40 HPA Annual Air Pollution Lecture ‘Developments in air quality, health science and 

policy in the last two decades’ – Martin Williams  

09.40-10.40 Research Presentations  

1. Modelling bioaerosol emissions from open composting facilities: steps towards 

improving source term characterisation – Philippa Douglas 

2. Review of indoor air pollution associated with energy use in residential buildings  

– Karen Finney 

3. The impact of outdoor pollution on IAQ and exposure – Vina Kukadia 

10.40-11.10 Coffee    

11.10-11.40 Invited Keynote Presentation ‘Climate change as a risk modifier to ozone exposure 

and public health impacts in the UK’ – Clare Heaviside  

11.40-12.40 Research Presentations  

1. Pilot study of risks and long term effects of CO poisoning – Brian Miller 

2. Perspective on environmental burden of disease in Europe – Otto Hänninen 

3. Title to be confirmed – Simon Clark 

12.40-13.00 Discussion  

13.00 -14.00 Lunch  

14.00–14.30 Invited Keynote Presentation ‘Recent developments in estimating the public health 

impacts of air pollution’ – Fintan Hurley 
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14.30-15.10 Research Presentations  

1. Scoping the possible health effects of nitrogen dioxide – Heather Walton 

2. Indoor air Pollution and Health (IAPAH) – Marie Coggins 

15.10-15.30 Tea 

15.30-16.10 Research Presentations  

3. Modelling the effect of variable air exchange rates on indoor aerosol concentrations 

– James McGrath 

4. Air pollution exposure lessons from the World Trade Center disaster – Michaela 

Kendall 

16.10-16.40 Discussion and Future Steps   
 


